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Then Hermes, looking at Marcus, said
' And to you,

Verus, what seemed the noblest end of life ?
'

Quietly and

gravely he replied,
' The imitation of God.'

JULIAN, Caesars.

'
Life is more like wrestling than dancing.'

M. ANTONINUS, vii. 61.
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PREFACE

IN 1898 I published an English render-

ing of the Twelve Books of Marcus

Aurelius Antoninus To Himself, prefac-

ing it with an Introductory Study of Stoi-

cism, and of the inner life and thoughts
of the Emperor himself. In the present

volume, intended for the reader rather

than the student, I have revised and in

some measure simplified the translation,

and in the Introduction have set down

only what seemed essential for intelligent

understanding of the Thoughts. For

fuller treatment and explanation I may
refer to the larger volume. Since its

publication it has been a surprise and

delight to me to realise the number
and variety of those who find support
and companionship in these soliloquies of

the great Emperor.
'

Being dead he yet
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speaketh,' and takes rank among the

spiritual forefathers of men of different

creed, and age, and clime. By far the

most learned and copious edition of his

works is by the hand of Thomas Gataker,

who, in extreme old age, in his quiet

rectory at Rotherhithe, considered this

his best preparation for approaching
death

;
and in the same spirit Cardinal

Barberini dedicates his translation of the

work ' To his soul, to make it redder

than his purple at the sight of the virtues

of this Gentile.' The present translation

was a labour of love, that occupied many
vacations. Casaubon, Jeremy Collier,

Graves, Long have their merits as

translators, and better than any are the

Foulis Press editions by James Moor
and Francis Hutcheson ; but in scholar-

ship and style they leave much to be

desired, and I have spared no pains to

make this version faithful, exact, and

readable.

CHARTERHOUSE, 1901.



INTRODUCTION

THE Thoughts of Marcus Aurelius are among
the surprises of literature. It was little likely
that he would write a book, still less that it

would command the attention of posterity and

live. No hint suggests that their existence

was known or suspected by any one of his

contemporaries, though in the philosophic
circles of Rome they would have been read

and quoted with avidity. The historians, who
celebrate his virtues, were ignorant of them,
and it is useless to surmise what accident of

duty or affection preserved this relic of himself

among the papers and possessions which he

left behind. Nine centuries later, when in

Western Europe Greek was a forgotten tongue,
a few extracts in a lexicographer show that

the manuscript had made its way eastward,
but so extinct was all knowledge or tradition

of it in the world of learning, that when in

1529 Antonio of Guevara issued his Relax de

Prindpes, or Dial of Princes^ purporting to
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reproduce the authentic words of the Stoic

Emperor, it was eagerly welcomed, translated

into many tongues, and accepted by scholars

of repute as a genuine transcript of his written

Meditations.

The true original was among the latest

works unearthed by the Scholars of the

Renascence; it was first edited in 1558 by
W. Holzmann of Augsburg, known in the

world of letters as Xylander, from a single

manuscript which subsequently disappeared.
From that day the Thoughts took the place
in literature, and won the interest and hearing,
which they have never lost. The book has

no place in the curriculum of schools ; for its

value lies in content, not form
;
and it makes

its appeal not to the hopes and enthusiasm of

youth, so much as to the graver moods which

disciplines of patience and experience bring.
To them it carries its own message of c im-

perishable benefit,' more easily accessible in

translation than in the somewhat crabbed

original. And hence it comes that to-day

strange as it may seem in the whole range
of Greek literature no work (excepting the

New Testament) has wider vogue and cur-

rency, than these untutored meditations of the

Imperial moralist. Their spell lies in their

sincerity ; in them through endurance, through

isolation, and through self-restraint, soul speaks
to soul ; sombre though they be, subdued and

passionless, yet the words 'have hands and
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feet
'

; and they become, as has been said, a

sort of *

high-water mark of unassisted virtue.'

They are not congenial to all moods or tem-

peraments but in their own province they

possess a singular power of dignifying duty, of

shaming weakness, and of rebuking discontent.

In the words of Matthew Arnold,
4 He re-

mains the especial friend and comforter of all

clear-headed and scrupulous, yet pure-hearted
and upward-striving men, in those ages most

especially that walk by sight, not by faith, but

yet have no open vision. He cannot give
such souls, perhaps, all they yearn for, but he

gives them much ; and what he gives them

they can receive.'

The authorship of the Thoughts has never

been seriously called in question. No manu-

script ascription, no certificate of authenticity
is needed. The internal evidence is sufficient

and convincing. This is no compilation of

a sophist ; it springs direct from life. It is a

private diary or commonplace book, not meant
for other eyes, but for the relief that self-

examination and self- utterance bring. The
references or reminiscences are minute and

personal ; if historical personages are men-

tioned, the touch is impressionist and unex-

pected. Among tutors Fronto has the briefest

of all sections
;

l
Verus, his brother and con-

sort, secures none but grateful memories ;
2

Faustina is remembered only in a single line

1
i. ii. *

i. 14.
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for docility, affection, and simplicity.
1 The

groups of tutors and philosophers the cour-

tesies of Catulus,
2 the suavity of Sextus,

3 the

blunt honesty of Rusticus,
4 the wholesome

cheeriness of Maximus proof against sick-

ness or bereavement,
6 the loves of Benedicta

or Theodotus,
6 the mourners by the bier of

Hadrian or Verus,
7 the incidents of the tax-

gatherer of Tusculum 8 or the fortune-teller

at Caieta,
9 have no place in history, but as

they flit across the page remind us how inti-

mate and unconstrained are these self-commun-

ings, to which we are made privy. For prince
as well as peasant the spiritual issues are deter-

mined in the sphere of the actual and homely
and commonplace ; the earliest impressions
stick fastest, and small things count for most.

To gain their proper value, to make for

support or solace or edification, the Thoughts
must be read as personal, as unsophisticated,
as To Himself the one title 10 that has any
vestige of authority ; thoughts, that is to say,

concerning himself, addressed to himself, for

help, for warning, or for re-assurance, said in

presence of no bystander into his own ear

alone, thoughts not dressed out for our delec-

tation or improvement, but which we, as it

were, overhear. As section after section drops
from his pen, often inconsequent, formless, or

1
i. 17.

3
i- 13-

S
9-

4
7

5
i. 15, 16. 8

i. 17.
7 viii. 37.

8
i. 1

i. 17.
10 T4 Trpt* la.vrt>.
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occasional, now a recollection or citation, now
an argument, now a reflection or an aphorism,
as mood and accent alike in their impatience
and their self-restraint become familiar and

intelligible, our attention is riveted, not by the

emperor or the philosopher or the author, but

by the man. The words gain new significance,
are wrung out of the pressure of experience,
and charged with deeper appeal and sentiment.

The moral platitudes cease to be philosophic

commonplaces, and grow instinct with life :

they are the saving convictions on which a

human soul once possessed itself in patience.
The resolution and the resignation well up
from thoughts

' too deep for tears.' The sighs
of weariness, the ejaculations of vexation or

disgust or scorn, are the cries which through
drawn lips escape the strong man in his hour
of solitude. The staid severity and the re-

straint of style are the measure of the stoical

endurance repeating to itself,
c Pain that lasts

may be borne.' The thoughts of justice,

courage, temperance, and truth are no mere
enumeration of the cardinal virtues, but are

fresh-molten from the furnace of duty and
resolve and responsibility, though shaped
within the strait and formal moulds prescribed

by Stoic formulas. So understood, read with
the eyes of the heart as well as of the mind,
this diary of inward communings ceases to

be frigid, impersonal, or unimpassioned ;
it is

autobiography of the best kind, and becomes,
b
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as Renan declared,
c the most human of all

books.'
4 The most human,' and may it not be

added the most sincere and unmistakable ?

The lights of Plato, Xenophon, and Aristo-

phanes have all played upon the figure of

Socrates ; the portrait of Epictetus has been

rendered at full length by Arrian ; Plato and

Aristotle have left volumes for the exposition
of their thoughts. But not one of them is

so intimately known and comprehended, as

Marcus Aurelius becomes to those who ac-

quaint themselves with his self-communings.
There they may read him through and through,

may 'look into the Inner Self,' until the

records of historians and the stories of contem-

poraries seem like foreseen inevitable illustra-

tions of a familiar soul. Dio Cassius and

Capitolinus become, as it were, commentaries

upon the Emperor's soliloquies. When
Avidius Cassius raised the standard of revolt,
he proffered abdication. When official eti-

quette compelled his presence at the games,
he turned from sights of blood to perusal of

books or signing of documents. When the

armies of the barbarian crossed the frontier, he
craved permission of the Senate to sell imperial
treasures to defray the needs of war, with the

words *

Nothing we have is our own ; even
the house we live in belongs to you.' When,
for the fourth time, on the eve of the impend-
ing struggle, death stretched forth his hand,
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and took from him a little son, Rome noted

only the unmoved face,
c the countenance

that never changed in gladness or in grief,'
but the reader of the Thoughts will trace the

recurrent impress
l of indelible bereavement,

and learn also how control of feature and

deportment was but an item among his

practised habits of self-discipline.
2

Thus the Thoughts, even to the proverbs
and the quotations in which they sometimes
find expression, become autobiography, the

authentic record of a spiritual experience.
'The unexamined life is not worth living'
Socrates had said

;
and about this 4 Know thy-

self and 'Look within
' 8 of sages the Thoughts

continually revolve. The one preoccupation
of the writer is with the problems of personal

experience ; his one effort to '
face facts,'

4 as

they affect the moral self, to clear away
illusions, to get at the heart of motive and

disposition, to submit each act and abstinence,
each affection and each impulse, each memory
and each aspiration, to the criterion of uni-

versal truth, and by that light to test their

vital worth, to justify or to repudiate their

realisation, and so attain the complete accord,
the harmonious flow 5 of the individual being
with the movement of the universe and God.

1
i. 8

j
viii. 49 ;

ix. 40 ;
x. 34, 35 ;

xi. 34 ;
and cf. vii.

40 ;
xi. 6.

-
vii. 24, 37, 60.

3
vi. 3.

4
iv. ii.

5 The Stoic etipota.. Cf. ii. 5 ;
v. 9, 34 j

x. 6.
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* Efface impression ; stay impulse ; quench
inclination ; be master of your Inner Self.'

l

* Live with the Gods.' 2

A comparison with Epictetus will make
the difference of moral standpoint clear. In

creed, in terminology, in moral principles the

Emperor claims discipleship j the reading of

his memoirs 3 was an epoch in his spiritual

life j he couples him as Master with Chry-
sippus and Socrates.4 But in scope and manner

they stand poles apart. Epictetus is the teacher,

whose business is to apply philosophy to all

diversities of circumstance and character and

occupation : his eye is always on his audience,
his tone adapts itself to all sorts and con-

ditions of men : slaves or patricians, merchants

or soldiers, students or athletes, prudes or

profligates, misers or spendthrifts, the man of

action, the man of the study, or the man of

the market-place, all interest him equally, and
are made successive touchstones of his wit ;

to dissect a foible is as congenial as to scathe

a vice ; he has shrewd counsels for the quarrel-

some, the talkative, or the affected ; he holds

up the mirror to indolence, hypocrisy or

stubbornness ; he discourses upon manners no
less than morals

; pokes fun at fashion or un-
masks meanness ; spices his talk with homely
and concrete illustrations, racy and sometimes
coarse j he appeals now to literature and

history, now to anecdotes of philosophers or

1
ix. 7.

2
v. 27. i. 7.

4
vii. 19.
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characters upon the stage ; his humour is

adroit, caustic, imperturbable, but the very
freedom and variety of its reactions mask
inner personality.

Turning to the thoughts ofMarcus Aurelius,
we breathe another atmosphere. No sense of

mission, no hankering after effect or novelty

inspires his pen. He has neither objectors to

gainsay, nor disciples to propitiate j he does

not exhort or rebuke, spur the apathetic or

shame the reprobate ; he has no mixed
audience to attract and hold, no diversity of

circumstances to take into account. The
virtues or faults of others are not in question.
* Another's error, let it lie.'

1 * If he did wrong,
with him lies the evil. Suppose after all he did

not !

' 2 'Find fault with none.' 3 c Better them
or bear with them.' 4 From the first page to

the last he has but a single auditor serious,

dispassionate, intent, himself. The attitude

is one of strained, insistent, obligation ; no

lighter vein intrudes, as he cross-examines

self with the analytic voice of reason, which
restricts each circumstance to its tiny sphere
of significance and power,* which dissects

impression into the sorry terms of its material

counterpart, which disenchants sense of the

illusions of movenvu and colour,
7 which

'views itself, determines itself' 8 and 'main-

1
ix. 20. v ix. 38 ;

xi. 18. *
s. 4 ;

xii. 12.
4

viii. 59.
B

viii. 36 ;
ix. 25. vi. 13 ; ix. 36.
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tains a motion of its own, towards its appointed
end.' l One defect of his morals lies in excess

of self-consciousness, in too often substituting
some canon of self-regard for a wider criterion

of good. This intensity of self-concentration

restricts the range of outlook and appeal, and

those who have entered most into the teaching
of the Thoughts will be first to allow the

charge of monotony and unprogressiveness.
Such progress as there is, belongs to form rather

than to content : language gained visibly in

ease and freedom of expression ; the trains of

thought take shape more naturally and com-

pactly, and crystallise more freely in illustration

or quotation or happy pregnancy of phrase.
The ten Heads of Philosophy for instance, set

forth in Book xi. 1 8, summarise results towards

which preceding books have felt their way.
But throughout, from the First Book written

Among the Quadi^ on the Gran^ or the Second
At Carnuntum^ to the last which moves within

the shadow of the coming end, the moral

standpoint is the same, and fixed premisses
lead always to the same unalterable conclusions.

The reiterations and recurrences of theme
have a pathos of their own : above all, they
are true to life, and to the conditions which

produced them. It is a familiar fact of experi-

ence, how in times of stress and isolation,

whatever our starting-point, we seem to travel

and re-travel the same round to the same goal ;

1
viii, 60

;
v. 14.
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and diaries and autobiographies tell the same

story. Of most, perhaps of all moral self-

presentments, unless indeed the record extends

over prolonged and changing phases of experi-

ence, or unless the nature is unusually versa-

tile and many-sided, the same holds good ; and
no such saving clause is true of Marcus
Aurelius. Yet admitting these limitations,
his soliloquies may not unjustly be described

as the De Imitatione of Paganism. And wide
as is the gulf that lies between Stoic Pantheism
and belief in the Incarnate Christ, and their

effect upon the emotions and the moral sense,
both books exhibit the same aloofness and
detachment from the world, the same fixity of

look on the eternal, the same final and direct

relation of the soul to God, and the same
continued return upon the absorbing centre

of devotion.

The Thoughts belong to the last phase of

a life worn and now bowed with the burden
of immense responsibilities. They are in

perfect accord with the fixed, grave lineaments,
the far-ofF look of reflective and enduring
fortitude, with which the Emperor, on the

reliefs of his Triumphal Arch, passes through
the homage of barbarians and the applause of

citizens, and as 'a priest and minister of

gods
' moves on his way, without elation or

illusions, dispensing even justice to the

conquered, the courtier, and the crowd.1 His
1 See Frontispiece.
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last twelve years were mainly given to the

camp, waging with Sarmatians and Marco-
manni the protracted and precarious campaigns,
which secured to the Western Empire two
added centuries of fruitful life. We can

hardly be wrong in ascribing them to the

latter portion even of this last stage.
1 c Thou

art an old man '
is the exordium of the Second

Book ; yet his days were not prolonged to

the completion of his sixtieth year. 'Thy
life is all but finished,'

c
its tale fully told and

its service accomplished.'
2 The moods of

youth its heat, its inner discords, its en-

thusiasms were forgotten things j
there is no

passing reference to temptations of the flesh.

Decay of powers
3 and the hovering approach

of death brood over all, as the soul finally

adjusts itself for reunion with the whole from
which it first emerged. It is unnatural and

hardly possible to think that the Twelfth
Book long preceded his decease. It is almost

a death-bed charge.
1 The personal allusions in Book I are not decisive

;
but

from the terms of reference in i. 14 I certainly infer that

L. Verus, who died in 169 A.D., was already dead. The

memory of Faustina in i. 18 is, as it seems to me, associated

with that of things and persons now numbered with the

past. Her death took place in 176 A.D. The rest of that

year was occupied by Marcus with travels in the East, and
his return to Rome, where he remained till August 178 A.D.

If these indications are correct, the Meditations will all belong
to the last stage of the Marcomannic War, and the two

closing years (August 178 A.D.- March 180 A.D.) of the

Emperor's life.

2
ii. 6

j
v. 31.

*
iii. i.
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In some respects the exile of the camp was
a relief. True, that from the moral point of

view, war was little better than licensed

brigandage, 'the human spider hunting the

fly.'
1 Yet it brought respite from the whirl

;

from the oppressive 'strain and strife* ; from
the frivolity, the jangle,

2 the moral friction,
the irritating falsity of that 'life at Court,'

3

which to shattered and irritable nerves had
become a kind of fighting with wild beasts,

4

and a mangling of the flesh. It enabled him,
at least for intervals of solitary recreation, to

withdraw into himself,
6 to practise that

spiritual 'recollection' on which serious

schools of philosophy and religion lay so

much stress, and so in preparation for the

next call of duty to ride ' in still waters and
the waveless bay.'

6 The personal attitude

is most explicit in the following passage.
7

4 To go on being what you have been hitherto,
to lead a life still so distracted and polluted,
were stupidity and cowardice indeed, worthy
of the mangled gladiators, who, torn and

disfigured, cry out to be remanded till the

morrow, to be flung once more to the same

fangs and claws. Claim your own moral

attributes ; in them stand fast, as one trans-

lated to Islands of the Blessed. But if

you find yourself falling away and beaten in

1
x. 10. 2

ix. 3.
* iv. 3 ;

v. 16
;

vi. 12
;

viii. 9.
4

vii. 68.
B

iv. z
;

vii. 28.
8

xii. 22
;

cf. iv. 3, 49.
7 x. 8.
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the fight, be a man and get away to some

quiet corner, where you can still hold on, or

in the last resort take leave of life, not angrily
but simply, freely, modestly, achieving at

least this much in life, brave leaving of it.'

Such was the mood in which 'as man, as

Roman, as Imperator, he held the van
'

alone

'upright, not uprighted.'
1 But the strain

of self - sustainment was exhausting. The
attachments of his youth had been to older

men, and death or circumstance had with-

drawn them from his side
;

' Soon you will

have forgotten all ; soon all will have forgotten

you.'
2 The surroundings and associates

of war were harsh and uncongenial, and

philosophers and councillors shunned the

privations of the camp ; Galen loved Rome
too well to attend him on the Danube, and

no poet or man of letters has told the story of

his Sarmatian and Marcomannic wars. In

the home affections, on which he had leaned

much, the hand of bereavement had pressed

heavily ; of five sons, death had spared only

Commodus, and the closing years of life were
widowed of the affection of Faustina. At
the last nerves and digestion quite gave out,
so that he scarcely ate or slept : theriac a

sedative drug became, as Galen tells us,

almost his food
;

and Julian introduces him

among the Caesars as 'very grave, his eyes
and features somewhat drawn with hard toils,

1 Hi. 5.
2

vii. 21.
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and his body luminous and transparent with

abstemiousness from food.' Thus the voice

is often as of one crying from lonely heights
of uncompanioned monarchy, as he stood

fulfilling 'life's remainder,'
1 l

holding the

van,' yet waiting for the c retreat to sound,'
2

as he bore the weight of empire and the

solitude of power.
The moral standpoint is throughout

Imperial : it is this which gives the Thoughts
their unique place in literature. The study
and formation of a coherent ideal of duty is

no small part of the interest of Ethics : a

human interest is added when such an ideal is

embodied in a life, and revealed in biographical
or autobiographical form. But, inasmuch
as the ordeal is most severe and enacted on
the most commanding stage, the interest cul-

minates when the ideal is exemplified as

English hearts well understand in the fierce

light that beats upon a throne. And the

soliloquies of Marcus Aurelius are an Elkon

Basilike^ a mirror and disclosure of the kingly
life, of unsurpassed sincerity, fcrissimus the

Emperor Hadrian had called him when a

child, playing upon his family name of Verus ;

and rerunnuu he remained in this self-

portraiture of royal estate. Everywhere it is

the /3a<riA.evs auroic/Hmop, the supreme head of

the Roman Empire in its palmiest days, who

gathers up the fruits of his experience. It is

1
iii. 4 ;

iv. 31 ; x. 15 j
xi. 16

;
xii. 3.

-
iii. 5.
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not only or chiefly that the Ideal Prince is set

forth in the pattern of Antoninus,
1 that there

are references to Court life and its conditions,

or to the duty of c the ram to the flock and the

bull to the herd,'
2 but it is the moral climate

of the whole that gives distinctive value to

the work. It is a direct and living outcome
of the experience of power. There is no

make-believe or guessing at conclusions ; no

praise of unattempted virtues or belittling of

temptations that lie outside of personal ex-

perience ; no Stoic declamation about chains

and racks, tyrants and libertines ; but a Caesar

of Rome to whom the emptiness of riches,
the vanity of power, the hollowness of praise
or feme are not a topic but an experience
takes counsel with himself how still

c to endure

and to refrain,' to 'choose the highest and to

hold it fast.' 3 The virtues sought, the vices

eschewed, in range, in treatment, and in

distribution of emphasis, presuppose every-
where the position of authority. Throughout
men are regarded as recipients, rather than

dispensers of kindnesses ; it is numbered

among his blessings 'that he has never been
called upon to borrow from another,'

4 or ' to

receive favours that he could not return.'

Duties to equals of all duties the most taxing
and duties to inferiors monopolise the field ;

all coarser and more flagrant forms of vice, or

1
i. 16, 17 ;

vi. 30.
a

xi. 18 (i) ; cf. iii. 5.
8

iii. 6
;

v. 21. 4
i. 17.
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actions that could be called criminal, are

merely named as objects of repulsion. The
moral distractions and perturbations which he

dreads are those which beset power and place
and privilege, to disturb serenity of soul.

The regards are fixed on c sins of respecta-

bility
'

; on indolence, impatience, discourtesy,
officiousness ; and on such more delicate

forms of moral delinquency as self-absorption
in the press of current duties, as want of

moral nerve and allowance of morbid self-

distrusts, as uncertainty of purpose, frivolity,

and aimlessness of life, or the intellectual

indolence which rushes to hasty conclusions

and leaves us at the mercy of unwarranted

impressions or desires.

The treatment of virtues is no less charac-

teristic and discriminating. The four cardinal

virtues of Stoicism Justice, Truth, Wisdom,
and Courage are applied to the estate of

monarchy. Justice does not wield the sword,
but comes pressing the plea of the weak and

the obligation of the strong
c forbearance is

one part of justice,'
1
and, recognising the tie of

kind, will not overlook the allowance due
to ignorance ;

and a still more imperial note

animates a reflection such as this :

' We are

not true to justice if we strive for things

secondary, or if we allow ourselves to be

imposed upon, or draw hasty and fallible con-

clusions.' 2 Truth is never figured as protest
1

iv. 3.
2

xi. io.
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or contradiction, but as that simplicity of

bearing, that openness of mind, that single-
ness of word and act, that quiet undeviating
1

pursuit of the straight course,' which power
and place make doubly difficult. Courage and

Wisdom are viewed from the same outlook, as

of one 'strong and patient and provoked

every day.' And beside the solid virtues and

charities incumbent on the ruler, are set the

social graces which adorn the official and the

gentleman consideration, candour, modesty,
attentive and intelligent perception, courtesy,
tact and address in conversation ; and the

compass of morality is extended to such

refinements as cheerfulness in leadership,
belief in friends' affection, wise husbandry
and just apportionment of powers, careful

selection among competing claims, reserve of

opportunities for self-examination and recrea-

tion of the inner life. Leisure as well as

labour, thought as well as action, deportment
as well as motive, are scrupulously moralised.

The basis of his ethics lay in Stoicism.

For Romans of the first two centuries the

choice lay between the Stoic and the Epicurean
school, and Marcus Aurelius, like almost all

the most earnest spirits of his generation,
chose the former. He was not a meta-

physician, still less an original thinker ; but

from boyhood, almost it may be said from

childhood, he found grave and studious pleasure
in philosophy. As an interpretation of the
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world without and the world within, it

satisfied his spiritual needs and braced him to

moral effort as the one thing that made life

worth living. It took possession of his whole

being, emotion and imagination as well as

intellect and will, and fulfilled its claim of

showing forth the life
c conformed to nature,'

and of putting man at one with himself, with
the Universe, and with God.
The impact of Stoicism upon Roman

temperament and tradition forms a striking

chapter in the development of morality. The
system was of Greek invention, tinged with

some colouring of Eastern intuitions, yet it

did not, on any large scale, become a moral

force, until it migrated and acclimatised itself

at Rome. There, as by some pre-determined

harmony, it found the soil and antecedents

suited to its growth, and became a fructifying

power in the future of civilisation. The
Roman thought of duty, as expressed in virtus

manliness, the Roman instinct for law, and
the Roman sense of religion binding, omni-

present, impersonal found a meeting-place
in the Stoic creed. The traditional type of

Roman patriot, a Camillus or a Decius, a

Regulus or Brutus, was modelled upon lines

which reappear in the Wise Man of Stoicism.

The self-repression and austerity of type, the

subjection of the individual to the whole, the

subordination of impulse and affection to the

demands of moral obligation, the doggedness
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and inflexibility of the virtues exercised, all

fell in with the ideals of republican virtue.

And beneath all the surface corruptions of

imperial times, the earlier type continued to

recur, so that in the darkest days of Caesarean

degradation there were not wanting, even in

the capital, men who adorned the Stoic

profession with a courage and simplicity

worthy of the best days of the Republic.
Under Nero and Domitian, Stoics as well as

Christians, Stoic women as well as Stoic men,
sealed their testimony with their blood, and it

was not mere rhetoric that breathed in the

call and reminder addressed by Marcus to his

generals in the field

Moribus antiquis res stat Romana virisque.

The affinity of Stoicism with the genius of

Rome, is even more visible on the large scale

than in the units of individual life. It has a

strange kinship with that Fortune or Majesty
of Rome, which built up the fabric of imperial

administration, and the world-order of Roman
law. With all its undeniable imperfections,
this

Fortuna omnipotens et ineluctabile fatum

of Rome was a commanding historical embodi-
ment of Stoic forecasts of c an equal common-
wealth based on equality of right and equality
of speech, and of imperial rule respecting first
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and foremost the liberty of the subject,'
l of a

*

world-citizenship
'

co-extensive with man-

kind, of an order of things passionless and

irresistible, which unified and evolved the

destinies of men towards some unseen goal, of

that march of fate to which men resigned
themselves as to an overruling providence

Desine fata deum flecti sperare precando.

So far as the cravings of Stoicism found

historical and political fulfilment, they did so

in the sixty years of Hadrian and the Anton-

ines, and so far again as an individual can

embody the spirit of an age, its highest and
most representative impersonation is unques-

tionably to be found in the person of Marcus
Antoninus. The Thoughts reveal how his

whole life and conduct were motived and

built up from Stoicism.

Stoicism faced the whole problem of exist-

ence, and devoted as searching an investigation
to processes of being and of thought, to

physics and to dialectic, as to the moral

problems presented by the emotions and the

will. But to the Roman Stoics, and most
of all to Marcus Aurelius, interest centred

in ethics ; all else was of importance only
in so far as it bore on that. Probably
no system of philosophy ever furnished

thoughtful and not too metaphysical minds

with a more convincing and satisfying syn-
*

i. 14.

c
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thesis of the phenomena of consciousness

within and without. The Stoic interpreta-
tion of the world was rigidly, resolutely
monistic. Between material and spiritual

there was no divorce. Matter was that which
could act or be acted upon ; and no other

form of action, no other kind of existence,
was conceivable or possible. All life was

ultimately one, the product of a single force ;

the seeming differences were only varieties of

phase, or in stricter terms varieties of tension

in the immanent spiritual force,
' the seminal

reason
'

which caused and called into being
the particular form of existence.1 Thus the

whole world was indissolubly one, an embodi-
ment of the omnipresent immanent World-

Spirit or Amma Mundl^ which was the source

and sum of all existence. Through all ran vital

rapport j star was linked to star, and man to

man, by as vital and binding a '

sympathy of

parts
'

as that exhibited by cohesion, gravita-

tion, or attraction in the domain of the

phenomenal. The physical forces that produce

unity of inorganic or organic being in stones,

plants, or animals,
2 are no less spiritual than

the subtler forms of soul, reason, and mind
which give individuality and social instinct to

men. What on the physical side is regarded
as heat, breath, or pneumatic currents,

3 ex-

presses itself on the psychical as reason and

1
ix. I.

2
vi. 14.

3
ii. 2

;
iv. 3 ;

v. z6
;

ix. 365 x. 7 ;
xii. 30.
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soul. It can only be said that spirit expressing
itself as consciousness in man assumes a purer

phase or higher tension, one more nearly
akin to spirit as it is in itself, than any
other known form of self-expression. The
identification of man's Inner Self, his highest

consciousness, with the world-soul, is the very
core of Stoicism. But herein lies an assurance

that Soul, Destiny, Providence, God are no less

material in operation than the various forces

of nature, sense, or will that take effect in the

phenomenal. Zeus and Aether are one.

There is no god outside the material Universe.

The creed of Stoicism is pantheist, not

theist. Conceived at his completest, God is

the whole world-soul, and the sum of being
is the fulness of the godhead : but usually

god or gods for the use of singular or plural

is indifferent are a more partial manifestation

of the world-spirit, leaving room for poly-
theistic worship and belief, by which gods of

Rome, gods of Greece, or departmental gods
of particular provinces of nature or life are

the equivalents of the portion of world- spirit

immanent within the sphere assigned. Thus
in his philosophic creed the Emperor found

not a contradiction but a corroboration of the

devout affection, the pietas, with which he

clung to the usages and ceremonies of his

ancestral faith. They were congenial to his

temperament, and earliest associations ; for,

according to Roman belief, every department
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and incident of life public or private, indi-

vidual or collective lay within the control

of divine powers or numina^ whom it was

necessary to approach and to appease with

appropriate offerings and ritual and forms of

prayer. Every time and every place had its

own tutelary presence : every day in the

calendar -wasfastus or nefastus ; each operation
of the field, sowing or ploughing, reaping or

vintage, rested for blessing or for bane on
correct punctilious observances of propitiation ;

the Penates of the hearth, the Lares of the

streets, guarded and guided the intercourse of

life ; the fortune and the safety of Rome
herself was kept inviolate only by the watchful

homage of virgins and augurs and unnumbered

Colleges of Priests. To these devout assump-
tions Marcus was inured from childhood ; at

eight years old he was admitted to the Salian

priesthood, and c was observed to perform all

his sacerdotal functions with a constancy and

exactness unusual at that age ; he was soon

master of the sacred music, and had all the

forms and liturgies by heart.' Philosophy
confirmed and quickened his belief in the

indwelling omnipresence of the divine, making
'prayer and sacrifice, and all observances by
which we own the presence and the nearness

of the gods, covenants and sacred ministries

admitting to intimate communion with the

divine.' * Our earliest statue depicts him as a

1
vi. 44 ;

xii. 5.
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youth offering incense ; our latest as a robed

and sacrificing priest. He inaugurated his

Danubian campaigns with the antique pomp
of splendid lectisternia, and the carvings of

the Aurelian Column and the legend of the

Thundering Legion record the efficacy attri-

buted by his soldiers and his people to his

prayers. Above all other Stoic writers, he

gives reality and warmth to the conception of

'the god within.' With its strange instinct

for abstract impersonation, Roman belief had

evolved the idea of a ministering genius, a

kind of spiritual double to the actual man,

shaping his destinies, and responding to each

mood of melancholy or of mirth. This

indwelling genius is to Marcus Aurelius none

other than his
c

god within,' his 'particle of

Zeus,' his '

pilot
'
and '

lawgiver,' his ' monarch
and lord,'

' the most precious organ we possess,

whereby if we so will we attain to faith and

honour and truth and law and a good god
within.' J

This after all is but one inference from the

main affirmation, which is the summary and

centre of his Stoic creed The world is one

living whole^ ofwhich each man is a living part.
About this centre his thoughts continually

revolve, and it may be of use briefly to sum-
marise the natural corollaries.

The world is a living whole. This asserts

the unity of all being and all life : through all

x. 13.
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one impulse, and one purpose runs. It is a

Cosmos, not a Chaos, in which our lot is cast.

Life, well-lived, is fulfilling the purposes of

destiny. This is enough on which to stay
endurance ; belief in its cosmic import en-

larges and elates the thought of duty, as a

strand in the web of the eternal.

Man is part of the warId
-life.

What a

thought to dignify his destiny and chase mis-

givings ! Even in sleep we are fellow-workers

with God.' J

Of the living whole^ man is a living part.
This is true of every man ; it gives unity of

kind, and knits each to each with indissoluble

ties. The social tie has a deeper basis than

family or city ;
it ascends to a world-citizen-

ship, a brotherhood of man. It becomes a

universal law of co-operation and mutual
service. 'We are made for co-operation, as

feet, as hands, as eyelids, as the upper and the

lower teeth.' 2

Man is a part of the world-whole. But
how infinitesimally small a part ! and how
ephemeral ! Set between two eternities,

* be-

hind the eternal void, beyond the infinite to

come,'
3 what room is left us for pride and

self-assertion and the passions of short-lived

renown ?
cWhat a morsel of the sum of being,

on what a grain of the whole earth you crawl !

' 4

With this there comes indeed a daunting
1

vi. 42.
2

ii. i.

8
iv. 50, etc. 4

xii. 32.
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sense of littleness and insufficiency, but at

least it kills conceit of self and the allurements

of c the arch-sophist pride,' and arms us with
the certainty that not by rebellion or estrange-

ment, but solely by conformity to nature's

will,
'

by doing what nature directs, and bear-

ing what nature brings,'
1 can life have any

permanent meaning or effect. In that direc-

tion, and that only, labour is not spent in

vain.

Ducunt volentem fata, nolentem trahunt.

And consecration mingles with the thought
of insignificance

' One sooner, one later, we
are grains of frankincense on the same altar.'

2

Man is part of the world-whole, and the

whole is greater than the part. This is the

explanation of pain, suffering, privation, loss ;

the 'health of the Universe' demands the

sacrifice or disadvantage of the part. To this

ordinance man bows, convinced, content.

The great Order is perfect.
c All that hap-

pens, happens aright. Watch closely, you will

find it so.' 3
'Freely resign yourself to

Clotho, helping her to spin her thread of what
stuff she will.'

4 The constitution of man's

nature has provided for the need. The Inner

Governing Self5 enjoys, within its own domain,

complete self-mastery. It is self-determined ;

1
xii. 32.

a
iv. 15.

8
iv. 10. 4 iv. 34.

8 rb rrye/jLoviKbv, his favourite and characteristic appella-
tion for the soul.
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c No man can rob of us our will.'
l To assaults

from without, whether from the unkindness

of fortune or the malignity of man, it is invul-

nerable.
c The freehold of the mind none

other may contravene ; fire cannot touch it,

nor steel, nor tyrant, nor slander, nor any
other thing ; it is a sphere self-orbed.' 2 c

It

is the headland against which billows dash

continually ; but it stands fast, till at its base

the boiling breakers are lulled to rest.'
3 And

no less is it proof against pain, weakness, or

affections of the flesh ;

' a citadel impregnable
to passions,'

4 the *
field

'
or '

mountain-top
' 5

into which man can ever at a moment with-

draw himself,
c
as the shepherd milking his

herds,'
6 and be c

lapped in perfect ease.'

Man is part ofa living whole. The part

passes, the whole abides. Death is but the

resumption of the part into the primal fount

of being. It hides no terrors unrevealed ;
it

is an incident in the flow of being.
c Give it

welcome ; death too is part of nature's will.' 7

c

Serenely take your leave
; serene as he who

gives you the discharge.'
8

Such are the main thoughts which, with

varying emphasis and application, reiterate

themselves in the soliloquies of the Imperial
diarist. It remains only to give, in briefest

outline, the setting of the life itself.

1
xi. 36.

2
viii. 41.

s
iv. 49.

4
viii. 48.

6
iv. 3.

6 x. 23.
7

ix. 3.
8

xii. 16.
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Marcus Annius Verus, such was his family

name, was born upon the Caelian Mount at

Rome in April 121 A.D. Spanish blood ran

in his veins, but for three generations his fore-

fathers had moved in senatorial circles filling

responsible offices of state. His grandfather,
Annius Verus, Prefect of the City and three

times Consul, left on the little Marcus an

abiding impression of dignified official suavity.
1

His father only reached the praetorship, dying
when his infant son was only three months
old. On the maternal side his grandfather
and great

-
grandfather were no less distin-

guished, and the tie that grew up between

widowed mother and only son 2 was of the

closest intimacy and affection. His boyish
letters to his tutor Fronto rarely omit some

playful message or tender inquiry for his

mother ; and the bond outlasted his marriage
with Faustina and elevation to the Caesarship ;

it produced not only trustfulness and 'sim-

plicity of life,'
3 but a vein of almost senti-

mental tenderness in home affections, which
was rare in the patrician circles of Rome.4

Under charge of numerous tutors, studious

and docile, he passed a happy and innocent

boyhood, sometimes deep in his books

grammar, rhetoric, history, and philosophy at

Rome, at others enjoying country rides and

> L i.
2 An elder sister is little more than a name.
8

i. 3 ;
vi. 12. *

i. n, 13, 17.
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pursuits among the Lanuvian hills. A pretty
anecdote tells how in his grandfather's house

the Emperor Hadrian noticed the boy one day,
and punning pleasantly upon his name called

him Ptrisstmus 1 instead of Verus. Like

other young Romans he enjoyed running,

boxing, fencing, and hunting, and played a

good game at ball, but in the fashionable

amusements of the circus and the amphitheatre
he took no part. His dress, even in the capital,

was of the simplest, often of home -spun
Lanuvian wool. His health was never robust,
and in later years broke down under the strain

of overwork ; but in physical as well as

mental habit great endurance and tenacity

underlay some weakness of exterior, and sys-
tematic self-control husbanded his strength.
At twenty, or thereabouts, he married the

daughter of his adopted father Antoninus,

Faustina, who bore him many sons an4

daughters ; court scandal busied itself with her

name, but the known facts and the allusions

of Marcus himself give it no countenance, and
her death in 176 A.D. was among the crown-

ing sorrows of his life.

The Rome into which he was born was the

Rome of Hadrian, at its zenith of material

wealth and splendour. The villa of Hadrian
at Tivoli, with its maze of triclinia and porti-
coes and baths, its mosaics and its porphyries,
its lakes and terraces and fishponds, its mimic

1

Justin, in his First Apology, repeats the compliment.
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reproductions of nature's choicest scenes, its

Tempe, Styx, or Canopus, suggests the

architecture and the landscape of some poet's

phantasy rather than any solid fabric ofhuman
handiwork ; this marvel of cultured opulence,
and again the towering Mausoleum, the

Castello S. Angelo of to-day, rose cased in

marble before his eyes. The Rome he knew
was the Rome of palaces and forums and

colonnades, of amphitheatres, basilicas, and

aqueducts, which even in ruin overpower the

imagination with lavish profusion of magni-
ficence and scale. Though true vitality and

creative power were gone, yet the days of

decadence were irradiated with mists of culture,
that alike in letters and in art in rhetoric for

instance, in philosophy and science, and again
in sculpture and the minor arts shed a

rich after-glow on the setting glories of the

imperial city ; and the society in which
Marcus was brought up abounded in dilettante

grace and erudition.

His life falls into three sections, correspond-

ing to the successive principates through which
he lived. During his years of boyhood,

121-138 A.D., Hadrian was Emperor. In

February 138 A.D., a few months before his

death, Hadrian adopted Antoninus, to be with

Lucius Verus his successor ;
and the young

Marcus, as part of the arrangement, and by
the Emperor's direction, was at the same time

adopted by Antoninus, and assumed the name
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by which he is known to history, of Marcus
Aurelius Antoninus.1

The second stage, the twenty-three years
from 138 to 161 A.D., formed a long appren-

ticeship for the duties of sole rule. They were

years filled with arduous administrative toil.

The great architect of the Roman Empire,
whose generalship and statesmanship traced

the large lines of empire and mapped its

boundaries, was Trajan. His successor

Hadrian occupied his years in almost con-

tinuous travel ; his aim was to consolidate,
not to enlarge ; to be the Visitor of his huge
Imperial domain ; to understand the needs

and capabilities of the nations, tribes, and

provinces, which made up the whole ; to

weld and integrate them if possible into a

permanent unity, and to provide according to

national temperament and circumstance for

efficiency of administration and defence. He
remodelled the Army, and instituted and

organised a Civil Service upon a scale com-
mensurate with the Empire. As the result

there emerges in the person of Antoninus, a

new type of Emperor, as permanent chief and
director of the vast bureaucracy through whom
the provinces were governed, whose task it

was to unify and supervise legislation, finance,

police, public works, and all the endless details

of imperial and departmental administration.

It was in this laborious, watchful, and highly
1
By contemporaries he is never called Aurelius.
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conservative school that Marcus himself

learned the art of government, and helped to

realise the Golden Age of the Antonines.

Rome of this era was a synonym for civilisation,

and Roman rule meant for the subject peoples

all, and more than all, that English Empire
implies for India. From the Euphrates to the

Atlantic, from the wall of Antoninus in North
Britain to the Tropic ofCancer in Africa, over

all western and southern Europe, with Asia

Minor, Armenia, Syria, and Egypt, ran the

Imperial writ. Throughout the huge domain,
which to-day groans under millions of armed

men, war was remembered only by the tramp
of legionaries passing to distant stations that

watched and garrisoned the frontiers, while

within the realm sure guarantees of order,

security, and justice were provided under the

august supremacy of the universal Romano
Pax and Romano Lex. More and more the

task of government centred around the person
of the Emperor: and Marcus became to his

adopted father far more than Antoninus, him-
self surnamed Pius for his affectionate fidelity,
had ever been to Hadrian. His sense of duty
was indefatigable ; for three and twenty years,
so the historian avers, he absented himself for

two nights only from the side of Antoninus ;

content to be his unassuming, unremitting

coadjutor.

When, on the death of Antoninus in 161

A.D., he succeeded to sole rule, his load of
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responsibilities increased. But there was no

diminution of his patience or assiduity ; he

never missed a meeting of the Senate, or left

before its close ;
he would give days to the

hearing of a single case, and extended the

days of assize to 230 in the year. His

laws and rescripts aim at protecting orphans,

wards, and minors ; at relieving debtors and

the destitute ; at extending the rights of

women ; at curbing traditional prerogatives
of ' fathers

'

and * masters
'

; at emancipat-

ing and enlarging civil rights of slaves in a

word, at imbuing Roman jurisprudence with

the principles of Stoic justice and morality.
His conscientiousness descended into details ;

he mitigated, so far as a Caesar could, the

ferocity of gladiatorial shows
;

and in the

amphitheatre introduced buttons on the foils

of the fencers, and nets under the high-rope
dancers. The solitary temple which he raised

at Rome bore the new and unique dedication

to Beneficence.
Clouds gathered round his later years.

Almost his first act of sovereignty had been

to raise L. Verus, as his colleague, to the full

dignity of Augustus, and he committed to his

hands the conduct of the Eastern campaigns
against the Armenians and the Parthians.

But the weakness and vices of his colleague

brought anxieties rather than relief ; and when
in 167 A.D. Italy herself was startled by the

news of an irruption of barbarians from the
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North, Marcus found himself compelled to

take command in person. It was a time of

terrible depression. The legions of the East

had brought back to Italy the devastating pesti-

lence ; the dead lay unburied in the streets ;

legions could not be recruited except from
the ranks of slaves and gladiators ; the pro-
creation of children seemed to fail ; and from
this time forward the face of the Campagna
began to assume the desolation of a place of

tombs. So in 167 A.D. he set forth to stem
the inrush of the barbarian tide along the

marches of the Danube. There, without
much of intermission for the thirteen years
that yet remained to him, he made good the

sovereignty of Rome against the Ouadi, the

Sarmatians, and the Marcomanni. Details of

his campaigns are wanting, but it is probably

just to say that his tenacity and generalship
saved the Western Empire for the two
centuries still needed to engraft Christian

civilisation upon the West. c

Duty made
him a great captain.' During these years of

struggle, probably near to their close, he

penned the thoughts To Himself which make
his influence immortal.

His end was like his life deliberate, un-

flinching, resolute. Six days of inability to

eat or drink, through which the habit of duty

struggled against the failing body ; the

summons to his friends ; words tinged with
a sad irony upon the vanity of life ; the
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passionless farewell :
* Why weep for me ?

think of the army and its safety ; I do but

go on before. Farewell !

' Then the brief

wanderings of delirium haec luctuosi belli

opera sunt, then the covered head, and the

everlasting rest. Rome forgot the Emperor
in the man :

c

Marcus, my father ! Marcus,

my brother ! Marcus, my son !

'

cried the

bereaved citizens. At his funeral the ordinary
lamentations were omitted, and men said to

one another ' He whom the gods lent us, has

rejoined the gods.'
Nor did Rome overrate her loss. The

funeral notes, which haunt the pages of the

Thoughts and culminate in the Nunc Dimittis

of the final book, ring the knell of a dying
age j and the death-day of Marcus Antoninus,
March 17, 180 A.D., ushers in the Decline

and Fall of the Roman Empire.
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MeMNHCO TOON

FROM my grandfather Verus, integrity and i

good temper.
From the reputation and the memory of 2

my father, self-respect and manliness.

From my mother, to be god-fearing and 3

generous ; to put away malice in thought, as

well as malice in deed ; to be simple in all

my ways, and to keep clear of the fashions of

wealth.

Thanks to my great-grandfather, I did not 4
attend public lectures, but kept to good masters

at home, and learned that money so given is

money well spent.
From my tutor, not to back the Greens or 5

the Blues, the Big Shields or Little Shields :

to work hard, to want little, and to wait upon

myself; to mind my own business, and to

scout slander.

From Diognetus, to be in earnest ; to dis- 6

trust sorcerers and wizards, and stories of

spells or exorcisms ; contempt for quail-fight-

B B
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ing or gambling ;
belief in free speaking ;

the taste for philosophy, for the discourses of

Bacchius, and later of Tandasis and Mar-
cianus ; for writing essays ; for trying the plank
bed and the skin, and the other insignia of

discipleship.

7 From Rusticus, the idea of amendment of

life, and attention to character : to have done

with flights of style, themes on First principles,

discourses upon morals, fancy sketches of the

Sage, or portraits of the virtuous liver ;
to

drop rhetoric and poetry and fine talk ; not

to parade the house in full garb, or other

such affectations ; to keep my letters simple,
like his own from Sinuessa to my mother ;

to be cordial and conciliatory to any one who
had been cross or out of temper, as soon as

they made an advance
; to read with precision,

and not rest satisfied with vague general views ;

and not to say yes to every glib talker. He
introduced me to the memoirs of Epictetus,
with a copy from his own stores.

8 From Apollonius, to be my own master,
and stake nothing on chance ; never, for one

instant, to lose sight of reason ; in paroxysms
of pain, at a child's death, or in bouts of ill-

ness, to keep always the same. His example
was a living proof, how the most high-strung
can unbend : he was a model of patience in

explanation ; and visibly one who made the

least of his own insight and skill in philosophic

exposition ; he taught me how to receive
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favours from friends, without loss of dignity
or lack of grace.
From Sextus, kindliness ; and the model of 9

a well-ordered household ; the idea of life

in conformity with nature ; dignity without

affectation ; sympathetic concern for friends
;

tolerance for the simple and unlettered j the

universal cordiality, which made his society
more agreeable than any flattery, while never

for a moment failing to command respect ;

his steady intuition for discerning and com-

bining the principles essential to right living,
restraining every expressionofanger oremotion,
and keeping each affection within emotional

control. In his commendation there was no

loudness, and about his learning no parade.
From Alexander the grammarian, to be 10

uncensorious ; not to be carping and severe

upon lapses of grammar or idiom or phrase,
but dexterously to supply the proper expression,

by way of rejoinder or corroboration, or dis-

cussion of the matter rather than the language,
or some other form of graceful reminder.

From Fronto, to understand that jealousy n
and doubleness and insincerity are character-

istic of the tyrant, and that Patricians, as

we call them, only too often fail in natural

affection.

From Alexander the Pktonist, seldom and 12

only when driven to it, to say or write, "I
have no time

"
; and not to indulge the

tendency to cry off from duties arising out
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of our natural relations with those about us,

on the pretext of press of business.

13 From Catulus, never to slight a friend's

grievance, even though it happens to be

unreasonable, but to try and restore him to

good humour ; to be hearty in praise of my
teachers, as in the memoirs of Domitius and

Athenodotus ; and genuinely fond of my
children.

14 From my brother Verus, love of belongings,
love of truth, and love of justice ; my know-

ledge of Thrasea, Helvidius, Cato, Dion, and

Brutus ; and the conception of an equal
commonwealth based on equality of right and

equality of speech, and of imperial rule re-

specting first and foremost the liberty of the

subject. From him too I learned harmonious

well - attuned devotion to philosophy ;
un-

selfishness and generosity j hopefulness, and

belief in friends' affection ; outspokenness in

disapproval, and not to leave friends to con-

jecture what one wanted or did not want, but

to be plain with them.

15 From Maximus, self-mastery and singleness
of aim j cheeriness in sickness or other visita-

tions j dignity tempered with affability ; the

prompt performance of appointed tasks. Every
one believed that what he said he thought,
and that what he did was done honestly.

Nothing could dazzle, and nothing daunt
him ; there was no pressing forward, no

hanging back, no hesitation ; no ogling and
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fawning on one hand, or frets and frowns on

the other. Kind, generous, and genuine, he

gave one the impression of goodness undevi-

ating and even incorruptible. No one ever

felt him patronising, yet no one could have

esteemed himself his better ; so gracious was
his manner.

From my father I learned gentleness, and 16

unshaken adherence to judgments deliberately
formed ; indifference to outward show and

compliment ; industry and assiduity ; an ear

open to all suggestions for the public weal ;

recognition inflexibly proportioned to desert ;

the tact that knew when to insist and when
to relax

j
chaste habits and disinterested aims.

His friends had free leave to forego the im-

perial table, or miss attendance in his suite,

and he took no umbrage at those who were

detained on various calls. At the council-

board he pushed inquiries pertinaciously, where
others would have held their hand, content

with first impressions. His loyalty to friends

was free from fickleness or extravagance.
He rose to the occasion, always, with a smile.

To be forewarned was with him to be fore-

armed, even in trifles, without ado. Personal

applause or flattery of any kind he kept in

check. Vigilant in providing for imperial

needs, he husbanded his resources, and put up
with the inevitable grumbling. In his relations

with the gods he was not superstitious; while

with men, he neither courted popularity nor
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pandered to the mob, but was in all points
sober and safe, distrusting flash or novelty.
The luxuries which tend to refine life, and

of which fortune is so lavish, he enjoyed at

once modestly and unfeignedly j
if there, he

partook unaffectedly, if absent, he did not

feel the lack. No one could charge him
with crotchets or vulgarity or pedantry, or

fail to recognise the manly ripeness and

maturity that rose above flattery, and knew
how to govern himself as well as others. He
did honour to all true philosophers ;

to the

rest he was civil, but kept his distance all the

same. His manner was friendly ; gracious,
but not excessive. In attention to the body
he hit the happy mean : there was no hugging
of life, no petting himself, and on the other

hand no undue neglect ;
his wise self-manage-

ment made him almost independent of doctor-

ing, medicines, or salves. He was forward

and generous in recognising talent, in rhetoric

for instance or jurisprudence or history, or

any other subject ; and eager to assist any to

shine in the sphere of their choice. Sound
Roman through and through, he never studied

appearances. Free from caprice or humours,
he kept constant to the same places and the

same things. After paroxysms of headache,
he was back fresh and vigorous at his usual

tasks. His official secrets were few, the rare

and occasional exceptions being solely matters

of state. In his shows, his public works, his
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donatives and so forth, discernment and
moderation were the rule ; always with an

eye to the actual need, rather than to gain

popularity. He never bathed at odd hours,
or took a passion for building ; never set up
for a table connoisseur, an expert on textures

and tints, or an authority on good looks. His

dress came from Lorium where his country
house was, and was generally of Lanuvian
wool. His treatment of the apologetic tax-

collector at Tusculum is a good sample of his

manner. There was nothing fractious about

him, no black looks or fits : he never forced

things, as one says, 'past sweating point';
but was invariably rational and discriminating

giving judgments leisurely, calm, suitable,

vigorous, and consistent. One might fairly

apply to him what is recorded of Socrates, that

he could either enjoy or leave things which
most people find themselves too weak to abstain

from, and too self-indulgent to enjoy. Strength,
and endurance, with sobriety in both, make

up perfection, and are the qualities that win,
as the illness of Maximus showed.

From the gods good grandsires, good 17

parents, a good sister, good teachers ; good
associates, kinsmen, friends, good almost every
one : and that I did not hastily fall out with

any of them, though my natural disposition

might easily enough have betrayed me into

it
;
but by the goodness of the gods circum-

stances never conspired to put me to the test.
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Thanks to the gods that I was removed when
I was, from the side of my grandfather's
mistress ;

that I kept the flower of my youth ;

that I did not force my virility, but patiently
bided my time. That in my imperial father

I found a chief, who purged me of conceit,
and brought me up to the idea, that court life

need not entail men-at-arms or brocaded robes

or flambeaux or statues or such like pomp ;

but that a prince may contract his state to

the style of a private citizen, without thereby

demeaning himself or relaxing imperial and

representative position. The gods granted
me a brother, whose influence stimulated me
to make the most of my powers, while his

respect and affection gave me new heart ;

children of good parts, and free from bodily
deformities. They saved me from succeeding
too well with rhetoric and poetry and the rest,

in which I might have become absorbed, had

I found it all smooth running. Thanks to

them, I advanced my tutors betimes to the

position which they had at heart, and did not

put them off with the hope that they were
still young enough to wait : I came to know

Apollonius, Rusticus, and Maximus ; and got
clear and rooted impressions of what is meant

by living in accordance with nature. The
gods have done their part ; their gifts, their

aid, their inspirations have not been wanting
to help me to realise the life conformed to

nature
; that I still fall short of it is my own
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fault, and comes of not heeding the reminders,
I may almost say the dictates of the gods.
Thanks to them, my physical strength has

stood the strain : I never went near Benedicta

or Theodotus, and for later love affairs was

none the worse. Though often vexed with

Rustic us, I did not go to extremes that I

might have repented. Though my mother

was destined to die young, at least her latest

years were spent with me. When I wanted
to help a case of poverty or need, I was never

told that I had no funds for the purpose ;

while I have never found myself in the like

case of receiving charity from some one else.

Thanks too for such a wife, so docile, so

affectionate, so simple : for abundance of good
tutors for my children : for help vouchsafed

in dreams, more particularly for relief from

bloodspitting and dizziness : and for the

Caietan's response 'That depends on you.'
Thanks too that, in spite of my ardour for

philosophy, I did not fall into the hands of a

professor, or sit poring over essays or syllo-

gisms, or become engrossed in scientific

speculation. Thanks be to the gods and

destiny.

Among the >uadi, by the Gran.
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Bfoc dlBfooTOc PLATO

1 WHEN you wake, say to yourself To-day I

shall encounter meddling, ingratitude, violence,

cunning, jealousy, self-seeking ; all of them
the results of men not knowing what is good
and what is evil. But seeing that I have

beheld the nature and nobility of good, and
the nature and meanness of evil, and the

nature of the sinner, who is my brother,

participating not indeed in the same flesh and

blood, but in the same mind and partnership
with the divine, I cannot be injured by any
of them

;
for no man can involve me in what

demeans. Neither can I be angry with my
brother, or quarrel with him ; for we are

made for co-operation, like the feet, the hands,
the eyelids, the upper and the lower rows of

teeth. To thwart one another is contrary to

nature ; and one form of thwarting is resent-

ment and estrangement.
2 Flesh, breath, and the Inner Self that is

all. Good-bye, my books ! strain after them
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no more ; they are not your portion. As in

the near presence of death, despise poor flesh

this refuse of blood and bones, this web
and tissue of nerves and veins and arteries.

Breath too ! what is it ? a puff of wind, never

the same, but every moment exhaling, and

again inhaled. Last comes the Inner Self

on that stake all : you are an old man ; do

not let it be a slave any longer, pulled puppet-
like by self-seeking impulse ;

nor quarrel with

destiny, either by chafing at the present, or

bemoaning the future.

Providence pervades god's world. The 3

workings of chance are part of nature, the

web and woof of the dispositions of providence.
From providence flows all

;
and side by side

with it is necessity and the advantage of the

Universe, of which you are a part. To every

part of nature that which Nature brings, and

which helps towards its conservation, is good.
The conservation of the world-order depends
not only on the changes of the elements, but

also on those of the compounded wholes. Be
content with what you have, find there your
principles of life. No more of thirsting after

books, that you may die not murmuring but

in serenity, truly and heartily grateful to the

gods.
Think how long you have gone on post- 4

poning, how often the gods have granted days
of grace, which you have foiled to use. It is

high time to give heed to the order of which
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you are a part, and to the great disposer, of

whom your being is an effluence ; and to per-
ceive that the limit of your time is circum-

scribed
; use it to gain the unclouded calm,

or 'twill be gone, and nevermore within your
power.

5 Every hour staunchly, as a Roman and a

man, resolve to do the work in hand, with

scrupulous and unaffected dignity, affection-

ately, freely, justly ; securing respite for your-
self from all other intruding regards. And
this you will secure, if you perform each task

as though it were your last, free from all

waywardness, from passions that turn their

back on reason, from insincerity, self-love,

and discontent with destiny. See how few

things a man need hold fast, to secure the

smooth flow of a godly life for the gods will

require nothing more of him who keeps true

to these.

6 Is violence done you ? Then do not

violence to thyself, my soul. Not for long
will thy day for self-reverence be. Each lives

but once
; thy life is all but finished, and

still instead of respecting thyself alone, thou

dost stake thy fortunes upon the souls of

others.

7 Claims from without distract you. Then
give yourself some respite from the taskwork
of new good, and have done with the restless

whirl. Yet even so beware you lose not

singleness of aim ; there are the babblers, tired
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of action, and with no fixed aim to be the

mark of each endeavour, yes, and each regard.
It were hard to find a man distempered by 8

not understanding what is passing in another's

soul j but those who do not intelligently
follow the motions of their own, cannot but

be in a distemper.
Ever bear in mind what Nature is at large, 9

what my own nature is, how this stands to

that, how small a portion of how great a

whole, and further, that no man can prevent

you from keeping act and word always ac-

cordant with that nature of which you are a

part.

In comparing sins so far as they admit of 10

general comparison Theophrastus sagely ob-

serves that sins of desire are more heinous than

sins of passion. For passion is an estrange-
ment from reason, accompanied by sense of

pain and inward constriction ; but sins of

desire, in which pleasure gets the better of us,

imply more of feminine incontinence. And

surely it is right and philosophical to say that

sinning with pleasure is more culpable than

sinning with pain. The latter is like acting
under provocation, and being driven into

passion by pain : the former is a spontaneous

impulse towards wrong, driving one to satis-

faction of desire.

Whatever you do or say or think, it is in u

your power, remember, to take leave of life.

In departing from this world, if indeed there
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are gods, there is nothing to be afraid of
;

for

gods will not let you fall into evil. But if

there are no gods, or if they do not concern

themselves with men, why live on in a world

devoid of gods, or devoid of providence ? But

there do exist gods, who do concern them-

selves with men. And they have put it

wholly in the power of man not to fall into

any true evil. Were there real evil in what

remains in store, against that too they would

have provided, putting within every man's

reach power of immunity. But how can

that, which does not make a man worse, make
his life worse ? Nature could never have

made the oversight, either unknowingly or

yet knowingly, through inability to guard

against it or set it right. Nature could not,
either through lack of power or lack of skill,

have made such a blunder as to let good and

evil indifferently befall the good and bad in-

discriminately. Yet death and life, good
report and evil report, pain and pleasure,
riches and poverty, and all such things fall to

the good and bad indifferently, and neither

ennoble nor demean. The inference is that

they are neither good nor evil.

12 By mind-power we apprehend how quickly
all things vanish, bodies in the material world,
their memories in the lapse of time ; we
understand the nature of all things of sense,

particularly those which decoy us with the

bait of pleasure, or terrify us with the threat
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of pain, or are dinned into our ears by self-

conceit ; how cheap they are and despicable,

filthy, perishable, dead. Mind sees the worth
of those, whose views and voices bestow

repute ; it teaches the nature of death, and

shows that any one who looks it fairly in the

face, and mentally analyses the idea into the

impressions which it contains, will come to

regard it simply as an act of nature ; and
none but a child is terrified at that. Nay,
and not merely an act of nature, but for

nature's good. By mind we learn how man
has touch with god, and with what part
of his being, and how, when this takes place,
the said part is affected.

Nothing is more disheartening than the 13

weary round of spying out everything, probing

(as Pindar says)
* the depths of earth,' guessing

and prying at the secrets of our neighbours'

souls, instead of realising that it is enough to

keep solely to the god within, and to serve

him with all honesty ; and our service to god
is to keep him pure from passion, and way-
wardness, and discontent with that which
comes from gods or men. The gods' works
command respect, by virtue of their excellence ;

the works of men love, by virtue of the bond
of brotherhood

;
and sometimes withal pity,

by reason of their ignorance of good and evil,

a blindness as disabling as that which obliterates

the distinction between black and white.

Though you live three thousand years, ay 14
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or three million, no man, remember, can lose

another life than that which he now lives, or

live another than that which he now loses.

The longest and the shortest come to the

same thing. The present is the same for all

(even though the loss be not the same) ;

what you lose or win, is just the flying
moment. A man cannot be losing either

past or future how can he be deprived of

that which is not his ? Remember then two

things first, that all things from all eternity
are of one and the same recurrent form, and

that it makes no difference whether a man
watches the same show for a hundred years,
or for two hundred, or for an infinity ;

secondly, that the loss of the longest- lived

and the shortest is one and the same. It is

the present only of which a man can be de-

prived, that and that only being his, and what
is not his he cannot lose.

15 The view taken is everything. The ob-

jections urged against Monimus the Cynic
are obvious ; but so too is the value of the

dictum^ if one accepts the gist of
it, so far as

it is true.

16 Man's soul does violence to itself, first and
foremost when it makes itself, so far as it can,
a kind of tumour and excrescence on the

universe ; any chafing against the order of

things is a rebellion against nature, whose

unity includes the various natures of the

several parts. And again, secondly, when it
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estranges itself, or actively opposes another to

his hurt, as happens in fits of anger. Thirdly,
there is self-violence, when it succumbs to

pleasure or to pain. Fourthly, when it plays

false, by feigned and untrue act or word.

Fifthly, when in action or endeavour it be-

comes aimless and works at random and un-

intelligently, for even our least actions must
have reference to an end ; and the end of

rational beings is, to walk as followers of the

reason and the ordinance of the city and

commonwealth most high.
In man's life, time is but a moment ; being, 17

a flux ; sense is dim ; the material frame

corruptible ; soul, an eddy of breath ; fortune

a thing inscrutable, and fame precarious. In

brief, things of the body are but a stream that

flows, things of the soul a dream and vapour ;

life, a warfare and a sojourning ; and after-

fame, oblivion. What then can direct our

goings ? One thing and one alone, philo-

sophy ; which is, to keep the deity within

inviolate and free from scathe, superior to

pleasures and to pains, doing nothing at

random, nothing falsely or disingenuously,
and lacking for naught, whatever others do

or leave undone ; accepting the apportioned

lot, as coming from the same source as man

himself; and finally, in all serenity awaiting

death, the natural dissolution of the elements

of which each creature is compounded. And
if the component elements have nought to
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fear in the continuous change from form to

form, why should one eye askance the change
and dissolution of the whole ? It is of nature

;

and nature knows no evil.

At Carnuntum.
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DEO PARERE LIBERTAS

WE must take into account, not only that

each day consumes so much of life, and leaves

so much less behind, but also that, even if life

is prolonged, there remains the uncertainty
whether the understanding will still retain

discernment and that power of vision which

gives insight into things divine and human.

Dotage may set in, involving no failure of

respiration, nutrition, impression, impulse, or

the like ; but premature decay of use of

powers, of nice exactitude in calculating

duties, of just correlation of them as a whole,
of clear perception whether the time has come
to quit the scene, and such like criteria of

active and well-ordered intelligence. We
must press forward then, not only because

each day is one step nearer death, but also

because apprehension and intelligence may
prematurely foil.

Watch well the grace and charm, that
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belong even to the consequents of nature's

work. The cracks for instance and crevices

in bread-crust, though in a sense flaws in the

baking, yet have a fitness of their own and a

special stimulus to tickle the appetite. Figs

again, just at perfection, gape. In ripe olives

the very nearness of decay adds its own beauty
to the fruit. The bending ears of corn, the

lion's scowl, the foam that drips from the wild

boar's mouth, and many other things, though
in themselves far from beautiful, yet looked at

as consequents on nature's handiwork, add

new beauty and appeal to the soul, so that if

only one attains deeper feeling and insight for

the workings of the universe, almost every-

thing, even in its consequents and accidents,
seems to contribute some charm of its own.
Thus the actual jaws of living beasts will be

not less picturesque than the imitations pro-
duced by artists and sculptors. The old

woman and the old man will have an ideal

loveliness, as youth its ravishing charm, made
visible to eyes that have the skill. Such

things will not appeal to all, but will strike

him only who is in harmony with nature and

her sincere familiar.

3 Hippocrates cured many sick, but himself

fell sick and died. The Chaldeans foretold

many deaths, but fate overtook them too.

Alexander, Pompey, Julius Caesar, razed city
after city to the ground, and cut thousands

upon thousands to pieces, horse and foot, upon
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the field of battle, but for them too came the

hour of departure. Heraclitus after all his

speculations on the conflagration of the uni-

verse, was water-logged with dropsy, and died

in a plaster of cow dung. Democritus was
killed by vermin ; and Socrates by vermin of

another kind. What does it all come to ?

This. You embark, you make life's voyage,

you come to port : step out. If for another

life, there are gods everywhere, there as here.

If out of all sensation, then pains and pleasures
will solicit you no more, and you will drudge
no more for the carnal shell, which is so

unworthy of its ministering servant. For the

spirit is mind and god, the body refuse clay.

Do not waste what is left of life in regard- 4

ing other men, except when bent upon some
unselfish gain. Why miss opportunities for

action by thus persistently regarding what so-

and-so is doing and why, what he is saying or

thinking or planning, or anything else that

dazes and distracts you from allegiance to your
Inner Self? In the train of your regards, shun

wayward random thoughts, and, above all,

meddling and ill-nature; limit yourself habitu-

ally to such regards, that if suddenly asked
* What is in your thoughts now ?

'

you could

tell at once the candid and unhesitating truth

a direct plain proof, that all your thoughts
were simple and in charity, such as befit a social

being, who eschews voluptuous or even self-in-

dulgent fancies, orjealousy ofany kind, or malice
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and suspicion, or any other mood which you
would blush to own. A man so minded, and

committed finally to the pursuit of virtue, is

indeed a priest and minister of gods, true to

that inward and implanted power, which keeps
a man unsoiled by pleasure, invulnerable by

pain, free from all touch of arrogance, innocent

of all baseness, a combatant in the greatest of

all combats, which is the mastery of passion,

steeped in justice to the core, and with his

whole heart welcoming all that befalls him as

his portion : seldom, and only in view of some

large unselfish gain, does he regard what any
other says or does or thinks. In action his

own conduct is his sole concern, and he realises

without a break the web of his own destiny ;

action he makes high, convinced that destiny
is good ; for the man's apportioned lot sweeps
on with the world's sweep. He forgets not

his bond of brotherhood with every rational

creature ; nor that the law of man's nature

implies concern for all men ; and that he must
not hold by the opinion of the world, but of

those only who live conformably to nature.

He bears steadily in mind what manner of

men they are who do not so live, and at home
and abroad, by night and by day, what kind

of company they keep ; nor can he take

account of such men's praise, when they do

not even please or satisfy themselves.

5 Let action be willing, disinterested, well-

advised, ungrudging ; thought modest and
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unpretentious. No overtalking and no over-

doing. Give the god within the control of

what you are a living man, full-aged, a

citizen, a Roman, an Imperator ; you have

held the van j you are as one who waits for

the retreat from life to sound, ready for the

march, needing not oath nor witness. Herein
is the smile of gladness, of self-completeness
without others' aid, and without the peace
which is in others' gift. Upright, not up-

righted.
Does man's life offer anything higher than 6

justice, truth, wisdom, and courage, in a word,
than the understanding at peace with itself

in conforming action to the law of reason,
at peace with destiny in all apportionments
that lie beyond its own control ? If you see

something higher still, turn to it, say I, with

your whole heart, and have joy of your goodly
find. But if there appear nothing higher
than the implanted deity within, which gives
the impulses their mandate, which scrutinises

the impressions, which (in the words of

Socrates) is weaned from the affections of

sense, which takes its mandate from the gods,
and concerns itself for men ; and if all else

proves mean and cheap in comparison with

this, give no footing to any rival attraction or

seduction, which will preclude you from the

undistracted cultivation of your own peculiar

good. No outer claimant not popular ap-

plause, nor power, nor wealth, nor self- in-
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diligence may compete with the authorisa-

tions of the social reason. For a moment

they may seem to harmonise, but suddenly

they take the mastery, and sweep you from

your moorings. I say then, simply and freely,

choose the highest and hold it fast. The

highest is that in which lies true advantage.
If your advantage as a reasoning being, make
sure of it ; if only as a living thing, so state

the case, not bolstering your judgment by any
self-conceit, only be sure there lurks no error

in your scrutiny.

7 Esteem nothing an advantage, which will

compel you to break faith, to forfeit self-

respect, to suspect or hate or execrate another,
to play false, to desire anything which re-

quires screens or veils. He who* is loyal to

his own indwelling mind and god, and a

willing votary of that inward grace, makes
no scene, heaves no sighs, needs not a wilder-

ness nor yet a crowd. The best is his, the

life that neither seeks nor shuns. Whether
his soul in its material shell remains at his

disposal for a longer or a shorter space, he

cares not a whit. When it is time for him
to take his leave, he is as ready to go his way
as to engage in any other seemly or self-re-

specting act j careful of one thing only, that

while life shall last, his understanding shall

never disown the relation of a being possessed
of mind and social aim.

8 In the understanding throughly purged
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and chastened, there is no place for ulcerous

sore or fester. Destiny cannot cut short the

man's career still incomplete, like an actor

quitting the stage before the piece is finished

and played out. He does not cringe nor

brag, he does not lean nor yet stand off, he

is accountable to none and yet has no con-

cealments.

Treat reverently your assumptive faculty : 9

by it and it alone is your Inner Self secured

against assumptions not in harmony with

nature and with the constitution of a rational

creature. It is our warranty for mental cir-

cumspection, for community with men, and

for the walk with gods.

Casting all else away, hold fast these few 10

verities. A man, remember, lives only in

the present, this passing moment ;
all else is

life outlived, or yet undisclosed. Man's life

has but a tiny span, tiny as the corner of

earth on which he lives, short as fame's

longest tenure, handed along the line of short-

lived mortals, who do not even know them-

selves, far less the dead of long ago.
To these add one injunction more. Always n

define and outline carefully the object of per-

ception, so as to realise its naked substance,
to discriminate its self from its surroundings,
to master its specific attributes, the elements

of which it is composed and into which it

will be resolved. Nothing so emancipates
the mind, as the power of scientifically testing
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everything that comes into our life, of looking
into it and gathering the class and order to

which each belongs, the special use which it

subserves, its value to the universe, its value

in particular to man as citizen and member
of that supreme world-city, of which all other

cities are as households. What is the object,

ask, which now produces the given impression

upon me ? of what is it compounded ? how

long has it to last ? on what virtue does it

make demand ? gentleness, courage, truth,

good faith, simplicity, self-help, or what ?

In each case say, This comes from god : or,

This is part of the co-ordination, the con-

catenating web, the concurrence of destiny :

or, This is from one who is of the same stock

and kind and fellowship as I, but who is

ignorant of his true relation to nature ; I am
not ignorant, and therefore in accordance

with nature's law of fellowship I treat him

kindly and justly ; though at the same time

in things relative I strive to hit their proper
worth.

12 If you put to use the present, earnestly,

vigorously and considerately following the

law of reason j if, careless of by-gains, you
keep your god within pure and erect, as

though at any moment liable to be re-claimed ;

if, waiting for nothing and shunning nothing,

you keep your being whole, conforming present
action to nature's law, and content with even
truth of word and utterance, then you will
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be in the way of perfection. And none has

power to hinder.

As surgeons keep their instruments and 13

knives at hand for sudden calls upon their

skill, keep you your principles ever ready to

test things divine and human, in every act

however trifling remembering the mutual
bond between the two. No human act can

be right without co-reference to the divine,
nor conversely.

Be not misguided any more : you will not 14

now re-read your Memorabilia^ nor your deeds

of ancient Rome and Greece, nor the essays
and extracts which you garnered for old age.

No, push forward to the end, fling empty
hopes away, and as you care for self, to your
own rescue, while you yet may.
They little know the full meaning of to 15

steal, to sow, to buy, to be at peace, to see

the right course : such seeing needs another

organ than the eye.

Body, soul, mind, these three : to the body 16

belong sensations, to the soul impulses, to

the mind principles. The impressions of

sense we share with cattle of the field : the

pulls of impulse with brute beasts, with

catamites, with Phalaris, or Nero : and mind
is still the guide into the way of duty, even

for the atheist, the traitor, and for those who
lock the door for sin. Well then, if all else

is shared, the good man's one distinction is

to welcome gladly all that falls within the
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web of destiny j
to keep the god implanted

in his breast unsoiled, and unperturbed by

any tumult of impressions, keeping his watch

serene, a seemly follower of god, not false

to truth in utterance, or to justice in act.

Though the whole world misdoubt him
because his life is simple, self-respecting, and

cheerful, he is angered with no man, and
does not turn aside from the path that leads

to his life's goal, which at the last he must
attain pure and peaceful and ready to depart,
in unrebellious harmony with his appointed

portion.
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t*K COY FAR rCNOC &MN CtEANTHES

TTANT& 6eU)N MCCTA K*l AAlMdlMOON EpICTETUS

WHEN the sovereign power within is true to i

nature, it stands ready to adjust itself to every

possibility and every chance that may befall.

It does not set its affections on any deter-

minate material, but keeps each impulse and

preference conditional and subject to reserva-

tion. Obstacles encountered it converts into

material for itself, just as fire lays hold of

things on top of it, which would have choked
a feeble light ;

for a blaze of fire at once

assimilates all that is heaped on, consumes it,

and derives new vigour from the process.
Let no act be performed at random, or 2

without full philosophic consideration.

Men seek retirement in country house, on 3

shore or hill ; and you too know full well

what that yearning means. Surely a very

simple wish ; for at what hour you will, you
can retire into yourself. Nowhere can man
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find retirement more peaceful and untroubled

than in his own soul ; specially he who hath

such stores within, that at a glance he straight-

way finds himself lapped in ease ; meaning
by ease good order in the soul, this and

nothing else. Ever and anon grant yourself
this retirement, and so renew yourself. Have
at command thoughts, brief and elemental,

yet effectual to shut out the court and all

its ways, and to send you back unchafing to

the tasks to which you must return. What
is it chafes you ? Men's evil-doing ? Find
reassurance in the tenet, that rational beings
exist for one another, that forbearance is a

part ofjustice, that wrong-doing is involuntary,
and think of all the feuds, suspicions, hates

and brawls, that ere now lie stretched in

ashes ; think, and be at rest. Or is it the

portion assigned you in the universe, at which

you chafe ? Refresh yourself with the alter-

native either a foreseeing providence, or blind

atoms and all the abounding proofs that the

world is as it were a city. Or is it bodily
troubles that assail ? You have but to realise

that when once the understanding is secure of

itself and conscious of its own prerogative, it

has no more part in the motions of the

pneuma^ smooth or rough, and to rest in the

creed to which you hold regarding pain and

pleasure. Or does some bubble of fame

1 Lt. The vital pneuma of the physical organism. See v,

16, vi. 15, x. 8.
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torment you ? Then fix your gaze on swift

oblivion, on the gulf of infinity this way and

that, on the empty rattle of plaudits and the

fickle accident of show applause, on the narrow

range within which you are circumscribed.

The whole earth is but a point, your habita-

tion but a tiny nook thereon : and on the

earth how many are there who will praise

you, and what are they worth ? Well then,
remember to retire within that little field l or

self. Above all do not strain or strive, but be

free, and look at things as a man, as a human

being, as a citizen, as of mortal make. Fore-

most among the maxims to which you can

bend your glance, be these two first, things
cannot touch the soul, but stand without it

stationary ; tumult can arise only from views

within ourselves : secondly, all things you see,

in a moment change and will be no more ;

ay, think of all the changes in which you
have yourself borne part. The world is a

moving shift ; life a succession of views.

If the mind-element is common to us all, 4

so likewise is that reason which makes us

rational ; and therefore too that reason, which
bids us do or leave undone ; and therefore the

world-law ; therefore we are fellow-citizens,
and share a common citizenship ; and the

world is as it were a city. What other

citizenship is common to the whole of human-
kind ? From thence, even from this common

1 Sec x. 23, note.
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citizenship, comes our franchise mind, reason,
and law. If not, whence indeed ? For just
as the earthy element in me is derived from

earth, the watery from another element, breath

from a given source, and again the hot and

igneous from its own proper source for

nothing comes from nothing, or can pass into

nothing so assuredly the mind-element has

likewise its own origin.

5 Death, like birth, is a revelation of nature j

a composition of elements and answering dis-

solution. There is nothing in it to put us

out of countenance. It is in consonance

with the nature of a being possessed of mind,
it does not contradict the reason of his con-

stitution.

6 That from such and such causes given
effects result is inevitable ; he who would not

have it so, would have the fig-tree yield no

juice. As for him, remember that in a trice

you and he will both be dead j soon not

even your names will survive.

7 Get rid of the assumption, anrt therewith

you get rid of the sense *
I am an injured

man '

; get rid of the sense of injury, you get
rid of the injury itself.

8 What does not make the man himself

worse, does not make his life worse either,
nor injure him, without or within.

9 It is a necessity, nature's good demands it.

10
4 All that happens, happens aright.' Watch

closely, you will find it so. Not merely in
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the order of events, but by scale of right, as

though some power apportions all according
to worth. Watch on then, as you have

begun ; in all that you do, let goodness go
with the doing goodness in the strict mean-

ing of the word. In every action make sure

of this.

Do not take the views adopted by him 11

who does the wrong, nor yet those he would
have you adopt ; just look at facts, as they

truly are.

Two rules of readiness ; be ready, first, to 12

do just that which reason, your king and

lawgiver, suggests for the help of men, and,

secondly, be ready to change your course,
should some one after all correct and convert

you out of your conceit. Only the con-

version must be due to some convincing con-

sideration, such as justice or public gain, and

the appeal must be of that order only, not

apparent pleasure or popularity.
Have you reason ? I have. Then why 13

not use it ? Let reason do its work, and

what more would you have ?

You exist but as a part inherent in a 14

greater whole. You will vanish into that

which gave you being ; or rather, you will be

reassumed into the seminal and universal

reason.

Many grains of frankincense on the same 15

altar; one drops sooner, another later it

makes no difference.
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1 6 In ten days, instead of a monkey or a beast,

you can become in the gods' eyes as a god, if

you do but revert to the principles of your
creed and to reverence for reason.

17 Do not live as though you had a thousand

years before you. The common due impends ;

while you live, and while you may, be good.
18 How much valuable time may be gained by

not looking at what some neighbour says or

does or thinks, but only taking care that our

own acts are just and holy ;
the good man

must not heed black hearts, but head straight
for the goal, casting not a glance behind.

19 He who is aflutter for fame perceives not,
that of those who remember him every man
will soon be dead : so too in due course will

each of their successors, till the last flicker of

memory, through flutterings and failings, dies

altogether out. Nay assume that those who
remember you are immortal, and memory
immortal, what is that to you ? To you
dead, absolutely nothing. Well but to you
living, what good is praise, except indeed for

some secondary end ? Why then neglect

unseasonably nature's present gift, and cling
to what one or another says hereafter ?

20 Anything in any wise beautiful or noble,
owes the beauty to itself, and with itself its

beauty ends ; praise forms no part of it ; for

praise does not make its object worse or better.

This is true of the commoner forms of beauty
material objects for instance and works of
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art no less than of the ideal ; true beauty
needs no addition, any more than law, or

truth, or kindness, or self-respect. For which
of these can praise beautify, or censure mar ?

Is the emerald less perfect, for lacking praise ?

or is gold, or ivory, or purple ? a lyre or a

poinard, a floweret or a shrub ?

If souls survive death, how can the air hold 21

them from all eternity ? How, we reply, does

earth hold the bodies of generation after

generation committed to the grave ? Just as

on earth, after a certain term of survival,

change and dissolution of substance makes
room for other dead bodies, so too the souls

transmuted into air, after a period of survival,

change by processes of diffusion and of igni-

tion, and are resumed into the seminal prin-

ciple of the universe, and in this way make
room for others to take up their habitation in

their stead. Such is the natural answer,

assuming the survival of souls. And we must
consider not only the sum total of bodies duly

buried, but also of creatures daily devoured

by ourselves and the other animals. What
numbers are thus consumed, and as it were
buried in the bodies of those who feed on them !

Yet the requisite room is provided by the

assimilation into blood, and modes of transfor-

mation into air or fire. How can the truth

be searched out in this case ? By distinguish-

ing between matter and cause.

Do not be dazed by the whirl. Whatever 22
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the impulse, satisfy justice ; whatever the

impression, make sure of certitude.

23 I am in harmony with all, that is a part of

thy harmony, great Universe. For me nothing
is early and nothing late, that is in season for

thee. All is fruit for me, which thy seasons

bear, O Nature ! from thee, in thee, and unto

thee are all things.
" Dear City of Cecrops !

"

saith the poet : and wilt not thou say,
* Dear

City of God '

?

24
" Do few things^ if you would have cheer"

A better rule methinks is to do only things

necessary, things which in a social being
reason dictates, and as it dictates. For this

brings the cheer that comes of doing a few

things, and doing them well. Most of the

things we say or do are not necessary j get
rid of them, and you will gain time and tran-

quillity. Thus in every case a man should

ask himself, Is this one of the things not

necessary ? and we ought to get rid not only
of actions, that are not necessary, but likewise

of impressions ; then superfluous actions will

not follow in their train.

25 Make trial of the good man's life and see

how in your case it succeeds of the man
satisfied with his allotted portion in the uni-

verse, and content to keep his action just, his

disposition charitable.

26 You have seen the other side of the picture ?

Now look on this. Be tranquil : be simple.
Does another do wrong ? The wrong is his
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own. Does aught befall you ? It is well a

part of the destiny of the universe ordained for

you from the beginning ;
all that befalls was

part of the great web. In fine, Life is short ;

let us redeem the present by help of reason-

ableness and right. Be sober, be unstrained.

Either an ordered universe, or else a welter 27

of confusion. Assuredly then a world-order.

Or think you that order subsisting within

yourself is compatible with disorder in the

All ? And that too when all things, however

separate and diffused, beat sympathetically.
" A black heart

"
ay, a womanish, a per- 28

verse heart, a heart of brute beast or babe or

cattle, stupid and false and hypocritical, a

huckster's or a tyrant's.
If he who does not recognise what is in the 29

universe is a stranger to the universe, none
the less is he who does not recognise what is

passing there. He is an exile, expatriated
from the community of reason j a blind man,
with cataract of the mental eye ; a pauper,
who needs another's help, and cannot provide
his own living ; an excrescence, who as it

were excretes and separates himself from the

order of nature, by discontent with his sur-

roundings ; for the same nature which pro-
duced you, produced them too ;

a social

outcast, who dissevers his individual soul from

the one common soul of reasoning things.
One philosopher goes without coat ; another 30

without book. Quoth our half-clad friend,
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* Bread I have none, yet I hold fast to reason.'

And so say I,
c Provender of learning I have

none, and yet hold fast.'

31 'Love your trade, however humble,' and

find in it refreshment. Spend life's remainder,
as one who with his whole heart has committed
his all to the gods, and is neither tyrant nor

slave to any man.

32 Picture, for instance, the times of Vespasian
there you see folk marrying, rearing child-

ren, falling sick, dying, warring, feasting,

trading, farming, flattering, pushing, suspect-

ing, plotting, praying for deaths, grumbling at

fate, loving, amassing, coveting consulships
or crowns. Yet, where now is all that restless

life ? Or pass a step on to the times of

Trajan ! Again it is the same. That life

too is dead. So likewise scan the many
registers of ages and of nations ; see how hard

they strove, how fast they fell, and were
resolved into the elements. Above all dwell

in retrospect on those whom you yourself have

seen straining after vanities, instead of follow-

ing out the law of their own being, clinging

tight to that, and so therewithal content.

This acts as a sure reminder that interest in

an object must be in proportion to the real

worth of the particular object. It will save

you from disheartenment not to become

unduly engrossed in things of lesser moment.
33 The accustomed phrases of old days are the

archaisms of to-day. So too the names that
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were once on all men's lips, are now as it

were archaisms Camillas, Caeso, Volesus,
Dentatus ; and a little later, Scipio and Cato ;

yes even Augustus, and so with Hadrian and

Antoninus. All things fade, as a tale that is

told, and soon are buried in complete oblivion.

This is true even of the shining lights of fame.

As for the rest, no sooner is the breath out of

them, than they are c
to fortune and to fame

unknown.' 1 And what, after all, is eternity
of fame ? Just emptiness. What then re-

mains, worthy of devotion ? One thing only ;

the understanding just, action unselfish, speech
that abhors a lie, and the disposition that

welcomes all that befalls, as inevitable, as

familiar, and as flowing from a like origin and

source.

Freely resign yourself to Clotho, helping 34
her to spin her thread of what stuff she will.

Everything is but for a day, remembrancer 35

alike and the remembered.
Watch how all things continually change, 36

and accustom yourself to realise that Nature's

prime delight is in changing things that are,

and making new things in their likeness. All

that is, is as it were the seed of that which
shall issue from it. You must not limit your
idea of seed to seeds planted in the earth or in

the womb which is most unphilosophical.
Death is at hand but not yet are you 37

1 Marcus quotes two familiar epithets from Homer, OJ.

i. 242.
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simple, or unperturbed, or incredulous of

possible injury from without, or serene towards

all, or convinced that in just dealing alone is

wisdom.

38 Descry men's Inner Selves ; see what the

wise shun or seek.

39 Evil for you lies not in any self external to

your own ; nor yet in any phase or alteration

of your material shell. Where is it then ?

In that part of you which forms your views

of what is evil. Refuse the view, and all is

well. Though the poor flesh, to which it is

so near allied, be cut or burned, fester or rot,

still let this judging faculty remain at peace,

adjudging nothing either bad or good, that

can equally befall the bad man and the good.
For that which equally befalls a man, whether
he conforms to nature or no, is neither for

nor against nature.

40 Constantly picture the universe as a living

organism, controlling a single substance and
a single soul, and note how all things react

upon a single world-sense, all act by a single

impulse, and all co-operate towards all that

comes to pass ; and mark the contexture and
concatenation of the web.

41 What am I ?
" A poor soul laden with a

corpse
"

said Epictetus.

42 Things in change take no harm, nor the

products of change good.
43 Time is a river, the mighty current of

created things. No sooner is a thing in sight,
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than it is swept past, and another comes

sweeping on, and will anon be by.
All that befalls is as accustomed and 44

familiar as spring rose, or summer fruit ; so

it is with disease, death, slander, intrigue,
and all else that

joys
or vexes fools.

Subsequents follow antecedents by bond of 45
inner consequence ; it is no merely numerical

sequence of arbitrary and isolated units, but

a rational interconnexion. And just as things
existent exhibit harmonious co-ordination, so

too things coming into being display not bare

succession but a marvellous internal relation-

ship.

Remember the word of Heraclitus. " The 46
death of earth the birth of water, the death of

water the birth of air, the death of air fire,"

and so conversely. Remember too his "reveller,
unconscious which way his road leads

"
; and

again, "men quarrel with their ever-present

friend," even with the reason that disposes the

universe ; and his
" To what they meet each

day, men still keep strange." And again," We must not act and speak like men asleep,"
albeit even then we seem to act and speak ;

l

nor yet "as children from their father's lips,"

that is to say, blindly take all for granted.

Suppose some god informed you that to- 47

morrow, or at most the day after, you would
be dead, you would not be greatly exercised

whether it were the day after rather than to-

1 The same mot is cited again vi. 42.
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morrow, not if you have a spark of spirit

for what difference is there worth considering ?

So, too, never mind whether it is ever so

many years hence, or to-morrow.

48 Constantly realise how many physicians
are dead, who often enough knit their brows

over their patients ; how many astrologers,
who pompously predicted others' deaths ;

philosophers, who filled reams on death or

immortality ; mighty men, who slew their

thousands ; tyrants, who mouthed awards of

life or death, as though they were Immortals ;

whole cities buried bodily, Helice, Pompeii,

Herculaneum, and others without end. Then
count up those whom you have known, one

by one ; how one buried another, was in his

turn laid low, and another buried him ; and

all this in a little span ! In a word, look at

all human things, how fleeting and how sorry
but yesterday a mucus clot, to-morrow dust

or ashes ! Spend your brief moment then

according to nature's law, and serenely greet
the journey's end, as an olive falls when it is

ripe, blessing the branch that bare it and

giving thanks to the tree which gave it life.

49 Be like the headland, against which the

billows dash continually ; but it stands fast,

till at its base the boiling breakers are lulled

to rest. Say you,
* How unfortunate for me

that this should have happened'? Nay rather,
1 How fortunate, that in spite of this, I own
no pang, uncrushed by the present, unterrified
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at the future !

' The thing might have

happened to any one, but not every one could

have endured without a pang. Why think

that a misfortune, rather than this a good
fortune ? Can you apply the term misfortune

at all to that which is not a frustration of

men's nature ? or can you regard anything
as a frustration of his nature, which is not

contrary to the will of that nature ? Think
rather You have learned the will of nature.

Can that which has befallen you possibly

prevent you from being just, lofty, temperate,

discerning, circumspect, truthful, self-respect-

ing, free, and all else in which man's nature

finds its full reward ? Remember then hence-

forth in every case where you are tempted to

repine, to apply this principle not, 'The

thing is a misfortune,' but * To bear it bravely
is good fortune.'

A simple, yet effectual, help towards dis- 50

regard of death, is to dwell on those who
have clung tenaciously to life. What have

they got by it, more than those taken in their

prime ? Somewhere, somewhen, in any case

they lie low, Cadicianus, Fabius, Julianus,

Lepidus, and the rest who, however many
they first carried to the grave, came thither

themselves at last. And the difference after

all how brief it was, how much afflicted,

how ill companioned, and in how poor a body !

A nothing, compared with the unfathomable

past and the infinite beyond. In the presence
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of that, is not '

Trigerenian Nestor
' 1 as the

three days' babe ?

51 Ever run the short way nature's short

way aiming at perfect soundness in every
word and every act. Such is the rule that

does away with worry and irresolution and

all secondary aims and artifice.

1 A play upon the familiar epithet
' Gerenian '

of Nestor,
the typical ancient of Greek literature, and Trigeron foftytpttr)

'thrice-aged,' an epithet applied to Nestor by the Greek

epigrammatists.
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IN the morning, when you feel loth to rise, i

apply the aphorism,
C
I am rising for man's

work. Why make a grievance of setting
about that for which I was born, and for sake

of which I have been brought into the world ?

Is the end of my existence to lie snug in the

blankets and keep warm ?
' *

It is more plea-
sant so.'

c
Is it for pleasure you were made ?

not for doing, and for action ? Look at the

plants, the sparrows, the ants, spiders, bees, all

doing their business, helping to weld the order

of the world. And will you refuse man's

part ? and not run the way of nature's order-

ing ?
' c

Well, but I must have rest.'
4

True,

yet to rest too nature sets bounds, no less than

to eating and to drinking : in spite of which

you pass the bounds, you transgress nature's

allowance : while in action, far from that, you
stop short of what is within your power.
You do not truly love yourself; if you did,

you would love your nature, and that nature's
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will. True lovers of their art grow heart and

soul absorbed in working at it, going unwashed,
unfed j you honour your nature less than the

carver does his carving, or the dancer his

dancing, or the hoarder his heap, or the vain-

glorious man his glory. They, for their

darling pursuit, readily forego food and sleep,

to advance that upon which they are bent.

To you, does social action seem cheaper than

such things, and worth less devotion ?
'

2 What a solace to banish and efface every

tumultuous, unauthorised impression, and

straightway to be lapped in calm !

3 Claim your right to every word or action

that accords with nature. Do not be dis-

tracted by the consequent criticism or talk,

but if a thing is good to be done or said, do

not disclaim your proper right. Other men's

self is their own affair, they follow their own
impulse : do not you heed them, but keep the

straight course, following your own nature

and the nature of the universe j and the way
of both is one.

4 I walk the ways of nature, until I fall and

shall find rest, exhaling my last breath into

that element from which day by day I draw

it, so falling at last on that from which my
father gathered the seed, my mother the blood,

my nurse the milk of life ; that which year
in, year out, provides my daily meat and drink,

supports my tread, bears each indignity of

daily use.
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You have no special keenness of wit. So S

be it yet there are many other qualities of

which you cannot say,
*
I have no gift that

way.' Do but practise them : they are wholly
in your power ; be sincere, dignified, indus-

trious, serious, not too critical or too exacting,
but considerate and frank, with due reserves

in action, speech, and accent of authority.
See how many good qualities you might
exhibit, for which you cannot plead natural

incapacity or unfitness, and how you fail

to rise to your opportunities. When you
murmur, when you are mean, when you
flatter, when you complain of ill-health, when

you are self-satisfied and give yourself airs and

indulge one humour after another, is it forced

on you by lack of natural gifts ? Heavens !

You might long since have been delivered

from all that. It is only after all a question
of some slowness, some lack of quickness in

perception ; and this you can train and disci-

pline, if you do not shut your eyes to it or

indulge your own stupidity.
There is a kind of man, who, whenever he 6

does a good turn, makes a point of claiming
credit for it ; and though he does not perhaps

press the claim, yet all the same at heart he

takes up the position of creditor, and does not

forget what he has done. But there is another,
who so to say forgets what he has done : he

is like the vine that bears a cluster, and having
once borne its proper fruit seeks no further
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recompense. As the horse that runs, the

hound that hunts, the bee that hives its honey,
so the man who does the kindness does not

raise a shout, but passes on to the next act, as

a vine to the bearing of clusters for next

season. 'What!' you object, 'are we to

class ourselves with things that act uncon-

sciously, without intelligence ?
' c Yes indeed

;

but to do so is to assert intelligence j for it is

a characteristic of the social being to perceive

consciously that his action is social.'
c

Quite
so ; and to wish the recipient too to perceive
the same.' c What you say is true : but if

you thus pervert the maxim's meaning, it will

make you one of those described above ; who
indeed are misled by plausible appeals to reason.

Once master the true meaning, and never fear

that it will lead you into neglect of any social

act.'

7 An Athenian prayer Rain, rain^ dear

Zeus, upon .Athenian tilth and plains. We
should either not pray at

all,
or else in this

simple, noble sort.

8 We talk of doctors' orders, and say :

^Esculapius has prescribed him horse exercise,
or cold baths, or walking barefoot. It is the

same with Nature's orders, when she prescribes

disease, mutilation, amputation, or some other

form of disablement. Just as doctors' orders

mean such and such treatment, as specific for

such and such complaint, so every individual

has circumstances ordered for him specifically
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in the way of destiny. Circumstances may
be said to fit our case, just as masons talk of

fitting squared stones in bastions or pyramids,
when they adjust them so as to complete a

given whole. The adjustment is a perfect fit.

Just as the universe is the full sum of all the

constituent parts, so is destiny the cause and sum
of all existent causes. It is no philosopher's
secret ;

it underlies such phrases as
c
It so fell

out.'
c So fell out

'

means c
it was so ordered

'

for the man. Let us accept such orders, as we
do the orders of our ./Esculapius. They have

their rough side, yet we welcome them in

hope of health. Try to think of the execution

and consummation of Nature's good pleasure
as you do of bodily good health. Welcome
all that comes, untoward though it may seem,
for it leads you to the goal, the health of the

world -order, the welfare and well-being of

Zeus. He would not dispense it to the indi-

vidual, were it not for the good of the whole.

Each change and chance dispensed by nature

is her specific for that which rests on her dis-

posal. On two grounds then you should

acquiesce in what befalls first, because it

happened to you, was ordered for you, affected

you, as part of the web issuing from the

primal causation ; secondly, because that

which comes upon the individual contributes

to the welfare, the consummation, yea and the

survival, of the power which disposes all things.
As with the parts, so is it with the causes

;
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you cannot sever any fragment of the con-

nected unity, without mutilating the perfection
of the whole. In every act of discontent, you
inflict, so far as in you lies, such severance

and so to say undoing.
Do not give way to disgust, do not lose

heart, do not be discouraged at flaws in strict

consistency of conduct : after each check,
return to the charge, thankful if in most

things you acquit yourself like a man ;
and

returning, love that to which you return ;

turn once and again to philosophy, not as the

urchin to his master, but as the sore-eyed to

the sponge and egg, or others to salves or

fomentation. Obedience to reason will thus

become not a question of outward show, but

of inward refreshment. Philosophy, remember,
wills only that which nature within you wills

;

while you willed something not in accord

with nature.
c Why what is more agreeable ?

'

says pleasure, with beguiling voice. Nay but

consider, is it more truly agreeable than lofti-

ness of soul, free, simple, gracious and holy ?

What can be more agreeable than wisdom

itself, when you consider the smooth unhalting
flow of its intelligence and apprehension ?

Things are so wrapped in veils, that to

gifted philosophers not a few all certitude

seems unattainable. Nay to the Stoics them-
selves such attainment seems precarious ;

and

every act of intellectual assent is fallible ; for

where is the infallible man ? Pass to the
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material world ; how transitory, how worth-
less it all is, lying at the disposal of the rake,
the harlot or the robber ! Or take the

characters of those with whom you consort
;

to bear with even the most gentle-minded is

hard work, nay hard enough to put up even

with one's self. In all this darkness and filth,

in this incessant flux of being and of time, of

motion and things moved, I can imagine
nothing that deserves high prizing or intent

pursuit. On the contrary, while awaiting
natural dissolution and not spurning at the

delay, one must take comfort to one's self and
find new heart solely in these thoughts first,

nothing will happen to me, that is not in accord

with Nature : secondly, I need do nothing

contrary to the god and deity within me ; for

that no man can compel me to transgress.
What use am I now making of my soul ? u

that is the question. Put it to yourself at

every turn and ask How goes it with that

part of me, known as the governing Inner

Self? Whose soul have I now ? the child's ?

the lad's ? the woman's ? the tyrant's ? the

cattle's ? or the beast's ?

This may serve you as a test of what the 12

world calls 'goods.' When once a man

pictures the reality of true and veritable

'goods,' goods such as wisdom self-restraint

justice and courage he cannot with that

picture in his mind add the proverbial jest

upon excess of goods j
it will not fit. So
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long as the goods he pictures are goods in the

popular sense, he will have an open ear for

the poet's epigram, and accept it as perfectly

in point. It is true enough of excellence, as

regarded by the world : otherwise the witticism

would not fail to shock and offend
j

and

applied to wealth, and the appurtenances of

luxury or show, we accept it as a smart and

pointed epigram. To it then, and ask your-
self Can I accord the dignity or the idea of
c

goods
'

to things which do not by their

conception preclude the opprobrious taunt,
that the abundance of them leaves the owner
not a corner c to ease himself in

'

?
*

13 I consist of two elements, the causal and

the material ; neither can perish or cease to

exist, just as neither came into being from

previous non-existence. It follows then that

every part of me will be co-ordinated by
change into some other part of the world-

order, and that again into some new part, and

so on ad infinitum. My existence is but a

stage in the succession, and so too that of my
parents, and so backwards once more ad

Infinitum. There is no objection to this

view, even supposing the world is ordered in

finite cosmic cycles.
1 The reference is to a fragment of Menander, restored by

Cobet with the help of this paragraph, and running thus :

There's an old proverb, sir, against profusion,
If you'll excuse the somewhat coarse allusion

With such a glut of goods, amid the pelf

You've not a corner left in which to ease yourself.
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Reason and the reasoning process are in 14

themselves and their action self-sufficing
faculties. They derive their impulse from

their own beginning ; they march to their

appointed end. Hence the term rectitude 1

applied to conduct, signifying that it never

swerves from the right path.

Nothing strictly belongs to man, which is 15

not proper to man, as man. Such things are

not among man's requirements, they have no

warranty in man's nature, and they do not

perfect or complete that nature. Neither

therefore does man's true end lie in them, nor

that which consummates the end, to wit the

good. Were any of these things proper to

man, it could not also be proper for him to

despise them and rebel against them ; nor

could self-detachment from them be laudable
;

nor, if they were truly goods, could going
short of them minister to goodness. Whereas,
the more a man deprives himself of such

things, or puts up with deprivation, the better

he becomes.

Repeat impressions, and your understanding 16

will assimilate itself to them ; for the soul

takes the dye of its impressions. Steep it

then constantly in such sequences as these :

where life is possible, so too is right life j you
live at court, then at court too live aright.

1 The etymological correspondence between KaropBtafftt

rectitude or rightnest ofaction, and bpObnp ditectnett of move-

ment, baffles literal translation.
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Or again for whatsoever purpose each thing
is constituted, thereto it tends ;

and whereto

it tends, there lies its end ; and where its end

is, there too is each thing's gain and good.
It follows that the good of the reasoning
creature lies in social action

;
for it has been

long since shown, that we are made for social

action. Is it not palpable, that the lower

forms exist for the higher, and the higher for

one another ? And things with breath of

life are higher than things without ; and

things with reason than with breath alone.

17 Pursuit of the impossible is idiotcy ; yet
for the worthless to abstain from such pursuit
is impossible.

18 Nothing happens to a man that nature has

not made him for. See ! the same things

happen to another
;

and from ignorance of

what has happened, or for show of superiority,
he stands stedfast and undemoralised. What !

ignorance and self-complacency more strong
than wisdom ! For shame !

19 Things material cannot touch the soul in

any way whatever, nor find entrance there,
nor have power to sway or move it. Soul is

self- swayed, self-moved
; and soul modifies

the objects upon which it plays into accord

with the judgments which it approves.
20 In one respect man stands to us in the

closest of all relations we must do good to

them and bear with them. But in so far as

individuals obstruct my proper action, man
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falls into the category of things indifferent,

just as much as sun or wind or wild beast.

They may indeed contravene some particular

action, but inner impulse and disposition they
cannot contravene, for these are subject to

reservation and also have inner modifying
power. For the understanding modifies and

converts every hindrance to action into further-

ance of its prime aim ; so that checks to

action actually advance it, and obstacles in

the way promote progress.
In the universe honour that which is 21

highest ; and the highest is that which all

else subserves, and which overrules all. So
too within yourself honour the highest ; there

too it is the same in kind : it is that within

you which all other powers subserve, and by
which your life is disposed.
What is not hurtful to the city, cannot 22

hurt the citizen. Whenever you feel the

sense of hurt apply this criterion If the city
is not hurt, neither am I myself. If the city
is hurt, do not fly into a rage with the

author of the hurt ; ask, what misconception

prompted it ?

Think often of the swiftness with which 23

things that are or come to be sweep past and

disappear. Being is a river in continual flow ;

its action for ever changing, its causes infinite

in phase. Hardly a thing stands fast, even

within your own purview. Infinity past and

to come is a fathomless gulf, into which vanish
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all things. How foolish then in such a world

to pant, to strain, to fume, as though time

and troubling were for long !

24 Think of the sum of being, and in what a

morsel of it you partake ; the sum of time,

compared with the brief atom assigned to

you ;
of destiny, and the jot you are of it !

25 Does another wrong me ? See he to that

his disposition, his actions are his own.
For me, I have at this present just that which
universal nature wills me to have, and am

doing just that which my own nature wills

me to do.

26 Whether the physical currents run smooth
or rough, let them not sway the governing
and sovereign self within. It must not con-

found itself with them, but remain self-de-

terminant, and circumscribe all such affections

within the parts affected. When these react

upon the understanding by that sympathy of

parts which exists in an organic unity, we
must not attempt to resist the physical sensa-

tion ; but on the other hand the Inner Self

must not go on to assume on its own authority
that the affection is either good or bad.

27 Live with the gods. And he lives with
the gods, who ever presents to them his soul

acceptant of their dispensations, and busy
about the will of god, even that particle of

Zeus, which Zeus gives to every man for his

controller and governor to wit, his mind
and reason.
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Do you get angry at rank armpits ? or at 28

foul breath ? What would be the good ?

Mouth, armpits are what they are, and being
so, the given effluvia must result. *Yes, but

nature has given man reason, man can com-

prehend and understand what offends !

'

4

Very good ! Ergo you too have reason ;

use your moral reason to move his j show
him his error, admonish him. If he attends,

you will amend him ; no need for anger
you are not a ranter, or a whore.'

You can live here on earth, as you think 29

to live after your departure hence. If others

disallow, then indeed it is time to quit ; yet
even so, not as one aggrieved. The cabin

smokes so I take leave of it. Why make
ado ? But so long as there is no such notice

to quit, I remain free, and none will hinder

me from doing what I will
; that is, to con-

form to the nature of a reasonable social

being.
The mind of the universe is social. For 3

see, it has made the lower for sake of the

higher ; and combines the higher in a mutual

harmony. See how it subordinates here, co-

ordinates there, apportions everywhere accord-

ing to worth, and combines the dominants in

mutual accord.

What of your past behaviour to the gods, 3 1

to your parents, brothers, wife, children,

teachers, tutors, friends, intimates, household ?

Can you, in respect of all, say
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I wrought no froward deed, said no rude word. 1

Yet recollect what has carried you safe through,
and what you have found strength to bear ;

remember that the story of your life is fully
told and its service accomplished ; recollect

how many sights of beauty you have seen ;

how many pleasures and pains foregone ; how

many ambitions disregarded ;
and how often

you have shown grace to the graceless.

32 How is it that souls untrained and ignorant
confound the trained and wise ? The answer

is, What soul is trained and wise ? That

only which knows the beginning and the end,
and the reason diffused through all being,
which through all eternity administers the

universe in periodic cycles.

33 A little while and you will be ashes or a

skeleton, a name or not so much as a name ;

and what is a name but so much rattle and
sound ? Life and all its prizes are empty,
rotten, insignificant, snapping puppies or

quarrelsome children, that laugh and anon
fall to crying. Faith and honour, justice and
truth have taken wing

From widewayed earth to heaven. 2

What then still detains you here ? The
objects of sense are changeful and unstable ;

the organs of sense dim, and easily imposed
1
Homer, Od. iv. 690.

2
Hesiod, Works and Days, v. 197.
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upon ; poor soul itself mere exhalation of the

blood. And good repute in such a world is

emptiness. What then ? serenely you await

the end, be it extinction or transmutation.

While the hour yet tarries, what help is there ?

what, but to reverence and bless the gods, to

do good to men,
l to endure and to refrain

'

?

and of all that lies outside the bounds of flesh

and breath, to remember that it is not yours,
nor in your power.

Life in smooth flow is yours, if only you 34
hold straight on, keeping the track in views

and acts. Two things are common to the

soul of god, the soul of man, and the soul of

every rational creature. First, another cannot

contravene their purpose ; secondly, in dis-

position and action attuned to justice lies

their good, and therewith cessation of desire.

If the fault is not in me, nor the act by 35

fault of mine, nor the common weal hurt

thereby, why trouble more about it ? What
hurt is it to the common weal ?

Do not let impression overbear judgment ; 36

cope with it according to your power, and by
scale of worth. Should you come short at

all in things of secondary worth, do not regard
it as an injury that were an evil habitude.

Like the old man in the play, who at parting

begged for his foster-child's top, but did not

forget that after all it was a top and nothing
more so be it too with life.

Declaiming from the rostra you cry,
cMy 37
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good man, have you forgotten what these

good things come to after all ?
' '

True,'
comes the answer,

* but for all that eagerly

pursued.'
c
ls that a good reason for your

joining in the folly ?
'

Wheresoever stranded,
I can at any time become a man c of fortune.'

For ' fortune
'

means self-appropriation of en-

dowments truly good, and good endowments
are good moods, good impulses, good acts.
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NOYC AieKdcMHce TT^NTA ANAXAGORAS

THE substance of the universe is tractable i

and plastic : and in the disposing reason there

inheres no cause that makes for evil, for it

contains no evil, does no evil, and inflicts no
hurt on anything. By it all things come into

being and run their course.

Do your duty whether shivering or warm, 2

never mind ; heavy-eyed, or with your fill of

sleep ; in evil report or in good report ; dying
or with other work in hand. Dying after all

is but one among life's acts ; there too our

business is
* to make the best of it.'

Look within ; do not let the specific quality 3

or worth of anything escape you.
All material things soon change by evapo- 4

ration, where there is unity of being ;
other-

wise, by dispersion.
The disposing reason knows its condition, 5

its action, and the material on which it works.

Not to do likewise is the best revenge. 6
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7 Be it your one delight and refreshment, to

pass from social act to social act, remembering
god.

8 Our Inner governing Self is that which is

self- excited and self- swayed, which makes
itself just what it wills to be, and which
makes all that befalls seem to itself what it

wills.

9 All things run their course in accordance

with the nature of the universe
; there is no

other competing nature, that either compre-
hends this from without, or is itself compre-
hended within, or that exists externally and

unattached.

10 The world is either a welter of alternate

combination and dispersion, or a unity of order

and providence. If the former, why crave to

linger on in such a random medley and con-

fusion ? why take thought for anything except
the eventual dust to dust'? why vex myself?
do what I will, dispersion will overtake me.
But on the other alternative, I reverence, I

stand stedfast, I find heart in the power that

disposes all.

it When torn in pieces by the press of claims,

straightway fall back upon yourself, and do
not break tune or rhythm more than you
must ; by thus habitually falling back on self,

you will be more master of the harmony.
12 Had you a stepmother and a mother too,

you would be courteous to the former, but for

companionship would turn continually to your
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mother. For you the court is one, philosophy
the other. Once and again turn back to her,
to find refreshment ; she makes even court

life seem bearable to you, and you in it.

In regarding meats or eatables, you say, 13

That is the carcase of a fish, or fowl, or pig ;

or, Falernian is so much extract of grape juice ;

the purple robe is sheep's wool dyed with

juices of the shell-fish ; copulation, a func-

tional discharge. Regards of this kind explore
and search the actual facts, opening your eyes
to what things really are. So should you deal

with life as a whole, and where regards are

over-credulous, strip the facts bare, see through
their worthlessness, and so get rid of their

vaunted embellishments. Pride is the arch

sophist ;
and when you flatter yourself you

are most engrossed in virtuous ends, then are

you most befooled. Remember what Crates

says of Xenocrates himself.

The admiration of the crowd is usually for 14

natural objects, whose unity is due to c inward

hold
'

or to organic growth, stone for instance,

wood, fig-trees, vines or olives : at the next

stage it fastens on effects of soul, as seen in

flocks and herds : the more initiated still look

for effects of rational soul, not as yet universal

in its scope, but manifesting itself in art, or

in talent of some kind, or in the bare

possession of troops of slaves.1 But he who

1 The reference to slaves may seem abrupt and irrelevant.

But at Rome the connoisseur gratified his tastes, or estab-
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honours rational soul, of universal and social

aims, no longer heeds aught else, but strives

before everything to keep his own soul alive

and quick to rational and social impulses, and

joins with all of like kind in working to this

end.

15 Things hasten into being, things hasten

out of it ; even as a thing comes into being,
this or that part is extinct : phases of flux and

variation continuously renew the world, just
as the unfailing current of time perennially
renews eternity. In this river of existence

how can one prize much any of the things
that race by, on none of which one can take

firm stand ? it were like setting one's love on

some sparrow that flits past and in an instant

is out of sight. Life itself is after all no more
than much exhalation of blood and respiration
of air. Each single breath, an inhalation and

emission, such as we perform every moment,
is one in kind with that final emission of the

quickening pneuma^ which you received but

yesterday at birth, and now render back to

the element from which you first drew it.

16 What is worth prizing ? Not the power
of transpiration, which we share with plants ;

nor respiration, shared with cattle and brute

beasts ; nor the impressions of sense ; nor the

lished his reputation, by the employment of slaves : the men
of light and leading kept their 'slave* establishment of

painters, gem-cutters, grammarians, scribes, philosophers, and
the like, just as the wealthy of to-day collect libraries or

pictures or blue china.
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pulls of impulse ; nor herding with each

other
;

nor nutrition, which after all is no
better than excretion. What then ? the

clapping of men's hands ? No, nor clapping
of their tongues ; for the applause of the

multitude is but a clatter of tongues. Dis-

carding reputation then, what is there that

remains prizeworthy ? To my mind, this

command of one's appointed being, alike for

action and inaction, in the direction of its

guiding pursuits and arts. For the aim of

every art is right adaptation of the product to

the end for which it is produced ; the gardener
who tends the vine, the horse-breaker, the

dog-trainer, all seek this end ; all forms of

training and teaching make for some object ;

there lies the true end of worth : secure that,

and you need lay claim to nothing else. Give

up prizing a multitude of other things, or you
will never be free, self-sufficing, passionless.

Inevitably you will envy, grudge, and look

askance at those who can rob you of your

prize, and plot against those who have what

you yourself covet : the sense of something

lacking makes discord within, and leads on to

constant complaining against the gods. To
respect and honour your own understanding
alone will put you at satisfaction with yourself,
in harmony with all things social, and in

accord with the gods, well pleased that is to

say with their dispensation and world-ordering.

Upwards, downwards, round and round, 17
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course the elements. But the motion of

virtue is none of these
;

it is of diviner kind,
and pursues the even tenor of courses un-

imagined.
18 What a thing is man ! To contemporaries

living at their side they will not give a good
word, yet themselves set store on the good
word of posterity, whom they have never seen

nor will see. It comes near to being vexed

at not having the good word of your ancestors !

19 Because your own strength is unequal to

the task, do not assume that it is beyond the

powers of man ; but if anything is within the

powers and province of man, believe that it is

within your own compass also.

20 In the gymnasium, when some one scratches

us with his nails or in lunging hits our head,
we do not protest, or take offence, or harbour

rooted suspicions of design ; no, we just keep
our eye upon him, not with hostility or

suspicion, but with good-tempered avoidance.

So too with the rest of life ; let us shut our

eyes to much in those who are as it were

tussling at our side. It is open to us to

avoid ; we need not suspect or quarrel.
21 If any one can convince and show me that

some view or action of mine is wrong, I will

cheerfully change : I seek the truth, which
never yet hurt any man. What hurts is

persisting in self-deceit and ignorance.
22 I do my own duty ;

all things else distract

me not j for they are either things without
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breath, or things without reason, or things

misguided, that know not the way.
You have reason ; unreasoning creatures 23

and the world of material things have none :

therefore in your dealings with them rise

superior and free. Men have reason
j
there-

fore in your dealings with them, own the

social tie. In all things call upon the gods.
And trouble not over the time it occupies ;

three hours so spent avail.

Death put Alexander of Macedon and his 24
stable boy on a par. Either they were re-

ceived into the seminal principles of the uni-

verse, or were alike dispersed into atoms.

Consider how many things, physical and 25

psychical, go on at one and the same moment
within each one of us j no wonder then that

many more, yea all things created, co-inhere

together in the one great whole, which we
call the universe.

If some one asks you,
c How is Antoninus 26

spelt ?
'

are you going to excite yourself over

the utterance of each letter ? Well then, if

some one flies into a rage, are you going to

rage back ? Will you not rather quietly
enumerate the characters in order one by one ?

Here too remember that every duty is the

sum of given units. Keep steadily to these,

without perturbation and without retaliation

of ill-will, pursuing methodically your ap-

pointed end.

Cruel, is it not, to prevent men from push- 27
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ing for what looks like their own advantage ?

Yet in a sense you forbid them that, when

you resent their going wrong. They are

doubtless bent upon their own objects and

advantage.
c Not so,' you say,

c in reality.'

Teach them so then and prove it, instead of

resenting it.

28 Death is rest from impressions of sense,
from pulls of impulse, from searchings of

thought, and from service of the flesh.

29 Shame on it ! in this mortal life, the soul

to lose heart before the body !

30 See that you be not be-Caesared, steeped in

that dye, as too often happens. Keep yourself

simple, good, sincere, grave, unaffected, a

friend to justice, god-fearing, considerate,

affectionate, and strenuous in duty. Struggle
to remain such as philosophy would have you.

Respect the gods, save men. Life is short;
and the earthly life has but one fruit, inward

holiness and social acts. In all things the

disciple of Antoninus. Remember his resolute

championship of reason, his unvarying equa-

bility, his holiness, his serenity of look, his

affability, his dislike of ostentation, his keen-

ness for certitude about the facts j how he

would never drop a subject, till he saw into it

thoroughly and understood clearly ; how he
bore unjust reproaches without a word ;

how
he was never in a hurry ; how he gave no ear

to slander
; how accurately he scrutinised

character and action ; never carping, or craven,
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or suspicious, or pedantic ; how frugal were

his requirements, in house and bed and dress

and food and service ; how industrious he was

and how long-suffering j how, thanks to his

abstemious living, he could wait till evening,
never requiring to relieve his physical needs

except at the usual hour. Remember his

constancy and evenness in friendship, his

forbearance to outspoken opposition, his cheer-

ful acceptance of correction ;
and how god-

fearing he was, though without superstition.

Remember all this, that so your kst hour may
find you with a conscience clear as his.

Recall your true, your sober self: shake off 31

the slumber and realise that they were dreams

that troubled you. Now wide awake once

more, look on it all as a dream.

I am of body and soul. To the body all 32

things are indifferent ;
it has no power to

make differences. To the understanding all

things are indifferent, its own activities ex-

cepted. But its own activities are all within

its own control. Moreover, even of these, it

is concerned only with the present ; future

or past activities become at once themselves

indifferent.

No pain of hand or of foot is contrary to 33

nature, so long as the foot is doing foot's work,
and the hand hand's. So too to man, as man,
no pain is contrary to nature, so long as he is

doing man's work. If it violates nature, for

him it ceases to exist and is no evil for him.
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34 What rare pleasures please robbers, rakes,

parricides, tyrants !

35 See how common craftsmen accommodate
themselves to some extent to ignorant em-

ployers, but all the same hold fast to the

principles of their craft and decline to depart
from them. Shame on us, that the architect

and the doctor should have more respect to

the principles of their craft, than man to his,

which he shares with the gods.

36 In the universe Asia and Europe are but

corners ; ocean a drop ; Athos a grain ; the

span of time, a moment in eternity. All

things are small, unstable, vanishing. All

issue from one source, starting directly from

the universal Soul, or derivatively consequent.
Even the lion's jaw, venom, and all things

baleful, thorns, mud or what not, are con-

sequents of things grand and beautiful. Do not

regard them as alien to that which you worship,
but reflect upon the common source of all.

37 He who sees what now is, hath seen all,

all that was from eternity, all that shall be

without end ; for all things are of one kind

and of one form.

38 Consider oftentimes the bond that knits all

things in the world-order, and their mutual

relationship. All things as it were intertwine,
all are in so far mutually dear ; for thing
follows thing in order, as the result of the

continuous vibration that thrills through all,

and the unity of all being.
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Put yourself in harmony with the things 39

among which your lot is cast ; love those

with whom you have your portion, with a

true love.

If any tool, or implement, or utensil is 40

doing the work for which it was produced, it

is well with it
; though there the producer is

no longer by. But in nature's unities the

power which produced is still within them
and abides : so much the more then must you
have respect to it, and believe that, if you
handle and employ all according to its will,

you have all to your mind. So is it with the

universe, whose all is to its mind.

If you assume anything that lies outside 41

your own control to be a good for you or an

evil, then the incidence of such evil or the

deprivation of such good drives you into

finding fault with the gods, and hating the

men responsible now or in the near future for

such deprivation or incidence ; and oftentimes

we sin, from being bent upon such things.
But if we account only that which is in our

own control as good or bad, there remains no
reason either for arraigning god, or setting
ourselves at feud with man.

One and all we work towards one consum- 42

mation, some knowingly and intelligently,
others unconsciously. Just as Heraclitus, was
it not, said of those who sleep, that they too

are at work, fellow-workers in the conduct

of the universe. One works in one way,
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another in another ;
and not least, he who

finds fault and who tries to resist and undo

what is done. Even of such the world has

need. It remains then to make sure, in which
ranks you range yourself j he who disposes
all things will in any case make good use of

you, and will receive you into the number of

his fellow-workers and auxiliaries. Only do

not you play foil to the rest like the coarse

jest in the Comedy, to use the figure of

Chrysippus.
1

43 Does the sun claim the rain's work ? or

./Esculapius that of Ceres ? or take each single
star are not all different, yet all co-operating
to the same end ?

44 If the gods took counsel about me and

what ought to befall me, doubtless they
counselled well : a god of ill counsel one can

scarce imagine. And what should impel them
to seek my hurt ? What advantage were it

either to them or to the universe, which is

the first object of their providence ? If they
took no counsel about me in particular, for

the universe at all events they did, and the

consequent results I am bound to welcome
and acquiesce in. If indeed they take no

thought for anything at all an impious creed,
then let us have done with sacrifice and

1
Plutarch, De Comm. Not. xiv., elucidates the reference.

'

Just as comedies introduce jests which are vulgar enough in

themselves, yet improve the piece as a whole
;

so too you

may criticise evil regarded by itself, yet allow that taken

with all else it has its use.'
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prayer and oaths, and all other observances by
which we own the presence and the nearness

of the gods. But if after all they take no

thought for anything to do with us, then it

is in my own power to take thought for

myself; and what I have to consider is my
own interest ;

and the true interest of every-

thing is to conform to its own constitution

and nature j and my nature owns reason and

social obligation ; socially, as Antoninus, my
city and country is Rome, as a man, the

world. These are the societies, whose ad-

vantage can alone be good to me.

All that befalls the individual is for the 45

good of the whole. That might suffice.

But looking closer you will perceive the

general rule that what is good for one man
is good for other men as well. And 'good*

may be taken more collectively than in the

case of things indifferent.

As in the amphitheatre or other places of 46

amusement the monotony of tedious repetitions
makes the spectacle pall, so is it with the ex-

perience of life ; up and down, everything is

one monotonous round. How long ? How
long ?

Constantly realise the dead men of all 47

kinds, of every vocation, of every nationality,
all dead. Come down if you will to Philistion,

Phoebus, Origanion. Pass now to other
*
tribes of the great dead

'

: we too must pass

whither so many have gone before skilled
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orators, august philosophers, Heraclitus, Pyth-

agoras, and Socrates ; the heroes of old time ;

generals and monarchs that came after ; and

in their train Eudoxus, Hipparchus, Archi-

medes, minds keen and lofty, wits busy supple
and precocious ; yes and the Menippuses too,

who have made man's fateful fleeting life

their jest. Realise all these, all long since

in the dust. What matters it to them ?

what, still more, to those who have not even

left a name ? Here one thing is of real worth,
to live out life in truth and justice, with

charity even to the false and the unjust.

48 When you want to cheer your spirits, con-

sider the excellences of those about you one

so effective, another so unassuming, another

so open-handed, and so on and so on. Nothing
is more cheering than exemplifications of

virtue in the characters of those about us,

suggesting themselves as copiously as possible.
We should keep them always ready to hand.

49 Does it annoy you to weigh so many
pounds only, instead of three hundred ? It

is the same with living so many years only,
and not more. You are content with the

quantum of matter allowed you ; be so too

with the time.

50 Try to persuade men : but act, whether it

is liked or not, when principles of justice so

demand. If some one obstructs you by force,

welcome the rebuff and own no pang, utilising
the hindrance for exercise of virtue in another
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form. Endeavour, remember, was subject to

reservation, and you did not aspire to im-

possibilities. To what then did you aspire ?

To the endeavour just such as it was. Gain

that, and the object, for which we were sent

into the world, is realised.

The ambitious man rests personal good 51

upon action that depends on others ; the man
of pleasure upon personal affections of the

body : the man of mind upon personal action.

You can decline this or that view of the 52

matter, and so escape all tumult of soul ;

things in themselves have no power to force

our judgments.
Practise attention to what others say, and 53

do your best to get into the speaker's mind.

What is not good for the swarm is not 54

good for the bee.

If the sailors abused the pilot, or the sick 55

the physician, would they have any other

object, than to make him save the crew or

heal the patients ?

How many with whom I came into the 56

world have already quitted it !

To the jaundiced honey seems bitter ; to 57

the hydrophobe water is horrible ; to children

a ball is a thing of beauty. Then why lose

my temper ? Think you false opinion takes

less effect, than bile in the jaundiced or the

virus in hydrophobia ?

No one can stop you from living according 58

to the principle of your own nature : nothing
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will happen to you contrary to the principle
of the universal nature.

59 Think what men are ! whom they care to

please ! what they gain by it ! what they do

for it ! How soon time will bury all ! how
much it has buried already !
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WHAT is evil ? It is what you have seen i

again and again j and in every case that

occurs, remind yourself that it is what you
have seen again and again. Up and down,
everywhere you will find the same things,

repeating themselves at every page of history,
ancient mediaeval or contemporary ; repeating
themselves every day in our own cities and

homes. Nothing is new j all is stale and all

is fleeting.
Look to first principles ; and how can they 2

be deadened, but by the extinction of the

impressions to which they correspond ? and

these you may continually kindle into glow.
On any given thing, I have the power to take

the right view; if so, why vex myself?

Things outside my own understanding are

nothing to my understanding. Grasp that,

and you stand upright ; you can ever renew
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your life. See things once more as you saw
them before ; and therein you have new life.

3 A mimic pageant, a stage spectacle, flocking

sheep and herding cows, an armed brawl, a

bone flung to curs, a crumb dropped in the

fish-tanks, toiling of burdened ants, the

scamper of scurrying mice, puppets pulled
with strings such is life. In such surround-

ings you must take your stand, considerate

and undisdainful ; yet understand the while,
that the measure of the man's worth is the

worth of his aims.

4 In talk we must intelligently understand

what is said, and in endeavour what is done.

In the latter, look straight at the aim to which
it tends ; in the former, watch carefully the

meaning conveyed.

5 Have I understanding equal to the task, yes
or no ? If yes, I use it for the work, as a

tool given me by Nature : if no, either I step
aside in favour of some one better able to

accomplish the work, or, if that seems inap-

propriate, ally myself as best I can with some

one, who by help of my initiative can do what
is opportune and serviceable for the common
fellowship. For all I do, whether alone or

with another's help, should aim solely at what

promotes the service and harmony of all.

6 How many, after choruses of praise, have

dropped into oblivion ; how many, who swelled

the chorus, have long since disappeared !

7 Do not be ashamed of being helped. It is
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incumbent upon you to do your appointed

work, like a soldier in the breach. What if

you are lame and cannot scale the battlement

alone, but can with another's help ?

Let not the future perturb you. You will 8

face it, if so be, with the same reason which
is yours to meet the present.

All things intertwine one with another, in 9
a holy bond : scarce one thing is disconnected

from another. In due co-ordination they
combine for one and the same order. For
the world-order is one made out of all things,
and god is one pervading all, and being is one,
and law is one, even the common reason of all

beings possessed of mind, and truth is one ;

seeing that truth is the one perfecting of

beings one in kind and endowed with the

same reason.

Every material thing fast vanishes into the 10

sum of being : and every cause is quickly re-

assumed into the universal reason
; and the

memory of everything is quickly buried

beneath eternity.
To the reasoning being the act which is u

according to nature is likewise according to

reason.

Upright or uprighted. 12

As in physical organisms the unity is made 13

up of separate limbs, so among reasoning

things the reason is distributed among indi-

viduals, constituted for unity of co-operation.
This thought will strike more home, if you
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constantly repeat to yourself
'
I am a member

of the sum of reasoning things.' If you sub-

stitute meros for melos part for member you
do not yet love men from your heart ; you
have yet no certitude of joy in doing kind-

nesses ; they are still bare duty, not yet a

good deed to yourself.

14 Affect what will the parts of my being
liable to affection from without ! the parts
affected can if they please find fault. So long
as I do not view the infliction as an evil, I

remain uninjured. And I need not so view it.

15 Whatever any one else does or says, my
duty is to be good ; just as gold or emerald
or purple for ever say, Whatever any one else

does or says, my duty is to be emerald and

keep my proper hue.

16 The Inner Self does not agitate itself does

not, for instance, terrify itself or excite its

own desires. If some one else can terrify
or vex

it,
let him. It will refuse to induct

itself into such moods by assumptions of its

own. The body must take thought for its

own hurts, as best it can, and if hurt say
so ; the soul, which is the organ of terror,

vexation or any assumption of the kind,
declines to allow any hurt ; you cannot wrest

it to any such judgment. The Inner Self is

self-complete, subject to none but self-created

needs, and free accordingly from every per-
turbation or contravention, except such as

arise from its own action.
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Happiness literally, god within, or good.
1

17

What are you about here, Impression, you
deceiver ? Be off, sir as you came : I will

none of you. 'You have come as an old

friend,' you say ? Well, peace be with you :

only, begone !

Does change terrify you ? Yet what can 18

come into being without change ? What
after all is dearer, or more proper to Nature ?

Can you have your bath, without change
passing upon the firewood ? or nourishment,
without change passing upon the viands ?

Can any serviceable thing be accomplished
without change ? Do you not see that change
within yourself is of a piece with this, and

equally indispensable to Nature ?

Being is as it were a torrent, in and out of 19

which all bodies pass, coalescing and co-oper-

ating with the whole, as the various parts in

us do with one another. How many a Chry-
sippus, how many a Socrates, how many an

Epictetus has time past swallowed up ! Ex-
tend the thought to every man and every

thing whatsoever.

One thing alone torments me, the fear of 20

doing something which is not meant for the

constitution of man, or in the way not meant,
or not meant as yet.

Soon you will have forgotten all
j soon all 21

will have forgotten you.

1 A play on the derivation of the Greek word Fudaimcnia,

and untranslatable.
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22 It is man's special gift to love even those

who fall into blunders : it operates as soon as it

suggests, that men are your brothers, that sin

is of ignorance and unintentional, that in a

little you will both be dead, that, above all, no

injury is done you ; your Inner Self is not

made worse than it was before.

23 From the sum of being, as from wax,
Nature now moulds a nag ;

then breaks it up,
and utilises the material to make a tree ; next,
a man ; next, some other thing ;

and each

has but a brief existence. But it is no hard-

ship for the chest to be broken up, any more
than to be knocked together.

24 A scowl upon the face is a violation of

nature. Repeated often, beauty dies with it,

and finally becomes quenched, past all re-

kindling. From this fact try to understand,
that it is contrary to reason ; if once sensi-

bility to sin is lost, what object in still living on ?

25 A little while, and nature which disposeth
all things will change all that you see, and of

their substance make new things, and others

again of theirs, that the world may be ever

fresh.

26 When any one does you a wrong, set your-
self at once to consider, what was- the point
of view, good or bad, that led him wrong.
As soon as you see

it, you will be sorry for

him, not surprised or angry. For your own
view of good is either the same as his, or

something like in kind : and you will make
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allowance. Or supposing your own view of

good and bad has altered, you will find charity
for his mistake come easier.

Do not imagine yourself to have what you 27

have not ; but take full account of the ex-

cellences which you do possess, and in gratitude
remember how you would hanker after them,
if you had them not. At the same time take

care that in thus hugging them, you do not

get into the habit of prizing them so much,
that without them you would be perturbed.
Withdraw into yourself. By nature our 28

reasoning Inner Self finds self-contentment in

just dealing and the calm which follows in its

train.

Efface impression. Check the pulls of 29

impulse. Circumscribe time to the present.

Recognise all that befalls, either yourself, or

another. Divide and analyse each material

thing into cause and matter. Realise your
last hour. Let the wrong remain with him,
with whom it first originated.

Keep thought intent on what is said ; 30

enter with your mind into what is done and

what is doing it.

Be your brightness that of simplicity and 31

self-respect, and of indifference to all that is

not virtue or vice. Love mankind. Walk
with God. "All things by law" saith the

sage. Yes ! Gods or atoms, it suffices to

remember that All things are by law. Two
words sum all.
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32 Of Death. Death, in a universe of atoms,
is dispersion ; but if all is a unity, death is

either extinction or transmutation.

33 Of Pain. Pain that is past bearing, brings
an end

; pain that lasts, can be borne. The

understanding in abstraction maintains its

calm, and the Inner Self is unimpaired. As
for the parts injured by the pain, let them (as

best they can) state their own case.

34 Of Reputation. Look at their under-

standings, what they are, what they shun,
what they seek. And remember that as drift

hides drift of piling sand, so too in life what
comes after soon hides what went before.

35 From Plato.
" c Think you the man of lofty

understanding, whose vision ranges over all time

and all being^ can think great things of man's

life ?
' *

Impossible?
c Such an one then will

attach no very great importance to death?
< Death! no indeed.'" 1

36 From Antisthenes. "
Well-doing^ ill-report

a king's portion"

37 Shame on it for feature and gesture and
exterior adornment to obey the bidding of
the understanding, and for the understanding
not to rule its own gesture and adornment.

38 Fret not at circumstance, which recks not of it.
2

39 To the immortal gods and us give joy.

1
Plato, Republic, vi. 486 A.

2
Euripides, Bellerop/ion (Fr. 298).
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Lives arc reaped like ears of corn, 40

One is spared, another shorn.1

Though I and both my sons be spurned of God, 41

There is be sure a reason.

42

XJIEIE 19 uc HU a i.aauu.

Right on my side and justice.
2

" No wailing with the waiter
s,
and nofever- 43

throbs."

From Plato. " To such an one I should 44

justly reply There, friend, you are mistaken ;

a man who is worth anything at all should not

reckon the chances of life
or death, but simply

ask himself, in regard to any action, Is it right

or is it wrong ? the act of a good man or a

bad?"*
" The truth is, gentlemen, it stands thus. 45

Wherever a mans post is, whether selected by

himself or assigned by his commander, there, as

I believe, it is his duty to standfast in the hour

of danger, recking nothing of death or anything
else in comparison with dishonour.'

11 4

" O my friend, I would have you see that the 46

noble and the good is possibly something quite

differentfrom saving and being saved ; the true

man will take little account of afew years more

or less of life ; that he will leave to God, not

hugging life,
but believing that, as the women

say, no man can escape the hour of destiny ; and

1
Euripides, Hypsifyle (Fr. 752).

3
Aristophanes, Acharn'iani^ v. 66 1.

1
Plato, Apology, 28 B.

* Ibid. 28 jr.
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he will turn his thoughts to consider how he can

best spend the term of life appointed him to

live." i

47
"
Survey the courses of the stars, and join

their heavenly race." Constantly realise the

mutual transformations of the elements. For

such imaginings purge away the soils of this

earth-life.

48 A fine thought of Plato's. So likewise in

discoursing of men, we should, "asfrom some

eminence, survey earth and its herds," camps,

farms, marriages, severances, births, deaths,
the babel of the law-courts, wastes of wilder-

ness, motley barbarians, festivals, dirges, fairs,

the confused medley of life and the order

wrought out of opposites.

49 Review the past, its changing powers and

dynasties, and you can forecast the future too.

The same forms will in every case repeat
themselves ; the march of things keeps steady
time. To witness human life for forty years,
or forty thousand, is all one. What more
will you see ?

5 Growths of earth return to earth
;

Seeds that spring of heavenly birth,

To heavenly realms anon revert 2

yes, by dissolution of the atomic combinations,
and consequent scattering of the impassive
elements.

1
Plato, Gorgiat 512 DE.

3
Euripides, Chrysippus (Fr. 833).
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By meat and drink and sorcery 51
Divert the sluice of destiny !

l

God sends the breeze ; then murmur not,

Undaunted face the apportioned lot.

u More knock-me-down
" 2 I grant, but not 52

more social - minded, more self- respecting,
more disciplined to circumstance, more
charitable to the oversights of neighbours.
Where performance of an act accords with 53

that reason which men share with gods, there

have no fear. Where service may be rendered

by action that keeps the even way and tenor

of your appointed being, there apprehend no
harm.

Everywhere, always, thus much is in your 54

power, god-fearing acceptance of your present

hap, just dealing with your present associates,
and satisfied contentment with the present

impression, that none intrude uncertified.

Look not aside to other men's Selves, but 55

fix your eyes straight on the goal, to which
nature points the way nature at large by
circumstance, your own nature by the acts

required of you. Everything must act ac-

cording to its constitution : and by constitu-

1
Euripides, Supplicet, v. 1110-11.

1 The word belongs to the Dorian vernacular, and recalls

at once the Spartan apophthegm dear to Stoic teachers.

Plutarch thus gives it, JlpopA. Lac. 236 E. A young Spartan
was vanquished at Olympia.

' So your antagonist,' said some

one,
'

proved the better man.' '

Better, nay ! but more

knock-me-down.'
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tion all other things exist for sake of those

with reason, just as in every other case the

lower exist for sake of the higher, and things
with reason for sake of one another. In

man's constitution the primary element is the

social ; the second, that it is proof against the

bodily affections ; for the motions of reason

and mind are self- determinant, and refuse

subordination to the motions of sense or

impulse, both which are animal in kind.

The intellectual claim primacy, and will not

be brought into subjection j and justly so, for

their function is to use all the rest. Thirdly,
the constitution of man's reason includes

circumspection and immunity from error.

Let but the Inner Self hold fast to these and

keep a straight course, and it comes by its

own.

56 As one dead, and who has heretofore not

found life, resolve to live out what is left in

nature's way, as a gift of grace.

57 Love that which comes to pass inwoven in

the web, that and nothing else. What could

better suit your need ?

58 At each cross hap keep before your eyes
those who had the same to bear, who conse-

quently were vexed and aggrieved and full of

complaining. Where are they now ? nowhere.

Why follow their example then, instead of

leaving others' moods to those who sway or

are swayed by them, and devoting yourself

solely
to making what use you can of the
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mishap ? Then you will put it to good use
;

you will make it your working material.

Aim only and care only in each action to

stand self- approved. In both respects re-

member that that on which action is based is

in itself indifferent.

Dig within. Within is the fountain of 59

good ;
ever dig, and it will ever well forth

water.

Keep the body as well as the face in control, 60

and avoid contortions, either when in motion

or at rest. In the face understanding exhibits

itself by preserving intelligence and comeli-

ness, and we must make the same demand of

the body as a whole. It needs no practised
artifice to ensure this much.

Life is more like wrestling than dancing ; 61

it must be ready to keep its feet against all

onsets however unexpected.

Always be clear whose approbation it is 62

you wish to secure, and what their inner

principles are. Then you will not find fault

with unintended blunders ; neither will you
need credentials from them, when you look

into the well-springs of their views and im-

pulses.
" No soul," says the philosopher,

1 "
wilfully 63

misses truth
"

; no nor justice either, nor

wisdom, nor charity, nor any other excellence.

It is essential to remember this continually ;

it will make you gentler with every one.

1
Plato, as twice quoted by Epictetus, Arr. i, 28, 2 and 22.
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64 In sickness or pain remind yourself that it

cannot demean or vitiate your pilot under-

standing ; it does not impair it on the uni-

versal or the social side. In most cases you
may find support in the saying of Epicurus,
that "pain cannot be past bearing or ever-

lasting, if only you bear in mind its limits,

and do not let fancy supplement them." Re-
member too that many things which surprise
us out of patience are really in the same cate-

gory as pain stupor for instance, feverish-

ness, or want of appetite. Whenever any of

these makes you discontent, say to yourself
that you are giving in to pain.

65 Do not you feel towards the inhuman, as

human beings too often do to one another.

66 How do we know that Telauges was not

morally superior to Socrates ? It proves

nothing that Socrates died a more notable

death, or had more talent for dialectics, or

showed more endurance on a frosty night, or

had the spirit to resist when ordered to arrest

Leon, or that he 'perked his head' 1 in the

streets. On all this one may have one's

doubts, even assuming it true ; the one im-

portant consideration is, what sort of soul had

Socrates ? could he rest content with being

just to men, and holy towards the gods ? did

he on the one hand resent men's evil-doing
or fall in bondage to another's ignorance ? did

he on the other accept the portion assigned,
1 Cf. Plato, Symp, 221 B, from Aristophanes, Clouds, 362.
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not as something counter to nature or too

grievous to be borne ? and did he keep the

affections of the mind distinct from the

affections of the flesh ?

In commingling mind with the other 67

elements of the compound, nature did not

forbid it power of self-determination, and

supremacy within its own domain. A man

may easily enough be godlike, yet never be

recognised as such. Ever remember this,

and also that true happiness lies in a very few

things. Do not, because dialectic and physics
lie beyond your ken, despair on that account

of freedom, self-respect, unselfishness, and

tractability to god.
Live life out unrebelliously in perfect peace, 68

though the whole world bawl its wishes at

you, yes though wild beasts tear limb by limb

this material integument of flesh. Amid it

all nothing can prevent your understanding
from possessing itself in calm, in true judg-
ment upon each besetting claim, and in ready
use of all material at its disposal. So that

judgment may say to circumstance, 'This is

what you intrinsically are, though you may
get credit for being something different

'

:

and use may say to opportunity, 'You are

what I was looking for. For whatever comes
to hand is material for the practice of rational

and social virtue, in a word of that art which
is proper to man or god.' All that befalls is

so much assimilative material for god or man,
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never novel or impracticable, but familiar and

apt for use.

69 Herein is the way of perfection to live

out each day as one's last, with no fever, no

torpor, and no acting a part.

70 The immortal gods do not lose patience at

having to bear age after age with the froward

generations of men
; but still show for them

all manner of concern. Shall you, whose end
is in a moment, lose heart ? you, who are one
of the froward ?

71 It is absurd, not to fly from one's own evil-

doing, which is possible, but to fly from

others', which is impossible.

72 Whatever the rational and social faculty
finds devoid of mind or social aim, it reason-

ably accounts inferior to itself.

73 You have done a kindness, another has re-

ceived it ; why be as the foolish and hanker
after something more, the credit for the kind-

ness, or the recompense ?

74 No one tires of service rendered. Service

is action after nature's way. Do not tire

then of service gained by service given.

75 The impulse of Nature made for a world
of order. All that now happens follows in

the train of consequence ;
else you must deny

reason to the sovereign ends which guide the

impulse of the World-soul. This thought
will oftentimes minister calm.
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AEQUANIMITAS Antoninus

ONE good corrective to vainglory is to re- i

member that you cannot claim to have lived

your entire life, nor even from youth up, as

a philosopher. To many another it is no

secret, and no secret to yourself, how far you
fall short of philosophy. Having touched

pitch, it is hard for you still to win the title

of philosopher : and your position militates

against it. Now that your eyes are really

open to what the facts are, never mind what
others think of you ;

be self-content, if only
for life's remainder, just so long as nature wills

you to live on. You have but to apprehend
that will, and let nothing else distract you :

you have tried much, and in misguided ways,
and nowhere have you found the happy life ;

not in systems, nor wealth, nor fame, nor self-

indulgence, nowhere. Where then is happi-
ness ? in doing that which man's nature

craves. How do it ? by holding principles,
from which come endeavours and actions.
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What principles ? principles touching good
and bad to wit, that nothing is good for a

man, which does not make him just, temperate,

brave, free
; nothing evil, that does not pro-

duce the opposite results.

2 Of every action ask yourself, What does it

mean for me ? shall I repent of it ? A little

while and I am dead, and there is an end of

all. Why crave for more, if only the work I

am about is worthy of a being intellectual,

social-minded, and on a par with god ?

3 Alexander, Caesar, Pompey, what are they

compared with Diogenes, Heraclitus, Socrates ?

The latter saw into things and what things
were made of, and their Inner Selves were at

one ;
as for the former, how much foresight

did they possess, and in how much were they
slaves ?

4 Protest till you burst ! Men will go on
all the same.

5 First and foremost, keep unperturbed. For
all things follow the law of Nature : and in

a little while you will vanish and be nought,
even as are Hadrian and Augustus. Secondly,
face facts open-eyed, bearing in mind that it

is your duty to be a man and to be good ;

what man's nature demands, that do without

swerving ; so speak, as seems to you most

just ; only be it considerately, modestly, and

with sincerity.

6 It is Nature's work to shift and to transpose,
to remove thence and to carry thither. All
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is change ; yet need we not fear any novelty ;

all is the wonted round ; nay even the

apportionments equal.

Every nature finds content in pursuing the 7

tenor of its way : and the reasoning nature

moves on its own way, when in impressions
it yields assent to nothing false or insecure ;

when it directs impulse towards social action

only ; when it confines inclination and avoid-

ance to things within our power ; and when
it welcomes every apportionment of universal

nature. For of this it is a part, as the nature

of the leaf is part of the nature of the plant ;

only that leaf-nature is part of nature without

sense or reason and liable to contravention,
while man-nature is part of nature that is above

contravention, possessed of mind, and just ;

seeing that it apportions to successive men,
equally and by scale of worth, their partici-

pation in time, being, cause, action, and
circumstance. Only do not look for exact

equality in every case between individual and

individual, but in comparing the sum totals of

collective wholes.

Know everything you cannot ; but check 8

arrogance you can, rise superior to pleasures
or pains you can, spurn reputation you can,

keep your temper with the stupid and the

ingrate, yes even care for them, you can.

For the future let none hear you reviling 9

court-life, nor you yourself.

Repentance is self-reproach at having let 10
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slip something of use. Now all good must be

of use, and the good man's object in life ; but

no good man would ever repent of having let

a pleasure slip ; pleasure therefore is neither of

use, nor good.
11 Of any particular thing ask, What is it

in itself, and by its constitution ? what in

substance and in matter ? what in respect of

cause ? what is it doing in the world ? and for

how long does it subsist ?

12 When you are drowsy and waking comes

hard, remind yourself that social action belongs
to your constitution and to human nature,
while sleep is a function shared by unreasoning
animals. And that which belongs to the

particular nature, is more proper and organic
to it, and likewise more congenial.

13 To every impression apply, if possible, the

tests of objective character, of subjective effect,

and of logical relation.

14 Whomsoever you meet, say straightway to

yourself What are the man's principles of

good and bad ? for if he holds such and such

principles regarding pleasure and pain and
their respective causes, about fame and shame,
or life and death, I shall not be surprised or

shocked at his doing such and such things ;
I

shall remember that he cannot do otherwise.

15 Think of being shocked at the fig-tree

bearing figs ! you have just as little right,

remember, to be shocked at the world bearing
the produce proper to it. Shame on the
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physician or the pilot who is shocked at a case

of fever, or a contrary wind.
Remember that to change your course and 16

to accept correction is no surrender of freedom.

Your action follows your own impulse and

judgment, and keeps the course which your
own mind sets.

If the fault rests with you, why do it ? if 17

with another, with what do you find fault ?

the atoms, or the gods ? Either is idiotcy.
Find fault with nobody. If you can, set the

doer right ;
if that is impossible, at least set

the thing right ; if even that cannot be, to

what purpose is your fault-finding? For

everything must have some purpose.
That which dies does not drop out of the 18

universe. Here it bides, and here too it

changes and is dispersed into its elements, the

rudiments of the universe and of yourself.
And they too change, and murmur not.

Everything horse, vine, or what not 19

exists for some end. Marvel not that even

the Sun says,
*
I have a work to do,' and so

too the other gods. What then is yours ?

Pleasure ? Is the thought tolerable ?

Nature has an aim in everything, in its 20

cessation no less than its first beginning or

continuance. It is like one casting a ball.

What good, pray, is it to the ball to rise, what

harm to drop, or even to lie fallen ? what

good to the bubble to hold together, or what

harm to burst ? so likewise with a candle.

H
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21 Turn a thing inside out, and see what it is

like ; or what it becomes like when old or

diseased or in decay. Short-lived are praiser

and praised alike, remembrancer and re-

membered : and that too only in a corner of

one continent, and even there all are not in

accord with one another, or even with them-

selves : and even the whole earth is but a

point.

22 Attend to what you have in hand whether

material object, or moral principle, or action,
or the meaning of what is said.

It serves you right. You prefer becoming
good to-morrow to being good to-day.

23 Acting let me refer all to the service of

men : bearing let me take what comes,

referring all to the gods, and to the universal

source, from which all things that come to

pass concatenate.

24 Think of bathing and its accessories oil,

sweat, filth, foul water, and all things nauseat-

ing. So is it with every part of life, and each

material thing.

25 First Verus, then Lucilla ; first Maximus,
then Secunda ; first Diotimos, then Epityn-
chanos ; first Faustina, then Antoninus. And
so always. First Hadrian, then Celer. The
keen wits that were, the prophets, or the

magnates, where are they now ? keen wits like

Charax, Demetrius the Platonist, Eudaimon
and the like. All lived their little day, all long
since dead ; some denied even brief remem-
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brance, some passed into a tale
; or fading ere

now out of tales. Think on these things, and

remember that either your mortal compound
must be dispersed into its atoms, or else the

breath of life must be extinguished, or be

transmuted and enter a new order.

Man's mirth is to do man's proper work ; 26

and it is proper to man to wish well to his

kind, to rise superior to the motions of sense, to

distinguish impressions that are plausible, and

to survey at large Nature and her processes.
Man has three relations : first to the 27

physical organ, his material shell : secondly,
to the divine cause, from which proceed all

things for all
; thirdly, to those with whom

he has to do.

Pain is either an evil for the body and if 28

so, let body state its case j or for the soul

but the soul can maintain its own unclouded

calm, and refuse to view it as evil. For every

judgment or impulse or inclination or avoid-

ance is within, and nothing evil can force

entrance there.

Efface impressions, reiterating to yourself 29
It rests now with me, that within this soul

of mine there be no vice, nor desire, nor any
perturbation at all ; perceiving the true nature

of all things, I use each at its proper worth.

Remember this prerogative is yours by nature.

Alike in Senate and in individual inter- 30

course, let your language be dignified, but

not elaborate ; your words all sound.
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31 Look at the court of Augustus wife,

daughter, children, grandsires, sister, Agrippa,

kinsmen, intimates, friends, Areius, Maecenas,

physicians, priests the whole circle dead.

Pass again to other instances, to the death

not of an individual, but of a stock, such as

the Pompeii, and to the superscription graven

upon tombs LAST OF HIS LINE : reflect

how hard his forefathers strained, to leave

behind them a successor ;
and how after all

there needs must be a last ; and here finally
the extinction of a long line.

32 In every single action try to make life a

whole : if each, so far as it can, contributes

its part, be satisfied ; and that, no man can

hinder. 'Some outer obstacle,' you say,
4 will interfere.' 'Nay, but nothing can

touch the justice, wisdom, reasonableness of

the intention.' ' But may not some form of

action be prevented?' 'Possibly; but by
welcoming that prevention, and with a good
grace adopting the alternative, you at once

substitute a course that will fit into its place
in the whole we have in view.'

33 Modestly take, cheerfully resign.

34 Have you ever seen a dismembered hand,
or foot, or decapitated head, lying severed

from the body to which it belonged? Such
does a man, so far as he can, make himself,
when he refuses to accept what befalls, and
isolates himself, or when he pursues self-seeking
action. You are cast out from the unity of
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nature, of which you are an organic part ;

you dismember your own self. But here is

this beautiful provision, that it is in your
power to re-enter the unity. No other part
of the whole doth god privilege, when once

severed and dismembered, to reunite. But
consider the goodness of god, with which he

has honoured man : he has put it in his power
never to be sundered at all from the whole ;

and if sundered, then to rejoin it once more,
and coalesce, and resume his contributory place.

Each rational being shares (speaking gener- 35

ally) the attributes of rational nature at large,

among others the following : as rational

nature continually modifies each form of

obstruction or resistance, subordinates it to

the scheme of destiny, and so incorporates it

with itself, so too can the rational being
convert each hindrance into material for him-

self, and use it to further his endeavour.

Do not let the impression of life as a whole 36

confound you. Do not focus in one all the

train of possible and painful consequences ;

but as each trouble comes, say to yourself
What is there here too hard to bear or to

endure ? and you will be ashamed to avow it

so. And yet again remember, that you have

not to bear up against the future or the past,

but always against the present only. And
even that you minimise, when you strictly

circumscribe it to itself, and repudiate moral

inability to hold out merely against that.
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37 Does Pantheia or does Pergamus still sit

beside the bier of Verus ? Chabrias or Dio-

timos by Hadrian's ? Folly ! And suppose

they did, would the dead be conscious of it ?

or if conscious, glad ? or if glad, would the

mourners live on for ever ? must they not in

the order of things first turn into old men
and women, and then die ? and when they

died, what could their lovers do next ? All

comes to stench and refuse at last.

38 If you have sharp eyes, see and discern the

inly wise.

39 In the constitution of the reasoning being
I perceive no virtue in mutiny against justice j

in mutiny against pleasure I see self-control.

40 Take away your own view of what you
regard as painful, and you stand unassailable.

'But of what^0 is this true ?
' cOf reason.'

'But reason and I are not the same.' 'Very
good : then spare reason the pain of giving
itself pain ; and if some other part of you is

amiss, let it keep that view to itself.'

41 A contravention of sense is an injury to

the life-nature ; so likewise is a contravention

of impulse ; and similarly with any other

form of contravention or injury to the natural

constitution. In the same way any contra-

vention of mind is an injury to the mind-
nature. Apply all this to yourself. Are you
affected by pain or pleasure ? Sensation must
see to that. Has impulse or endeavour

suffered some check ? Well, if it was
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without reservation, you therein did reason

a wrong ; accept the universal limitation,
and forthwith the injury or contravention

vanishes. But the freehold of the mind none
other may contravene ; fire cannot touch it,

nor steel, nor tyrant, nor slander, nor any
other thing ; so long as it abides "

poised as

a sphere self-orbed."

What right have I to vex myself, when I 42

never yet wilfully vexed another ?

To every man his own good cheer. Be 43

mine health in the Inner Self; estranged
from no man, and from no vicissitude of

men, let me look on everything and accept

everything with charitable eye, and use each

according to its worth.

Harvest the present. Those who prefer 44

pursuit of after -fame do not reflect that

posterity will be men just like those who

gall them now ; and that they too will be

but mortal. And after all what matters to

you the rattle of their voices, or the kind of

views they entertain about you ?

Take me and cast me where you will. 45

There I shall still have my deity within

serene, content so long as it can feel and act

after the ordering of its own constitution.

Is change of place any good reason for my
soul injuring and debasing itself by cringing,
or craving, or cowering, or flinching ? What
indeed is worth that ?

Nothing can befall a man that is not in- 46
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cidental to men ; nor a cow, nor a vine, nor

a stone, that is not proper to cows, vines, or

stones. Why chafe then at the occurrence

of that which is customary and natural to

each ? Nature brings nothing that you
cannot bear.

47 If you are pained by anything without, it

is not the thing agitates you, but your own

judgment concerning the thing ; and this it

is in your own power to efface. If the pain
comes from inward state and disposition, who
hinders you from correcting the principle at

fault ? If however the pain consists in not

taking some action which you perceive to be

wholesome, why not act rather than prolong
the pain ?

4 But some obstacle stronger than

yourself bars the way.'
4 Then grieve not ;

the responsibility for inaction does not lie

with you.'
* But life is not worth living,

with the act undone.' ' If so, take kindly
leave of life, serenely owning the obstacle and

dying even as he dies who succeeds.'

48 Remember that your Inner Self is inex-

pugnable, when once it rallies to itself and

consistently declines to act against its will,

even though the defiance may be irrational.

How much more then, when its judgment is

rational and made with circumspection ?

Therefore the mind free from passions is a

citadel ; man has no stronger fortress to which
he can fly for refuge and remain impregnable.

Ignorant is he, who has not seen this ; un-
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happy he, who, having seen, yet flies not to

the refuge.
Do not draw inferences in excess of that 49

which the primary impressions announce.

They announce,
c So and so is speaking ill of

you ; yes, but they do not add that you are

thereby injured : or,
*
I see my child is sick

'

;

yes, but that there is danger, I do not see.

Always keep strictly to the first impressions,
without adding comments of your own, and

you are unaffected. Or rather, add from
within the recognition that all is part of the

world-order.

The gourd is bitter ; drop it then ! There 50

are brambles in the path : then turn aside !

It is enough. Do not go on to argue, Why
pray have these things a place in the world ?

The natural philosopher will laugh at you,

just as a carpenter or cobbler would laugh,
if you began finding fault because you saw

chips or parings lying about their shop. And

yet they have a place for the rubbish
; but

Nature has nothing outside herself. Herein

is the marvel of her handiwork, that thus self-

circumscribed she yet transmutes into herself

every content that seems corrupt and old and

useless, and from the same materials recreates

afresh : so as to avoid the need of fresh sub-

stance from without, or of some place for her

refuse. Her own space, her own material,

and her own handiwork suffice.

In action, not dilatory ;
in intercourse, not 5 1
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indiscriminate ; in impressions, not rambling ;

your soul neither numb with constraint, nor

fevered with transports ; your life, undriven.

Say men kill you, quarter you, pursue you
with execrations : what has that to do with

your understanding remaining pure, lucid,

temperate, just ? It is as though a man
stood beside some sweet transparent fountain,

abusing it, and it ceased not to well forth

draughts of pure water j nay though he cast

in mud and filth, it will speedily disperse
them and wash them forth and take no stain.

How then can you create a living fountain

within ? imbue yourself in freedom every

hour, with charity, simplicity, and self-

respect.

52 He who knows not the world-order, knows
not his own place therein. And he who
knows not for what end he exists, knows not

himself nor the world. He who fails in either

knowledge, cannot so much as say for what
he himself exists. What think you then of

him, who seeks or shuns the clatter of men,
who understand not where or what they are ?

53 Would you have the praises of him who
thrice an hour execrates himself? Would

you satisfy the man who cannot satisfy him-
self? And can a man satisfy himself, who

repents of nigh everything he does ?

54 You breathe the air that encompasses you :

think likewise with the all -encompassing
mind. Mind-power is no less all -pervading
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and diffused for him who can draw therefrom,
than the atmosphere for respiration.

Evil-doing does not hurt the universe at 55

large : evil to one part does not hurt another.

It is hurtful to the evil-doer only, and release

from it is within his reach as soon as he so

wills.

To my moral will my neighbour's will is 56
as completely unrelated, as his breath is or his

flesh. Be we ever so much made for one

another, our Inner Selves have each their own

sovereign rights : otherwise my neighbour's
evil might become my evil, which is not god's

good pleasure, lest another have power to

undo me.
We see the sun everywhere diffused and 57

all-pervading, yet unexhausted. For its dif-

fusion is by extension ; the very word rays is

derived from their power of reaching forth.1

The nature of a ray you may see, if you watch

sunlight admitted through a chink into a

darkened room : for it extends straight on,
and supports itself on any solid object which
encounters it and disparts it from the air

beyond j there it remains, and does not slip

or fall. Such too should be the effusion and

diffusion of the understanding, never exhaust-

ing but ever extending itself, not impinging

furiously and violently upon the hindrances

which it encounters ; yet never failing or

falling, but resting there and illuminating that

from iicrtlvtaOiu. a falc etymology.
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which receivts it. That which refuses to

transmit it, will but deprive itself of light.

58 He who fears death, fears either loss of

sensation or change of sensation. But if

sensation ceases, you will feel no evil ; if

sensation is changed in kind, you will be a

changed creature, and will not cease to live.

59 Men exist for one another. Teach them

then, or bear with them.

60 There is motion and motion the motion

of the arrow, and the motion of mind. Yet

mind, even when it works cautiously and

plays around some problem, is none the less

moving straight on, towards its appointed end.

61 Enter into every man's Inner Self: and

let every other man enter into thine.
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DUCUNT VOLENTEM FATA, NOLENTEM TRAHUNT
Seneca

To be unjust is to sin. By Nature rational i

beings have been constituted for one another's

sake, each to help each according to its worth,
and in no wise to hurt : and he who transgresses
the will of Nature, sins to wit, against the

primal deity.
And to lie is to sin against the same god-

head. For Nature is the nature of all things
that are ;

and things that are have union with

all things from the beginning. Truth is

indeed one name for Nature, the first cause of

all things true. The wilful liar sins in that

he deceives and does unjustly ; the unwitting,
in that he is at variance with Nature, dis-

ordering and combating the order of the

universe. For he who goes counter to the

truth is at civil war within ;
he has neglected

the faculties provided by nature, and cannot

any longer distinguish false from true.

Again, to seek pleasures as good, or to shun
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pains as evil, is to sin. For it inevitably leads

to complaining against Nature for unfair

awards to the virtuous and to the vile, seeing
that the vile are oftentimes in pleasure and

come by things pleasurable, while the virtuous

are overtaken by pain and things painful.

Moreover, he who fears pain will some time

fear that which will form part of the world-

order ; and therein he sins. And he who
seeks after pleasures will not abstain from

unjust doing ; which is palpably an act of sin.

Where Nature makes no difference and

were she not indifferent, she would not bring
both to pass those who would fain walk with

nature should conform their wills to like

indifference. Not to be indifferent to pain
or pleasure, death or life, evil report or good
report, all which Nature treats indifferently,
is plainly to be guilty of sin. By Nature

treating them indifferently, I mean that they
befall indifferently all whose existence is

consequent upon the original impulse of

providence, which gave the origin and first

momentum to the cosmic ordering of

things, by selecting certain germs of future

existences, and assigning to them produc-
tive capacities of realisation, change, and

phenomenal succession.

2 The truly gentle would pass from among
men untainted by falsehood, insincerity, luxury,
or pride : and next best

is,
to grow disgusted

with these things before one breathes one's
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last. Or can it be, that you are resolved to

cleave fast to evil, and that even experience
does not prevail upon you to shun the

pestilence ? For corruption of the under-

standing is a pestilence more deadly far than

any distemper or phase of the surrounding

atmosphere. That is death to animals, as

animals ; but this to men, as men.
Contemn not death, but give it welcome

; 3

is not death too a part of nature's will ? As

youth and age, as growth and prime, as the

coming of teeth and beard and grey hairs, as

begetting and pregnancy and bearing of

children, as all other operations of nature, even

all that 'life in its seasons brings to pass,'

even such is dissolution. Therefore the

rational man should not treat death with

impatience or repugnance or disdain, but wait

for it as one of nature's operations. Just as

now you wait for the offspring to issue from

your wife's womb, so expect the hour when

your atom of soul will slip its mortal case.

If your heart asks for some simple and effective

reassurance, the best solace against death is

correct appreciation of the material things
from which you are to part, and of the moral

natures with which your soul will then cease

to intermingle. Far be it from you to take

offence at them ; nay rather, care for them

and deal gently with them ; yet remember,
that you are parting with men whose principles

are not your principles. The one thing, if
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any, which could hold you back and chain

you still to life, would be companionship with

kindred spirits. As it is,
amid the besetting

worry and jangle of life, you cry, 'Come

quickly, death, for fear I too forget myself !

'

4 He who sins, sins against himself; he who
does wrong, wrongs himself, making himself

evil.

5 Wrong comes often of not doing as well

as doing.

6 Certitude in present view, unselfishness in

present act, present acceptance of all that

overtakes you from without have these, and

it suffices you.

7
Efface impression ; stay impulse ; quench

inclination ; be master of your Inner Self.

8 The soul distributed among the irrational

animals is one, and so too is the soul instinct

with mind, that is portioned out among the

rational ; just as earth is one in all things

earthy, and the light one by which we see,

and the air one which we breathe, even all

that have sight and breath of life.

g Things that share a common element feel

the impulse of kind towards kind. The earthy
ever gravitates towards earth, the aqueous
seeks its own level, and so too the aerial ;

nothing short of force can dispart them. Fire

ascends attracted by the elemental fire
; so

ready is it always to combine for ignition,
that every solid, in proportion to its dryness,

readily ignites, that which hinders ignition
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showing itself the weaker ingredient. So too

everything which participates in the common
mind-nature feels the like impulse towards kind ;

nay more so for the higher the nature, the

readier the impulse to combination and fusion

with its counterpart. For observe ; among
the irrational animals, bees swarm, cattle herd,
birds nest together, all owning forms of love.

For at this stage soul is present, and on this

higher plane of being a mutual attraction

asserts itself, which is not present in plants
or stones or sticks. Again among rational

beings there are societies and friendships,
homes and communities, and in war compacts
and armistices. In the still higher orders of

being, even among distant bodies there exists

unity of a kind, as among the stars ; so that

ascent in the scale of being induces sympathetic
action in spite of distance. See what we come
to then. None but things possessed of mind

ignore the mutual impulse of attraction ; here

only does the natural gravitation disappear.

Yes, but even in the act of evasion, men
are caught and overtaken ; nature prevails.

Watch, and you will see : sooner will you
find some particle of earth detached from other

earth, than man isolated from man.

Man bears fruit, so does god, so does the 10

world, all in their own season. That custom

has appropriated the term to the vine or the

like, matters not. Reason too bears fruit,

alike for the world and for itself ; and from
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it spring fruits of like kind with reason

itself.

11 Convert men, if you can : if you cannot,

charity, remember, has been given you for

this end. See ! the gods too have charity for

such, helping them to divers things, health,
wealth and reputation ; so good are they.
You too can do the same ; who hinders you ?

12 Work hard, not making a martyr of your-

self, and not seeking pity or applause : seek

one thing only, action or inaction, as social

law demands.

13 To-day I got clear of trouble j say rather,
I cleared trouble out j the trouble was not

without but within, a matter of views.

14 All things are alike familiar, fleeting,
foul : everything as it was in the days of the

dead and buried.

15 Facts stand outside us, just as they are,

knowing nothing and stating nothing about

themselves. What is it states the case for

them ? the Inner Self.

;6 For a rational and social being good and

evil lie not in physical affection but in moral

action, just as virtue and vice lie not in an

affection, but in action.

17 To the thrown stone it is no ill to drop,
nor good to rise.

1 8 Penetrate to men's Inner Selves, and you
will see what judges you fear, and how they

judge themselves.

Everything is in change. You yourself
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are undergoing continuous variation, and

piecemeal destruction. So is the world at

large.
Another's error let it lie. 20

In cessation of action, in surcease of im- 21

pulse or of judgment, in what may be termed

their death, there is no evil. Retraverse the

stages of growth, childhood, boyhood, youth,

age each one of them a change, a death. Is

there anything to be afraid of? Or retraverse

the periods of life, first under your grand-

father, then under your mother, then your
father. Gather up all the many phases and

changes and cessations of experience, and then

ask yourself, Is there anything to be afraid

of ? No more is there in the cessation, the

surcease, the change from life itself.

Press straight to the Inner Self your own, 22

the world's, your neighbour's. Your own,
that you may make of it a true vessel of

justice ; the world's, that you may bear in

mind of what you are a part ; your neigh-

bour's, that you may understand whether it is

ignorance or knowledge, and may take into

account the bond of brotherhood.

You are part of a social whole, a factor 23

necessary to complete the sum
;

therefore

your every action should help to complete
the social life. Any action of yours that

does not tend, directly or remotely, to this

social end, dislocates life and infringes its

unity. It is an act of sedition, and like some
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separatist doing what he can to break away
from civic accord.

24 Children's squabbles, a stage farce, and
"
poor breath carrying a corpse

"
! is not

phantom-land more palpable and solid ?

25 Get to the cause and its quality j isolate it

from the material embodiment and survey it
;

then delimit the full span for which the

individuality in question can subsist.

26
" Woes unnumberedyou have borne

"
because

you are not content to let your Inner Self

follow the lawof its own being. Hold ! enough !

27 When others censure, or resent, or make
an outcry over this or that, go near and

penetrate into their souls, and see what
manner of men they are. You will see there

is no need for straining to commend yourself
to their good opinion. Yet kindliness remains

a duty j love is nature's claim. And see !

the gods aid them in all manner of ways, by
dream and by oracle, yes even to gain the

ends on which they are bent.

28 Up and down, to and fro, moves the

world's round, from age to age. Either the

World-mind imparts each individual impulse
in which case, accept the impulse it imparts:

or else it gave the impulse once for all, with

all its long entail of consequence. It comes
to this either a concourse of atoms, or an

appointment of destiny. In fine, either god
works, and all is well ; or, if all is random, be

not you too a part of the random.
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Anon earth will cover us all ; then earth

in its turn will change ; then the resultant

of the change ; then the resultant of the

resultant, and so ad infinitum. The billows

of change and variation roll apace, and he
who ponders them will feel contempt for all

things mortal. The universal cause is like a

winter torrent
;

it sweeps all before it.

How cheap in sooth are these pygmies of 39

politics, these sage doctrinaires in statecraft !

Drivellers every one. Well, man, what then ?

This and this only : do what nature here

and now demands. Endeavour the best you
may j do not look round for your cue to

some one else. Do not hope for Utopia ;

suffice it,
if the smallest thing makes head :

to compass that one issue, believe, is no small

feat. Which of them all changes one moral

principle ? And without change of principles,
what hope for them but bondage and growling
and lip-profession ? Go to, with your Alex-

ander and Philip and Demetrius of Phalerum ;

whether they saw the will of Nature, and

schooled themselves accordingly, is their

affair
;
but because they strutted their parts,

no one has condemned me to follow suit.

Simplicity and modesty are the work of

philosophy ; do not lead me away into self-

conceit.
" As from som eminence survey the countless 30

herds" of men their thronging festivals,

their voyages of storm and voyages of calm,
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the chequered phases of their appearance,

action, disappearance ; or imagine again the

life of ages past, the life of generations to

come, the life now living among savage
tribes ; how many have never heard your
name, how many will at once forget it ! how

many who perhaps applaud you now, will

very soon revile ! how valueless in sooth is

memory, or fame, or all else put together !

31 To vicissitudes caused from without, be

imperturbable : in actions whose cause lies

with yourself, be just in other words, let

impulse and act make social action their one

end, and so fulfil the law of nature.

32 The agitations that beset you are super-

fluous, and depend wholly upon judgments of

your own. You can get rid of them, and

in so doing will indeed live at large, by
embracing the whole universe in your view
and comprehending all eternity and imagining
the swiftness of change in each particular,

seeing how brief is the passage from birth to

dissolution, birth with its unfathomable before,
dissolution with its infinite hereafter.

33 All things you see will soon have perished,
and those who have watched them perishing
will soon perish themselves : the longest-lived
will be at one with the babe who dies

untimely.
34 Look at their Inner Selves, the things they

push for, the titles to their liking and respect.
Conceive their souls stripped naked and
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then, fancy their censure hurting, or their

plaudits doing any good !

Loss is another word T for change ; and 35

change is the joy of Nature. By Nature all

things are ordered well, all were of the same
form from the beginning, all will be like to

everlasting. Why then say that all things
have been, that all things ever will be evil,

that among all the gods no power has ever

been devised to set them right, but that the

world is doomed to labour under interminable

ills ?

Decay is in the material substance of all 36

things water, dust, bones, and stench !

What is marble but knobs of earth ? gold or

silver but sediment ? raiment but tags of hair ?

purple but shell-fish blood ? and so on through-
out. Yes even the pneumatic current is in

the same case, ever changing from this to

that.

Enough of moans, and murmurs, and 37

monkey-chatter! Why perturb yourself?
There is nothing new, to excite you so. The

cause, is it ? Look the cause then in the

face. Or the material substance ? Then
look that in the face. Cause, or substance

it can be nothing else. You have only, as in

god's sight, to be once for all more simple
and more good. Whether you witness it for

a hundred years or three is just the same.

1 The word-play of the original dTo/3o\7j, /tcra/3oXi)
cannot be reproduced.
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38 If he did wrong, with him lies the evil.

Suppose after all he did not !

39 Either all things spring from a single source

possessed of mind, and combine and fit to-

gether as for a single body, and in that case

the part has no right to quarrel with the good
of the whole : or else, it is a concourse of

atoms, a welter ending in dispersion. Why
then perturb yourself?

Say to your Inner Self, Are you dead,

perished, false to yourself? are you mere

beast, one of the herd, chewing the cud ?

40 The gods either have power or they have

not. If they have not, why pray at all ? If

they have, why not pray for deliverance from

the fear, or the desire, or the pain, which the

thing causes, rather than for the withholding
or the giving of the particular thing ? As-

suredly, if they can help men at all, this is the

way of help. But perhaps you will say, The

gods have put all that in my own power.
Then is it not better to exercise your power
and remain free, rather than to be set on what
is not in your own power, and become a slave

and cringer ? And who told you that the

gods do not assist us even to what is in our

own power ? Begin there with your prayers,
and you will see. Instead of c Oh ! to enjoy
her caresses !

*

pray you against lusting after

the enjoyment. Instead of c Rid me of my
enemy! pray you against desire for the

riddance. Instead of *

Spare my little one !

'
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pray you that your fears may be at rest.

Be this the direction of your prayers, and
watch what comes.

Says Epicurus 'When I was siclc^ I did 41

not converse about my bodily ailments, nor

discuss such matters with my visitors ; but

continued to dwell upon the principles of

natural philosophy, and more particularly how
the understanding, while participating in such

disturbances of the flesh, yet remains in un-

perturbed possession of its proper good. And
I would not,' he adds, 'give the doctors a

chance of blustering and making ado, but let

life go on cheerily and well.' Imitate Epicurus
in sickness, if you are sick, or in any other

visitation. To be loyal to philosophy under

whatsoever circumstances, and not join the

babel of the silly
and the ignorant, is a motto

for all schools alike. Stick only to the work
in hand, and to the tool you have for doing it.

When some piece of shamelessness offends 42

you, ask yourself, Can the world go on with-

out shameless people ? Certainly not !

Then do not ask for the impossible. Here

you see is one of the shameless, whom the

world cannot get on without. Similarly in

any case of foul play or breach of faith or any
other wrong, fall back on the same thought.
When once you remember that the genus
cannot be abolished, you will be more chari-

table to the individual. Another helpful plan

is, at once to realise what virtue nature has
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given to man to cope with the wrong. For
she provides antidotes, such as gentleness to

cope with the graceless, and other salves for

other irritants. You can always try to con-

vert the misguided ; for indeed every wrong-
doer is really misguided and missing his proper
mark. Besides what harm has he done to

you ? for look none of the objects of your
ire has done anything that can inflict injury

upon your understanding ; yet there, and

there only, can evil or hurt to you find realisa-

tion. What is there wrong, pray, or shocking,
in the clown acting the clown ? See that

the fault does not lie rather at your own door,

for not expecting him to go wrong thus.

Reason supplied you with faculties enabling

you to expect that he would go wrong thus ;

you forgot, and then are surprised at his having
done so. When you complain of some breach

of faith or gratitude, take heed first and fore-

most to yourself. Obviously the fault lies

with yourself, if you had faith that a man of

that disposition would keep faith, or if in

doing a kindness you did not do it upon

principle, nor upon the assumption that the

kind act was to be its own reward. What
more do you want in return for a service

done ? Is it not enough to have acted up to

nature, without asking wages for it ? Does

the eye demand a recompense for seeing, or

the feet for walking ? Just as this is the end

for which they exist, and just as they find
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their reward in realising the law of their

being, so too man is made for kindness, and

whenever he does an act of kindness or other-

wise helps forward the common good, he

thereby fulfils the law of his being and comes

by his own.
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ASPICE RESPICE PROSPICE

i WILT thou one day, O my soul, be good and

simple, all one, all naked, clearer to sight than

this thy material shell ? Wilt thou taste one

day of fond and satisfied contentment ? Wilt

thou one day be full and without lack, craving

naught and coveting naught, neither things
with breath nor things without, for indulgence
of self-pleasing? neither time, for prolongation
of enjoyment ? nor region place or clime, nor

sweet society of fellow-men ? Wilt thou be

content with thine actual estate ? happy in

all thou hast ? convinced that all things are

thine, that all is well with thee, that all comes
from the gods, that all must be well which
is their good pleasure, and which they bring
to pass for the salvation of the living whole,

good just and beautiful, from which all things
have their being their unity and their scope,
and into which they are received at dissolution

for the production of new forms of being like

themselves ? Wilt thou be such one day, my
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soul, having attained such fellowship with gods
and men, as to make no more complaint at

all, nor be found of them in any fault ?

Take heed to what your personal nature 2

craves, knowing that you are solely at nature's

disposition ; comply with it and do it, unless

it involves injury to your animal nature. But

correspondently, give heed to each craving of

the animal nature and accept it in full, unless

it involves injury to your nature as a rational

being : and the rational is ipso facto social.

Apply these criteria to life, and do so without

fuss.

Whatever befalls, one of two things is true : 3

either you have strength to bear it, or you
have not. If what befalls is within your

strength, do not lose patience, but use your

strength to bear it : if it is beyond your

strength, again lose not patience: in destroying

you it will cease to exist. Yet remember
that you have strength to bear everything,
which your own view of the case can render

endurable and bearable, if once regarded as a

part of interest or of duty to yourself.
If a man mistakes, reason with him kindly 4

and point out his misconception. If you
cannot prevail, blame yourself, or no one.

Whatever befalls was fore-prepared for you $

from all time ; the woof of causation was
from all eternity weaving the realisation of

your being, and that which should befall it.

Be the world atoms, or be it nature's 6
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growth, stand assured first, that I am a part
of the whole, at nature's disposition ; secondly,
that I am related to all the parts of like kind

with myself. First then, inasmuch as I am a

part, I shall not be discontent with any portion

assigned me from the whole : for nothing is

hurtful to the part which is good for the

whole. The whole contains nothing which
is not for its own good ;

this is true of all

nature's growths, with this addition in the

case of the world-nature, that there is no
external cause compelling it to generate any-

thing hurtful to itself. Thus in the thought
that I am a part of such a whole, I shall accept

gladly all that comes to pass. And, secondly,
in so far as I own my relation to the parts of

like kind with myself, I shall do nothing for

self-seeking, but shall make all such parts the

aim of my endeavour, directing every impulse
towards the common good, and diverting it

from the contrary. So long as I pursue this

course, life must perforce flow smooth, smooth
as the ideal life of one ever occupied in the

well-being of his fellow-citizens, and accept-

ing gladly whatever the city assigns him as

his portion.

7 The parts of the whole, which are compre-
hended in the growth and nature of the world-

order, must necessarily perish that is to say
must undergo variation of form. Now if

such variation is in its nature at once evil and

necessary for the parts, how can the whole
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escape deterioration, seeing that the parts are

prone to variation, and so constituted as to

perish in a variety of ways ? Did nature, we

ask, purposely intend the injury of things
which are part of herself, and make them

liable, nay necessarily incident, to injury ? or

were such results unforeseen by nature ?

Neither supposition is credible. But suppose,

dropping the term nature, we explain them as

the natural course of things, see the absurdity j

we first speak of change as natural to the parts
of the universe, and then in the same breath

express surprise or resentment as though at

some unnatural procedure, while all the time

dissolution is merely into the original elements

of composition. For dissolution means either

dispersion of the elements of which I was

compounded, or else a change from solid into

earthy and from pneumatic into aerial, this

being the mode of re-assumption into the

universal reason, whether its destiny be cyclic

conflagration or alternations of eternal renova-

tion. And do not regard the solid or the

pneumatic elements as a natal part of being j

they are but accretions of yesterday or the day
before, derived from food and respiration. The

change affects that which is received from

without, not the original offspring of the

mother's womb. But even admitting that

you are intimately bound up with that by

your individuality, that does not affect the

present argument.
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8 You claim for yourself the attributes good,

modest, true, open-minded, even-minded, high-
minded : take care not to belie them. And
should you forfeit them, make haste to reclaim

them. The open mind, remember, should

import discriminating observation and atten-

tion ; the even mind unforced acceptance of

the apportionments of Nature ; the high mind

sovereignty of the intelligence over the physical

currents, smooth or rough, over vain-glory,

death, or any other trial. Keep true to these

attributes, without pining for recognition of

the same by others, and a changed man you
will enter upon a changed life. To go on

being what you have been hitherto, to lead

a life still so distracted and polluted, were

stupidity and cowardice indeed, worthy of the

mangled gladiators who, torn and disfigured,

cry out to be remanded till the morrow, to be

flung once more to the same fangs and claws.

Enter your claim then to these few attributes.

And if stand fast in them you can, stand fast

as one translated indeed to Islands of the

Blessed. But if you find yourself falling

away and beaten in the fight, be a man and

get away to some quiet corner, where you can

still hold on, or in the last resort take leave of

life, not angrily but simply, freely, modestly,

achieving at least this much in life, brave

leaving of it. Towards bearing these at-

tributes in mind, it will greatly assist you to

keep in mind the gods, to remember that they
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desire not flattery, but rather that all reason-

ing beings should come unto their likeness,
and be as the fig-tree doing fig-tree's work,
the dog the dog's, the bee the bee's, and man
the man's.

A stage-play, a fight, a scramble, a stupor, 9

or a bondage such is life ! and each day will

help to efface the sacred principles, which you
divest of philosophic regard or allegiance. It

is your duty to keep sight and action so alert,

as to satisfy each call, to effectualise each per-

ception, and to maintain the full courage of

conviction in reserve, but unsuppressed. Ah !

when will you find your joy in simple-hearted-
ness ? in dignity r in that understanding
which apprehends each thing's true being, its

position in the world, its term of existence,
and its composition, and which can say to

whom it of right belongs, and who can either

give it or take away ?

The spider is proud of catching a fly so 10

is one man of catching a hare, another of

netting a sprat, another boars, or bears, or

Sarmatians. Tested by philosophic principles,
are they not brigands, every one ?

Habituate yourself to the perception of all- 11

pervading change ; dwell on it continually,
and order your thoughts accordingly ; nothing
more elevates the mind, and emancipates it

from the body. He who realises that at any
moment he may be called upon to leave the

world and to depart from among men, com-
ic
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mits himself without reserve to justice in all

his actions, to Nature in all that befalls. To
what will be said or thought of him, to what
will be done against him, he does not give a

thought ; but is content with two things only
to be just in his dealings and glad at his

apportioned lot. Free of all hurry and dis-

tractions, he has but one wish to run the

straight course of law, so with a straight
course following god.

12 What need for misgivings, when you can

see what ought to be done ? If all is clear,

go forward considerately, but without swerv-

ing ; if not, pause and take the best advice ;

if new resistance meets you, follow the lights
of reason and its faculties, holding fast to what
is plainly just ; success is victory indeed, where
in good truth c

default is no defeat.' Unhast-

ing yet unresting, a smiling face yet a firm

heart such is the faithful follower of reason.

13
Ask yourself as your waking thought, Can

it make any difference to me whether another

does what is just and right ? None whatever.

When you hear men blustering praise or

blame of others, do not forget what they
themselves are in bed and in board, the things

they do, the things they shun, the things they

seek, their thefts and rapines done not with
hands and feet, but with the most precious

organ we possess, even that whereby, if we so

will, we attain to faith and honour and truth
and law and a good god within.
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To nature the all-giver and all-taker the 14

schooled and self-respecting mind says *Give
what thou wilt, and take back what thou wilt'

not in any tone of bravado, but solely of

obedience and goodwill.
The residue of life is short. Live as on 15

a mountain. It matters not whether here or

there ; everywhere you are a citizen of the

city of the world. Let men see and witness

a true man, a life conformed to nature. If

they cannot bear him, let them make away
with him. Better that, than life on their

terms.

No more mere talk of what the good man 16

should be. Be it !

Embrace in your regard all time and all 17

being and see that by the side of being, all

individual things are but a grain of millet, by
that of time as the turn of a screw.

Get a clear understanding of all material 18

things picture each one of them in dissolu-

tion, in change, and in decay, either by process
of dispersion, or by its own appointed mode
of death.

Eating, sleeping, breeding, excreting only 19

look at them : look at their lasciviousness and

wantonness, their rages and their outbursts of

abuse ! A while back, to how many did they
bow the knee, and for what ends ! A little

while, and what will be their plight !

For each, what Nature brings is best : and 20

best too at the time, when Nature brings it.
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21 Earth is in love with rain, and holy asther loves.1

Yes, the world-order is in love with fashion-

ing whatever is to be. To the world-order I

profess 'Thy love is mine.' Is there not a

truth implicit in the familiar c as it listeth
'

?
2

22 Either You live on where you are; to

that you are well used : or You move off,

and so doing have your wish : or You die,

and your service is finished. There is no
other alternative. So be of good cheer.

23 Take for your axiom the old truth the

field 3
is where you make it

;
life here is just

the same as life within the field, or on the

mountain, or the shore, or where you will.

In Plato's own phrase
"
encompassed in his

mountain fold^ milking his herds"

24 What of my Inner Self? what am I making
of it at this minute ? to what use am I

putting it ? is it empty of mind ? divorced

and dissociated from the bond of fellowship ?

is it so ingrown and engrossed in flesh, as to

share each shift and change ?

1
Euripides.

2 The double meaning of the Greek <i\e?,
'

loves,' and '
is

wont,' has no exact counterpart .in English. The adaptation
is suggested by a passage of kindred spirit.

' Who took as

the type of the true man, the wind ? the wind that blows

where it likes) and of which no man need ask whence or

whither
;
he may be sure that it is going where it is needed

to keep Nature's balance true. Were not the wind's law,
law enough for us?

'

Hinton, The Place of the Phytician.
8 In Marcus Aurelius the 'field' signifies the place of

seclusion and retirement, as in iv. 3. The phrase of Plato

is from TAeatetus, 174 D i.
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The slave who makes away from his master 25

is a runaway ; but law is our master ; and

whoever breaks away from law is a runaway.
But vexation, anger, or fear mean refusal of

something, past present or to come, ordained

by the sovereign disposer, even Law,
1 who

allots l to every man his appointed work. So

then to be vexed or angry or afeard, is to

make one's self a runaway.
The man drops seed into the womb and 26

goes his way, and thereupon a new cause takes

up the work and perfects the babe. What a

flower of what a seed ! Or again, one passes

food through the gullet, and thereupon a new
cause takes up the work, and makes of it sen-

sation, impulse, in a word life and all forms of

vital strength. Consider all that passes within

the veil, and perceive the power implied, just
as we perceive the upward and downward
force of gravitation not with the outward eye,

yet no less palpably.
Let imagination remind you how all the 27

varied present does but repeat the past, and

rehearse the future. From your own experi-

ence, or from the page of history, picture to

yourself the same dramas, the self-same scenes

reproduced : the court of Hadrian, the court

of Antoninus, the court of Philip, Alexander,
Croesus ; the same stock roles, only with

change of actors.

1 The Greek plays on the common derivation of
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28 He who feels umbrage or discontent at any-

thing is like a sacrificial pig, which kicks and

squeals. And he who sits silent and solitary
on his couch, bemoaning our bonds, is in the

same case. To the reasonable being and to

him only is it vouchsafed to go freely hand in

hand with all that comes ; the bare act of

going with it none can avoid.

29 Point by point, get clear upon every single
act you do, and ask yourself, 'Need loss of

this make me afraid of death ?
'

30 When offended at a fault in some one else,

divert your thoughts to the reflection, What
is the parallel fault in me ? Is it attachment

to money ? or pleasure ? or reputation ? as

the case may be. Dwelling on this, anger

forgets itself and makes way for the thought
' He cannot help himself what else can he

do ? If it is not so, enable him, if you can,
to help himself.'

31 Let sight of Satyron, Eutyches, or Hymen,
call up the thought of some Socratic ;

Euphrates that of Eutychion or Silvanus ;

Alciphron that of Tropaeophorus ; Xenophon
that of Crito or Severus ; a look at yourself,
that of some Caesar of the past ;

and similarly
with every other case, suggesting the thought,
Where are they all now ? Nowhere or

nobody knows where. In this way you will

come to look on all things human as smoke
and nothingness : especially if you bear in

mind, that the thing once changed can never
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be itself again to all eternity. Why fret

yourself then ? Why not be content decently
to weather out your little span ? What have

you to fear, what form of matter or condition ?

What are they all, but exercises for reason,

facing the facts of life accurately and philo-

sophically ? Persevere then, till you make
them part of your own being, just as the

healthy stomach assimilates its food, or as a

blaze of fire turns everything you throw on
into flame and light.

Let no man have it in his power to say of 32

you with truth, that you lack simplicity or

goodness ; make it a lie, for any one to think

thus of you. It is within your power : for

who can hinder you from being good and

simple ? You have but to decide to live no

longer, if you cannot be such j for in that

case reason itself does not dictate it.

Given the material, what can produce the 33

soundest result in action or in speech ? that,

whatever it be, is in your power to do or say :

and no excuses, please, about being hindered.

You will never cease growling, till it comes as

natural to you to use all the available materials

for fulfilling the law of your being, as it is for

pleasure-seekers to choose luxury : every open-

ing for giving our nature play we should view

as a form of enjoyment. And the opening
is always there. The cylinder indeed cannot

always enjoy its proper motion ; neither can

water, nor fire, nor things which are at the
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disposition of the lower organic nature or of

irrational soul : in their case lets and obstacles

abound. But mind and reason have the power
of finding a way at will through every impedi-
ment. Picture the facility with which reason

will find itself a way, as that by which fire

ascends, or a stone drops, or a cylinder rolls

downhill it leaves nothing more to crave for.

Remaining interferences either affect the body

only, which is a dead thing, or else, apart from
the assumptions and admissions of reason itself,

have no power to crush or to inflict any injury
whatsoever ;

otherwise the person exposed to

them would thereby be injured. For observe

in the case of all other forms of being, any
injury befalling them implies deterioration of

the object ; but in this case the man is one

may say bettered and improved, by making
good use of circumstances. Nothing in fine

can hurt the true citizen, which does not hurt

the city ; and nothing can hurt the city,

which does not first hurt Law. But misad-

ventures so-called hurt not the Law : therefore

they hurt not city, nor yet citizen.

34 When once true principles have bitten in,

even the shortest and most trite of precepts
serves as a safeguard against the spirit of

brooding or fear. For instance

As wind-shed leaves upon the sod. . . .

Such are the children of men.1

1
Homer, //. vi. 147-8.
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As autumn leaves thy little ones : and as

leaves too the crowd who shout their hearten-

ing plaudits or heap their curses, or in secret

cavil and gibe ; as leaves too, those who will

succeed to fame hereafter ! These all, and

the like of them, are but

Blossoming buds of the spring-time,

which the wind scatters, and a new foliage
clothes another wood. Transitoriness is

written upon them all ; and yet you seek or

shun, as though they would last for ever. A
little while, and you will close your eyes : and
anon the dirge will sound for him who bore

your bier.

The healthy eye should see all that meets 35

the sight, and not say,
4
1 want things green

'

the confession of weak eyes. Healthy

hearing, healthy smell should be prepared for

every sound and every scent ; and the healthy
stomach too for all kinds of food, no less than

the molar for everything which it was made
to grind. So too the healthy understanding
should be prepared for all that befalls. The
mind which cries

c Save my little ones
'

or l Let

every one applaud each thing I do,' is the eye
that wants things green, or the tooth that

wants them soft.

No one is so fortunate, but that beside his 36

death-bed there will stand some welcoming
the coming blow. He was virtuous, say, and

wise. Well, at the last will not one and
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another say in his heart,
c Now let us breathe

again, free of master pedagogue ? True, he

was never hard on any of us, but I always felt

that he was tacitly condemning us.' Such is

the reward of the virtuous. But in our case

how many other reasons there are, to swell

the throng of those who would be quit of us !

Realise this as death draws on, and solace your

departure with the reflection I am leaving a

life, in which my own associates, for whom I

have so striven, prayed and thought, them-

selves wish for my removal, hoping that they
will perchance gain something in freedom

thereby. Why then should one cling to

longer sojourn here ? Yet do not therefore

leave them with any lack of charity ; keep
true to your own wont, friendly well-wishing
and serene, here too not dissociating yourself
from others. As in euthanasia the soul slips

quietly from the body, so let your departure
be. Of these elements nature joined and

compounded you : now she dissolves the union.

Be it dissolved : I part from what was mine

yet unresisting, unrebelliously ; just one step
more in nature's course.

37 Whatever is done, and whoever does it, so

far as may be, make it a habit to ask the

further question, To what does the man's

action tend ? And begin with yourself, test-

ing yourself first of all.

38 That which pulls the strings, remember, is

the power concealed within ; there is the
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mandate, the life, there, one may say, the

man. Never confound it with the mere con-

taining shell, and the various appended organs.

They may be compared to tools, with this

difference, that the connexion is organic.

Indeed, apart from the inner cause which
dictates action or inaction, the parts are of no
more account, than the weaver's shuttle, the

writer's pen, or the coachman's whip.
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THE properties of rational soul it views

itself, determines itself, makes itself what it

wills, bears and itself reaps its own fruit

while in the vegetable or animal world the

fruit is reaped by others and, finally, attains

its proper end at the point where life reaches

its term. In a dance or a play or such like,

an interruption leaves the action incomplete :

but not so with the soul ; at every point and

wheresoever arrested, she leaves her task ful-

filled and self-complete, and can say
*
I have

come by my own.' Furthermore soul ranges
the universe, alike the world of form and the

world of void, and reaches forth into eternity,
and encompasses and comprehends the cyclic

regeneration of the universe, and perceives that

our fathers had no fuller vision, neither will

our children behold any new thing, but that

the man of any understanding who has come
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to two-score years has in effect beheld the

uniformity of all things past and all things to

come. And yet another property of rational

soul is love of neighbours, truth, self-respect,

and that supreme self-reverence which is like-

wise an attribute of Law. And this implies
that the law of Reason is coincident with the

law of justice.
You will be disenchanted of the delights of 2

song and dance and the pancratium, if once

you decompose the melody into its constituent

notes, and ask yourself one by one, 'Is this

the spell I own ?
' You will turn from each

in disgust. Or analyse dancing in the same

way into successions of motion and rest ; or

do the same with the pancratium. In short,

setting aside virtue and virtuous acts, you have

but to press analysis to the component parts

and you are disenchanted. Apply the process
to life too as a whole.

O for the soul ready, when the hour of 3

dissolution comes, for extinction or dispersion
or survival ! But such readiness must proceed
from inward conviction, not come of mere

perversity, like the Christians', but of a temper
rational and grave, and if it is to convince

others unostentatious.

Have I acted unselfishly ? Good, I have 4

my reward. Be this your ever-present stay ;

and weary not.

What is your business ? to be good. How 5

can you succeed in this but by philosophic
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views, first of Nature, then of man's own
constitution ?

6 Tragedy, the first form of drama, drew its

lessons from experience, partly as true to the

facts of existence, and partly to take the sting,

upon the larger stage of life, from things
which appeal to the emotions on the stage.
For there you see the fulfilment of the just
denouement ; and also that there is strength
to bear even in the agony of O Cithteron^
Cith&ron ! l And the dramatists give us

words of help, such as the exquisite

Though I and both my sons be spurned of God,
There is be sure a reason.

Or again

Fret not at circumstance.

Or
Lives are reaped like ears of corn

and the like. After tragedy came the old

comedy, reprimanding like a schoolmaster,
and in its bluff outspoken way usefully re-

buking pride j somewhat in the style of like

deliverances by Diogenes. Next understand

the meaning of middle comedy, and finally of

the new comedy, noting to what ends it was

applied and how it gradually degenerated into

mere mimic diversion. That some good
1 The cry of Oedipus the King (Soph. OeJ. T. 1391) after

the terrible disclosure. For the quotations following, com-

pare vii. 38, 40, 41.
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things occur even here, every one knows ; but

what was the main object and aim of that

school of poetry and drama ?

Palpably, no condition of life is so well 7

suited for philosophy, as that in which fortune

now puts you.
A branch lopped from its neighbour branch, 8

is inevitably lopped also from the main trunk.

So too a man, isolated from one of his fellow-

beings, is severed from the general fellowship.
Another's hand lops the branch ; but it is a

man's own act when hatred or estrangement

separates him from his neighbour, and he wots

not that he thereby cuts himself off from the

great world society. But, thanks be to Zeus
who knits the bond of fellowship, it is in our

power to coalesce once more with our neigh-

bour, and recomplete the whole. Yet con-

stant repetition of the severance makes reunion

and restoration difficult for the separatist.

The branch which is part of the original

growth and has shared the continuous life of

the tree, is not the same as one that has been

lopped off and reingrafted, as the gardeners
know well. So then One at core, if not in

creed.

Those who put obstacles in the way of your 9

following the law of Reason cannot divert you
from sound action ; so likewise let them not

give your charity a check. Make sure of

both of steadfastness in judgment and action,
but also of gentleness towards those who try
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to baulk or otherwise annoy you. To lose

your temper with them is no less weakness,
than to abstain from action or to be cowed
into giving in. Both are alike deserters from

the ranks the man who flinches, and the man
who is estranged from his natural brother and

friend.

10 Nature is never inferior to art ; the arts

are but imitations of nature. If so, nature in

its most perfect and comprehensive form can-

not fall short of true artist workmanship. But
all the arts use the lower for the higher ;

and

so too does nature. Thus we get at the

origin of justice, which is the basis of all

the other virtues
;

for we are not true to

justice, if we strive for things secondary, or if

we allow ourselves to be imposed upon, or

draw hasty and fallible conclusions.

11 The things it so perturbs you to seek or

shun, do not come to you ; rather, you go to

them. Only let your judgment of them hold

its peace, and they on their side will remain

stationary, and no one will see you either

seeking them or shunning.
12 The soul becomes a " self-rounded sphere,"
when it neither strains outward, nor contracts

inward by self-constriction and compression,
but shines with the light, by which it sees all

truth without and truth within.

13 Will any contemn me ? See he to that.

It is for me to see that neither by act nor

word I merit contempt. Or hate me ?
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Again, his affair. Mine is to be in charity
and kindliness with every one, ready to show
this very man his misconception, not in a carp-

ing spirit or with a parade of forbearance, but

honestly and in good part, like old Phocion,
1

if indeed he meant what he said. That is the

right inward temper, and before the eye of

god man should not ever cherish resentment or

indignation. How can it be an evil for you
to follow the present authorisation of your
own nature, and accept what Nature now holds

seasonable ? As man, are you not set here to

bring about the advantage of the universe ?

They despise yet fawn on one another ; 14

and to get the better of each other, cringe to

one another.
4 To be simple, sir, in all my dealings, that 15

is my resolve !

' What a hollow spurious ring
it has ! Tut, man, no need of professions.
Truth will speak for itself; it should be

written upon your forehead : it rings in the

voice, it looks out of the eyes, just as in the

lover's expression the beloved reads all. Good-

ness, true and simple, should be like musk, so

redolent that, will-he nill-he, every one who
draws near perceives its fragrance. But the

affectation of simpleness is a dagger in the

sleeve: 2
'wolf-friendship' is the depth of

1
Referring probably to Phocion 'a charge to his son, before

drinking the hemlock, 'to bear no ill-will against the

Athenians.'
8

Literally,
' a crooked stick,' referring to the Greek pro-

verb, 'Nothing can make a crooked stick straigl t.'

L
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meanness ; beyond everything, shun that.

Goodness, simplicity and kindness, look out
of the eyes, and there is no mistaking.

16 The perfecting of life is a power residing
in the soul, realised by indifference towards

things indifferent. The indifference will be

attained by contemplating everything in its

elements, and also as a whole, and by re-

membering that nothing can imbue us with a

particular view about itself or enforce an en-

trance ; things are stationary, it is we who
originate judgments regarding them, and as it

were inscribe them upon our minds, when we
need inscribe nothing, or can efface any in-

scription transcribed there unawares. The
call upon self-discipline will not be long, only
till life is done with. Why make a grievance
and wish things otherwise ? If they are in

accordance with nature, rejoice therein and
find all easy j if not, then seek what is in

accord with your own nature, and press
towards it through good repute or ill. The
quest after one's own good is its own excuse.

17 Consider from whence each thing has come,
of what materials it is composed, into what it

is changing, what it will be like when changed,
and that no harm can come to it.

18 Heads of Philosophy

First. My relation towards men. We are

made for one another : or another point of
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view I have been set at their head, as the

ram heads the flock, or the bull the herd : or,

going back to the beginning If not atoms,
then nature disposing all

;
if so, things lower

exist for the higher, and the higher for one
another.

Second. What are men like in board, in

bed, and so on ? above all, what principles do

they hold binding ? and how far does pride
enter into their actual conduct ?

Third. If others are doing right, you have
no call to feel sore ; if wrong, it is not wilful,
but comes of ignorance. As " No soul wilfully
misses truth" l so none wilfully disallows an-

other's due
;
are not men distressed if called

unjust, or ungracious, or grasping, or in any
other way unneighbourly ?

Fourth. You are like others, and often do

wrong yourself. Even if you abstain from

some forms of wrong, all the same you have

the bent for wrongdoing, though cowardice,
or desire for popularity, or some other low

motive keeps you from wrong of the same
kind.

Fifth. You cannot even be sure if they are

doing wrong ;
for many actions depend upon

some secondary end. In short, one has much
to learn, before one can make sure and certain

about another's action.

Sixth. When sorely provoked and out of

patience, remember that man's life is but for

1 See vii. 63.
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a moment ; a little while, and we all lie

stretched in death.

Seventh. Men's actions resting with them

and their Inner Selves cannot agitate us, but

our own views regarding them. Get rid of

these, let judgment forego its indignation, and

therewith anger departs. How achieve this ?

by reflecting that they cannot demean you.
For if anything except what morally demeans
is bad, you too must plead guilty to all sorts

of wrongdoing, from brigandage
1 downwards.

Eighth. How much more unconscionable

are our anger and vexation at the acts, than

the acts which make us angry and vexed !

Ninth. Kindness is invincible if only it is

honest, not fawning or insincere. What can

the most aggressive do, if you keep persist-

ently kind, and as occasion offers gently re-

monstrate, and seize the moment when he is

bent on mischief, for trying quietly to convert

him to a better frame of mind. c Not so, my
son, we are made for other ends

; you cannot

hurt me, you hurt yourself, my son.' Then

point him gently to the general law of things,
that neither do the bees act so, nor any of the

gregarious animals ; but avoid any touch of

irony or fault-finding, and be affectionate and

conciliatory in tone ; not in schoolmaster

style, or to show off before others, but quietly
in his own ear, even if others are standing by.

Bear these nine heads in mind, gifts as it

1
x. 10 explains the reference.
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were of the nine Muses. While you still live,

before it is too late, begin to be a man ! Be
on your guard against flattering as well as

against petulance ; both come of self-seeking,
and both do harm. In fits of anger remind

yourself that true manliness is not passion, but

gentleness and courtesy, the more masculine

as well as the more human : this it is, and

not irritation or discontentment, that implies

strength and nerve and manhood ; the absence

of passion gives the measure of its power.

Anger, like grief, is a mark of weakness ;

both mean being wounded, and wincing.
Tenth and lastly a gift, so please you, from

Apollo leader of the Choir. Not to expect
the worthless to do wrong, is idiotcy ; it is

asking an impossibility. To allow them to

wrong others, and to claim exemption for

yourself, is graceless and tyrannical.
There are four moods to which your Inner 19

Self is liable, against which you must con-

stantly be upon the watch, and suppress them
as soon as detected with such reprimands as

these : It is a needless fancy : or, It is anti-

social : or, It does not come from your heart

and not to speak from one's heart is a moral

inconsequence : or, fourthly, You will never

forgive yourself; for such a feeling implies

subjection and abasement of the diviner

element in you to the perishable and less

honourable portion, the body and its coarser

apprehensions.
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20 By nature, breath and all the igneous ele-

ment in your composition ascend ; yet in

obedience to the order of things, they accept
subordination and keep their place in the

compound. Conversely, all the earthy and

watery elements in you tend to descend ; yet

by upward levitation retain a position which
is not theirs by nature. Thus the elements,
we see, obey the law of things, and persistently
retain their appointed place, until the signal
for dissolution sounds their release. Fie on it,

that your mind-element alone should disobey
and resent the post assigned ; though no
violence is laid upon it, nothing but what is

in accordance with its nature, yet it breaks

away impatiently. For motions of injustice,

intemperance, anger, vexation, fear, are simply
a rebellion against nature. When our Inner

Self chafes against anything that happens, it is

like quitting its post : for it is made for holi-

ness and god-fearing, no less than for justice ;

they form part of the idea ofworld-communion,
and even take precedence of just dealing.

21 Where the life has no unity of aim, the

man cannot live life at unity with himself. But
it is not enough to say this, unless you go on
to add what the true aim should be. In the

idea of goods at large, as popularly understood,
there is no unity, but only in goods of a

certain kind, namely social goods ; similarly
for unity of aim, the basis of the aim must be

social and unselfish. Direct all your inward
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endeavours to this end, and you will give unity
to all your actions, and be always consistent

with yourself.
Think of the mountain -mouse 1 and the 22

town-mouse, and the poor beast's scurry and
scare !

Socrates called popular beliefs Bug-bears for 23

children.

The Spartans at their festivals, for their 24

guests set seats in the shade, for themselves

sat where they could.

Socrates declined the invitation of Archelaus 25

son of Perdiccas, "to avoid" he said "death

with ignominy
"

to wit, receiving favours he

could not return.

Among the statutes of the Ephesians was 26

an injunction, to meditate continually on some
ancient model of virtue.

The Pythagoreans bid us every morning 27

lift our eyes to heaven, to meditate upon the

heavenly bodies pursuing their everlasting
round their order, their purity, their naked-

ness. For no star wears a veil.

Think of Socrates with the sheepskin round 28

his loins, when Xanthippe had marched off

with his cloak, and what he said to his friends

who modestly beat a retreat when they saw
him in such a guise.

In reading and in writing you cannot give 29

1 Marcus habitually uses
' mountain '

to signify unperturbed
withdrawal from the world, and the adjective here echoes x.

15, 23, and opening of iv. 3.
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rules till you have obeyed them. Much more
in life.

30 Slave that thou art, reason is not for thee !

31 And my dear heart laughed within.1

32 Virtue they'll taunt and with hard words revile.2

33 To look for figs in winter is fool's work ;

so is it to look for a child, when the time is

past.

34 As you fondle your little one, says Epictetus,
murmur to yourself

c To-morrow perchance it

will die.' 'Ominous, is it?' 'Nothing is

ominous,' said the sage,
i that signifies an act

of nature. Is it ominous to harvest the ripe

35 ears ?
' The green grape, the cluster, the

raisin, change following change, not into

nothingness but to the not yet realised.

36 No man can rob us of our will" says

Epictetus.
3

37 Epictetus urged the need of a sound

grammar of assent ; and in dealing with the

impulses, to take good heed to keep them

subject to reservation, unselfish, and in due

proportion to their object : always to refrain

inclination, and to limit avoidance to things
within our own control.

38 "// is no
trifle

at stake" he said "
it

are you in your senses^ or are you not ?
"

1

Homer, Od. ix. 413.
2

Hesiod, Work* and Days, v. 184.
*

Arrian, Epict. i. xi. 37, in. xxii. 105.
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' What would you have ?
'
Socrates used to 39

say,
t rational men's souls, or irrational ? '-

c Rational.' 'Souls healthy or souls depraved ?
'

l

Healthy.' 'Then why not seek for them ?
'

c Because we have them already.'
* Then

why fight and be at variance i
'
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ANIMULA VAGULA BLANDULA,
HOSPES COMESqjUE CORPORJS,

QUAD NUNC AEIBIS IN LOCA ? Hadrian

i ALL the good things to which you pray sooner

or later to attain may be yours at once, if only

you will not stand in your own way ; if only,

leaving the past alone and committing the

future to the hand of providence, you will

direct the present and that only, in the way of

holiness and justice : of holiness, that you may
be glad in your apportioned lot, nature's assign-

ment, it for you and you for it j of justice,

that you may freely and without subterfuge

speak truth and follow law and treat things at

their worth, knowing no contravention from

evil in another, nor from false view within,
nor from sound nor yet sensation of this fleshly

shell : for the part affected must look to that.

If only, seeing that now you near your end,

you will leave all else and pay sole reverence

to your Inner Self and to the god within, if

you will stand in fear not of life some day

ending, but of never beginning to live at all
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in accord with nature's law, then indeed you
will be a man, worthy of the universe that

begat you, and no more a stranger to your
fatherland, ever in amaze at the unexpected-
ness of what each day brings forth, and hanging
upon this event or that.

God sees men's Inner Selves stripped of 2

their material shells and husks and impurities.
Mind to mind, his mental being touches only
the like elements in us derivative and im-

manent from him. By accustoming yourself
to the same habit, you will save yourself most

part of the distracting strain. For he who
looks not to his shell of flesh, will assuredly
not make ado over raiment and house and

reputation, intent on the mere trappings and

stagings.
You consist of three parts body, breath, 3

mind. The first two are yours, to the extent

of requiring your care : the third only is

properly your own. Now if you separate
from your true self your understanding all

that others do or
say,

all that you have your-
self done or said, all that perturbs you for the

future, all that belongs to your material shell

or vital breath and lies outside your own con-

trol, all finally that sweeps past you in the

swirl of circumstance, if thus exempting and

clearing your mind-faculty from the play of

destiny, you enable it to live free and unre-

stricted, doing what is just, willing what

befalls, and saying what is true if, I say, you
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thus separate from your Inner Self the outer

ties and attachments, the influences of time

past and time to come, and so make yourself
in the language of Empedocles

A rounded sphere, poised in rotating rest ;

and train yourself to live in what alone is life

the present, then you will be able, for life's

remainder and till death, to live on constant

to the deity within, unperturbed, ingenuous,
serene.

4 How strange it is, that every one loves

himself above all others, yet attaches less

weight to his own view of himself, than to

that of other men. Suppose, for instance,
some god or some wise teacher stood at a

man's elbow and bade him utter aloud each

thought that came into his heart or mind, he

could not endure it for a single day. So much
more deference do we pay to what our neigh-
bours think of us, than to our own selves.

5
How is it that the gods, who ordered all

things well and lovingly, overlooked this one

thing ; that some men, elect in virtue, having

kept close covenant with the divine, and en-

joyed intimate communion therewith by holy
acts and sacred ministries, should not, when
once dead, renew their being, but be utterly

extinguished ? If it indeed be so, be sure,

had it been better otherwise, the gods would
have so planned it. Were it right, it would
be likewise possible ; were it according to
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nature, nature would have brought it to pass.

From its not being so, if as a fact it is not so,

be assured it ought not so to be. Do you not

see that in hazarding such questions you
arraign the justice of god ? nay we could not

thus reason with the gods, but for their per-
fectness and justice. And from this it follows

that they would never have allowed any unjust
or unreasonable neglect of parts of the great
order.

Practise even where you despair of success. 6

Want of practice makes the left hand helpless
in all else, but in handling the bridle it is more
efficient than the right : that comes of practice.
Think what a man should be in body and 7

soul, when death overtakes him : think of the

shortness of life, of the unfathomable eternity
behind and before, of the weakness of all

things material.

Strip off the husks, and look at the under- 8

lying causes ; look at the tendencies of action ;

at pain, pleasure, death, reputation ; at man,
his own disquieter ; see how every contraven-

tion comes from within, not from without ;

how the view taken is everything.
In applying principles to action be like the 9

boxer not the swordsman. The swordsman

lays by his sword and takes it up again ; but

the boxer's hand is always there, he has nothing
to do but to clench it.

Look at things as they are, discriminating 10

matter, cause, and tendency.
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11 How great is man's prerogative to do

nothing but what god approves, and to accept
all that god assigns.

12 In the order of nature, we must not find

fault with gods who do no wrong, witting or

unwitting ; nor yet with men, whose wrong
is done unwittingly. Therefore find fault

with none.

13 How silly and how strange, to be amazed
at anything in life !

14 Either fixed necessity and an inviolable

order, or a merciful providence, or a random
and ungoverned medley. If an inviolable

necessity, why resist ? If a providence, waiting
to be merciful, make yourself worthy of the

divine aid. If a chaos uncontrolled, be thank-

ful that amid the wild waters you have within

yourself an Inner governing mind. If the

waves sweep you away, let them sweep flesh,

breath and poor mortality ; the mind they
shall never sweep.

15 Shall the flame of a lamp give light till it

is extinguished, and not lose its radiance ; yet
within you shall truth and justice and wisdom
consent to premature extinction ?

16 He gives me the impression of wrongdoing,
but after all how do I know, whether it is

wrong ? or supposing it was, that he did not

upbraid himself for it like the mourner de-

facing his own visage ? He who would not

have the vile do wrong, is like one who would

not have the fig-tree bear juice in her figs, or
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infants squall, or the horse neigh, or anything
else that is in the order of things. What else

can result, his bent being what it is ? If it

aggrieves you, amend it.

If it is not your duty, do not do it : if it is 17

not true, do not say it.

Be it your endeavour always to look at the 18

whole, and see what the actual thing is that

produces the impression, and resolve it by

analysis into cause, matter, tendency, and

duration of time within which it must cease

to exist.

It is time to recognise that you have within 19

you something higher and more divine than

that which produces the affections of sense,
or just pulls the strings within. How is it

with my understanding, at this moment ?

fear ? suspicion ? desire ? or what ?

First, do nothing at random, or unpurposed. 20

Secondly, direct all action to some social end.

A little while and your place will know you 21

no more : so too with everything you now
see, and with every one now alive. All things

change and pass and perish, that others may
succeed.

The view taken is everything ; and that 22

rests with yourself. Disown the view, at

will
; and behold, the headland rounded, there

is calm, still waters and a waveless bay.
No action whatsoever is the worse for 23

ceasing, when the time for cessation comes :

neither is the author of the action, merely
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because his action ceases. So too with that

which is the sum of all our actions life :

when the time for cessation comes, it is none
the worse merely because it ceases ; nor do we
impute evil to him, who at the right time

brings the sequence to an end. Nature sets

the right time and the limit ; sometimes
the individual nature with its bidding of old

age, but in any case Nature at large, who by
constant changes of the parts keeps the whole
universe ever fresh and vigorous : and that

which is of advantage to the universe is ever

good and lovely. To the individual then

cessation of life is no evil, for there is nothing
in it demeaning, seeing that it lies outside our

own control and comes not of self-seeking :

and it is a good, in that to the universe it is

seasonable, serviceable, and subserving other

ends. Thus man becomes a vessel of god, at

one with god in tendency and in intent.

24 Three maxims to fall back upon.
I. In action, do nothing at random, or at

variance with the ways of justice : all outward

circumstance, remember, is either chance or

providence ; you cannot quarrel with chance,
and you cannot arraign providence.

ii. Think what everything is from the

seminal germ to its quickening with soul, and

from soul-quickening to the yielding up of

soul ; think of what it is compounded and into

what it is dissolved.

III. Supposing that translated to some higher
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region you could look down upon the world

of man, and discern its manifold variety, and
embrace within your vision his vast environ-

ment of things in air and things in heaven,
remember that, however often so translated,

you will see always the same sights, all uni-

form, all transitory. What food is here for

pride ?

Reject the view and straightway, you are 25

whole. Who hinders the rejection ?

Impatience at anything means that you 26

forget That all things follow the law of

Nature ; that the fault lies at another's door ;

that everything which happens, ever did, ever

will, ever does in every case so happen :

further, that you forget man's brotherhood

with all mankind, not by blood or physical

descent, but by community in mind : and

yet again that each man's mind is god, an

efflux of deity ;
that nothing is strictly a man's

own, but even his child, his body, his very

soul, have come from god j
that the view

taken is everything ; and that every one can

live, or lose, the present alone.

Dwell in retrospect on those who gave the 27

rein to passion, who scaled the highest pin-
nacles of ambition, fortune, feuds, and of every

change and chance. Then reflect, Where are

they all now ? Smoke, ashes, and a tale, or

less than a tale. Recall each instance of the

kind Fabius Catulinus on his farm, Lucius

Lupus in his gardens, Stertinius at Baize,

M
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Tiberius at Caprese, Velius Rufus, or any
other such fanciful endeavour ! how paltry all

such striving ! how far more philosophical

simply to use the material supplied to make
one's self just and wise and a follower of gods !

The pride which masks as modesty is the most

perverse of all.

28 To those who press the question,
* Where

have you seen the gods, whence your convic-

tion of their existence, that you worship them
as you do ?

'

I reply first, they are visible

even to the bodily eye : secondly, neither have

I set eyes upon my soul, and yet I do it

reverence. So is it with the gods ; from my
continual experience of their power, I have the

conviction that they exist, and hold them in

respect.

29 This is the way of salvation to look

throughly into everything and see what it

really is, alike in matter and in cause j with

your whole heart to do what is just and say
what is true : and one thing more, to find the

joy of life in heaping good on good so close,

that not a chink is left between.

30
The light of the sun is one, even though

disparted by walls, hills, or a hundred other

things : its common substance is one, though
disparted by any number of individual bodies.

So too soul is one, though disparted among
any number of natures and individualities.

And soul possessed of mind is one, though we
think of it as distributed in parts. All the
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other constituents of the various wholes

breath, material elements, and so forth

possess neither sense nor mutual relationship ;

yet even they are held in union by the unify-

ing element and identity of gravitation. But

thought tends specifically towards its counter-

part, and combines with it
; the instinct of

community refusing separation.

Why hanker for continuous existence ? is 31

it for sensation, desire, growth ? or again, for

speech, utterance, thought ? which of these

seems worth the craving ? If each and all of

these are of small regard, address yourself to

the final quest, the following of reason and of

god. Reverence for them cannot be recon-

ciled with repining at the losses death entails.

What a jot of infinite unfathomable time is 32

assigned to any one of us ! In a moment it

vanishes into eternity. What a morsel of the

sum of being ! or of the sum of soul ! on
what a grain of the whole earth you crawl !

Mindful of all this, regard one thing only as

of moment to do what your own nature

directs, to bear what universal nature brings.
How goes it with your Inner Self? that is 33

everything. All else, in your control or out

of it, is dust of the dead and smoke.
The best quickener to contempt of death is 34

this that even those who account pleasure

good and pain evil, contemn it notwith-

standing.
For the man, to whom good means solely 35
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that which comes in season, to whom it is all

one whether he follows the law of Reason in

few acts or in many, to whom it matters not

whether his outlook on the world be long or

short for that man death has no terrors.

36 Man, you have been a citizen of the great

world-city. Five years or
fifty,

what matters

it ? To every man his due, as law allots.

Why then protest ? No tyrant gives you

your dismissal, no unjust judge, but nature

who gave you the admission. It is like the

praetor discharging some player whom he has

engaged.
c But the five acts are not com-

plete ; I have played but three.' Good : life's

drama, look you, is complete in three. The

completeness is in his hands, who first author-

ised your composition, and now your dissolu-

tion ;
neither was your work. Serenely take

your leave ; serene as he who gives you the

discharge.



APPENDIX

THE following are the most important emenda-

tions, in which the translation departs from the

ordinary text. The line quoted is that of the

translation.

BOOK I

1 6, /. 13 Read iirifiovov 5v av aAAo? rts

17, /. 6 from end Read KOI TO TOU tv Katrj-ry

"uxrrrcp

BOOK II

2 For last word read diro8vpe<r@ai

6, at opening Read vfipify) ; /A^ vPplfc <reav-

Tt]v, & ^vX>'l'
and at 1. 3 *s yap

6
ySt'os IKOUTTW

1 6, /. 6 Read fi'itxrci for ev

BOOK III

2, /. 1 8 Read r)8t>s TTWS t'Stint <rvvia~ra(rOai

1 2, /. 8 Read CV/XHKT; for
t'j
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BOOK IV

3, /. 14 Read av\.iyv for avr^v
1 8, /. I Read tv&xoXiav

24, /. 2 Insert /xovov after a/zeivov

46, ^W Read DTI ou Set "
TraiSas ro/cewv

<5s," Tovrrri Kara \l/iX6v,

5 J >
^ 4 Read crrpayyei'as

BOOK V

5, /. 8 Read d/ieyaXeiov

26, /. 7 Read r))v fifpwv (rvfj.7ra.6tiav

BOOK VI

I 3, /. 1 2 Read roptiav for urropiav

BOOK VII

2, opening Read ?8c ra Sdy/iara- TTWS yap
aAAws . . .

1 6, /. I o Read ov Tra/aeA^ets for ov yap e^ets

5^ /. i Insert
yniy

before /*ex/ 6 v^"v ^^>-
Kora

67, opening Insert TOV vovv

BOOK VIII

2 1,/. 3 Read voo-rjo-av T/ aTroiri^rav

41, end Read ov^ oriovi' aTrrtrai, orav ytvrj-

rat

KVK\drtpos /Aoviy
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51, end Read TTWS ovv irijyrjv dcvvaov ts/

curSvov a-favrov . . .

57, /. 8 Read eVe/xtSeTeu for uxnrep Biatpci-

TCU

BOOK IX

3,7. 10 Read

BOOK X

7, end Read <ri> At'av irpoo~rr\Ky

9, /. 4 Read ov <uo-ioAoy^Ta>s

1 2, /. 8 Read 7;
Sc aTroirToxrts dirorevyp.' OVK

&TTLV

19,7. 2 Read dvfyx>yvvovMe'oi

BOOK XI

15,7.4-6 Read avro ^>anJ(rTai eVt TOU /xe-

TOIOVTOV

TOIS o/i/tao-ti/ (f\ft

BOOK XII

2, </ Read e

30, /. 12 Read T& e^ovv for TO voovv

3l,/. 3 Read TO \tyeiv

THE END
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